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CHAPTER t 
l01TtWDUC1\ION 
Historically, health educators ha~e been called upon to 
design and imp,lement ,nev m~thods of instr,uctioo. that would 
e·ff·ectively fa'cilitatre Che assimilation of. n~w 
information. Whil·e the body .of contemporary heall!h related 
knowledge is growing at an tin precede Q .ted rat~., e.d ucq t io nal 
prog·tra.ms can no't: t.ea~h. a .. ll the.r.e is t;,o learn nor can art 
in~ividual be expected to learn all there is to know. 
Recently however, The School Health Education Evaluation 
study (SHEE) l has shown that program evaluatiQn can be a 
valuable tool in establishmen~ of educational pDior1ties 
dfre<:ted at irit'proving the effectiVe'1tl'RS df itlS•tr1J:_$tion 
vatiables. This study ~ill concentrat& on the as&essment 
o~ existing ~eAlth knowledge in order to shgd l!~ht on its 
importance as an educational variable and its possible 
function as a mediator of wellness behaviocs. 
The SHEE study found tha\: "health education programs 
are effective aod work best where there is attention to the 
buildin.g of fo.undations of basic knowledge." 2 
l V.B. Connell, L.K. Olsen, R.R. TuFner and R. Simon, 
School Health Education Eyaluation, "Final Report", 
Cambridge, Mass., Abt Associates, Inc., 1985 
2 L .w .. .Gre~n, T·. Cook., M.E·. Doster, S .w. 12.ors, 
R. Hambleton., A. Smith and H.J. Walberg "Thoughts From T-he 
School ·H-ealth E·ducation Evaluation Advisory Panel", Journal 
of School Health, October, 1985, Volume 55, Number 8, p. 
300. 
.· 
1 
One important ou~come of the study was to indicate the need 
to "st'ring'ently select' topics that provide a lean core of 
s.ubject matter that all students ..can master." 3 Hastery of 
fundamental bealt~ k~dwledge allows an individual to take 
order to· achieve ·a le'vel of· wellness. Basic knowledge also 
helps .one to prote-ct one·se.lf from h.ealth hazard's and 
ptoblectns. Ef.fec:-ei-'.he h>e·alth. ed.uca.t-ion pr·ograms .. a·r'e.. b:as-ic to 
acquiring s:uch knowledge. The SHEE findings supported tnese 
.cont·.entions. wh.en it reported "statistically significant 
gains in student knowledge accompanied by s~udent reports 
of he~~thier attitudes, improved dec~s~on-making skills and 
a pos'it.ive. te.duction in the num.b'e.r of stud-e.nts who~ reported 
methodoolog.i'cal implications of t.he SllEE s-tudy stemmed from 
·the c¥iscovery of the p'ositive impact -of time-on-t·ask 
activitie~ with basi~ ·knowledge as a philosbp~ical base. 
~he study concluded tha~ th.e more time spent on 
specifically selected topics, the more effectively these 
topics were learned. 
3 T • D • C ;~ k and H ·• J • , W a 1 b e r g , h Me·t hod o 1 o g i c a 1 and 
Sub·s.t·antive Significanc~'·, Jou·r-nal o·f' School Hea;t-th, 
October, 1985, Volume 55, Number 8, p. 342. 
4 D.B. Connell, R.R. Turner and E.F. Mason, "Summary of 
Findings 'Of the S.chool Hea'lth Education Evaluation, Health 
Promotion Effectiveness, Implementation, and Costs", 
Journal of School Health, October, 1985, yolume 55, Number 
8, p .. 316. 
2 
~-
"The SHEE study represents another valuable 
contribution to the existing body of knowledge on the 
impact of school hea,lth education-" 5 It emphasizes the 
unL~ue role that health education plays in helping students 
a·cquire. c·he inf.or.tna4:"ion neca:s..sa·r<:>t for· m'ak.ing• wi:se decisions 
a·nd {lrove& that eV'aluation of existing· knowledge is 
funddmental tq aurcicular plaguing and improve~~nt. 
education program the essential elementts of school health 
programs--must;, be identified and evaluated; specifically, 
health knowledge a.nd :i;t,s impact .on the health decisions 
ma.d-e by st'udents .. In t-bis way th·e· es.sent·ial elements of 
healt~ eddcatfon programs can be identified, evAluated and 
pr.ovided with appropr.i;,at:e._ i.rtLQJ~ma.tian. Health knowledge 
and iDs impact on health decisions made by youth can then 
be investigated in order to draw conclusions about that 
particular programs' efficacy. 
Possession of information by an individual does not 
mean that correct decisions will automatically be macte. 
Student behaviors are effected by various psycho-social 
variaHles within their peer-group. Genera~ly accepted 
information espoused by the peer group,even if inaccura~e, 
can influence d~cision making behaviors. Test instruments, 
5 K. Howell,. R. Frye and D • .Bibeau, "comments from the 
Field",Journal of School Health, October, 1985, Volume 55, 
Number 8, P• 354. 
3 
designed to evaluate indi~idual seudent knowledge, can 
serve as a tool which m6nttors and manifests the quantity 
and quality of the ·general· knowledge witt)in student 
gtoups. This informatton can then be used as one of the 
evalu>iitiorf te'chniqu~S· u·aed to insU.r.e' tha·t· the· info.·r·mati6n· 
within the exis·ting _prog·ram r-emains current·. 
Therefore, it i,~ impqrtant to know. w.berc an,.d how,_ 
D . r• H • .6 ·.a.v..J. s u.· a.r: r.1. s• 
two hundred eighty-eight students ranging in age from 
eleven to ~ighteen to d~termine the sou~ces of a specific 
form of knowledge, sexual infQrmation. The data indicated 
tha~ friend~ were ~he most ~r~quenely ci~~~ source of 
' sexu'iH fn'fortdat.f&rl fo!lo~ecr by tlte s6lido!. 
in a li.ke nrariner, g . .enerct-:1:. sJ:.uderit kn.owled19e could he a 
determining factor in the student decision making process. 
If peers do convey important information'to age mates in 
relatfon to oth~r heaLth knowfedge areas, ie becomes 
imperative to develop compreh . ensive curricula that will 
provide stude6ts with cdrrect informati~~. Ib this way 
students witn p~oper information can have a positive role 
in inf'luencill'g' !:"he· beh<aviors of peer,s. 
If the levei of individua1 health kn~~ledge can effect 
decision ~akirig when influenced by psychopoc1al 
6 S • M.. D a vi s and M • B.. H a r r i s , 11 Sex u a 1 Know 1 e d g e , Sex u.al 
Interests and Sources of SexuaX Information of Rural and 
Urban Adqte~cents from Three Cultures'', Adolescence,Volume 
17, Summe~ 1982~ p. 478. 
4 
{nteraction, a return to a curricular emphasis on 
knowled~e, directed at risk taking behaviors, would be of 
value in the area of prevention. Such a curriculum would 
take advantage of the psychosocial influence of age mates 
within the peer group. 
S~atement of the Problem 
The purpos~- of· this stud·y was to comp-ar"e· 
the leval of Health knowledge of New Yor~ State 
students in &rades four, seven and ten with that 
of Michigan students in grades four, seven and ten. 
Hypotheses 
No statistically· sig.nLfi.cant difference 
l ' 
exists between Health knowledge scores of fourth, 
s,eventh and tenth g~rad,e Ne-w, York St.ate students 
and those of Michigan s~udent& in the same gtade 
levels. 
Ho:)l.(.m 4 =,M.ny 4 -"'m 7 =)Any 7 Am 10= .}(nylO 
Ha:.4-(.m 4 =M,ny 4 p.. m 7 =}(RY 7 .M,Ill 10 =AnyiO 
Significance of the Study 
An effective curriculum begins with the needs of the 
student and ends with a documentation of positive results. 
"If" He.:a.l.t'h-' Education is to be inrp.o·rtant in 
improv!ng health behavio.r~ it ~ill be necessary 
to evaluate current knowledge status in order to 
improV>e existing e-ulrricululll'S... The te.s~ing of 
stud.ent knotvledg~ m-ay prove -to be an effective 
for~ oJ pr~ram evaluation used ·by the health 
educator." 1 
7 c.w. Higg~ns, J.O. Pris~\ and J.D. Dunn, 'A Survey of 
Health Education in Western Kentucky High Schools'', Journal 
of School HealLh, Volume 52, Number 3, March, 1982, p. 162. 
5 
Continu9us mpn~t~ring of student bealth knowledge levels in 
conj~n9tion w~th an appraisal of health attitudes and 
pr~ctiGe~ is th~ basis for curriculum revision. 
This evaluati~n process ~ust be specific enough to 
de t ~ c t ~.he. p 7; 9 b.\ ems , need s an ct in t e :r;; e s t s o f t be s tude n t s 
serviced by tbe program. Betng sensitive to the level of 
student koowledge can be a valuable tool in curriculum 
development. "An assessment of student knowledge, supported 
by local school districts and conducted by health educators 
can serve as a basis for the development of an effective 
Health Education Curriculum," 8 
Besides influencin~ positive decision making bebaviors 
wit-hin stud~l: veet: groups-; a doct!l.mexl't,.ed ~nowle<J.g,e gain· in 
t'U-rn ma..y .6ast-er a"' m·o·r-e pasiti:ve> co.moun'ity p.erce-pt:iori o.f the 
health education p~ogram in the school. Because knowledge 
gains reported by the SHEE "reached levels of effect sizes 
that are educationally significant by conventional 
stan·dards of pedagory," 9 cognitive knowledge may be the 
basis of effective health education programs. 
By comparing New Yo~k State student Health Topic 
Attainment Rate percentages on the Michigan Educati~nal 
8·. M.L. DuShaw and S- Hansen, , "C.urrent St~.tus ot 
Statewide School Health Education Programs in Michigan, 
Journal of School Health, Volume 53, Number 8, October, 
1983, p. 475. 
9 L.W. Green, et al, op. cit., p. 300. 
6 
Asse~sm~nt Brograma test for Health Educa~ion with that of 
Mich~g~q students. 1~ is Qnticipated that thia study will 
(1) d~termine th~ he~l~h knowledge Qf students in selected 
New tor~ State schools (2) determLn~ !f there is a 
to~k &tate and Michigan (3} provide a basLs for (QUure 
research in the area of student health knowledge in New 
York Strate • 
Definition of Terms 
·A "Health Topic Attainment Rate" 10 is a student 
t;>.ercentage sco.re on. the HEAP test for l;lealth education. 
The Michigan Educational Assessment Program(MEAP) Test 
health knowledge in grades four, sev,en a,nd ten." 1 1 
Health "is a dynamic status that results f:rom an 
interacbion between hered~ty potential, environmental 
circumstance and Lifestyle selection." 12 
A Needs Assessment is a systemic process by which a 
Healtll Educator determines student, curricular and program 
, goa,l s -. 
10 Michigan Department of Education, "Health Education 
In,ter-pre.triv.e Rep,ort, Lansing:, Micll"igan, July, 198,5, p. vi. 
11 Ibid., p. 1. 
12 G.F. Carter and S.B. Wilson, "Hy Health Status", 
Burgess Publishing Company, Minneapolis, Mn, 1982, p. 5. 
7 
,.,. .. -. 
Knowledge, involving the re~all of specifics and 
universals, is a method or pr~cess by which patterns, 
, structures and s~tiings a~e created. 
Education fs ~the aggregate process by which students 
~re 1nflu~dced by a selected and controlled environment for 
· the' purp·ose of acquiring 'knowle-dge-, de.:velopi.ng abilities, 
attitudes and behaviors that are accepted and valued by 
societ'y. 
A Curr~culum is a varied, sequential learning 
experi~nce supervised and provided by the sdhool fo~ the 
purpose of· eX:iucating chil'dren in ways of knowledge and 
benavior. 
e.va:J:uat±cm'd..s a juctg.e.men"tal ass·ertion a~\lt t.he va.kue-· 
:- of' a p.ro·gram, C'u.rtl"i'cul:unr .0~ indi'\1-idaa·l' a.bi•li·t:f. 
Delim1nations of the Study 
The inves~igatlon was carried out under the following 
conditions. 
1. The subjects used in th~s study consisted of six 
hundred twelve stu~ents from grades four (N = 156), seven 
(N • 152), and ten (N. a 304). It was no~ be po,sible ·to 
matc·h ~w '/ort< stAte rourt'h, seventh and te'nth gra.d'ers with 
Michigan groups. Subjects were volunteered by district 
administrators froor thr'ee Mon·r·oe Count·y sch&ol districts; '" 
Churchville-Chili ego, Hilton CSD and Spencerport CSD. 
8 
9 
2. All classes were heterogeneously grouped without regard 
to racial, ethnic or socio-economic background. 
3. All ;e,ts were admini~tered in the Fall ot the 1985-86 
school ye'tr and ,were m.acttine scored. 
Limitations of the Study 
This inves·t'·iga·ti.on was ca·rried out ,under t'he following 
1 Lm ~ t a t i 9 tl· • 
1. No datJ wes availabl~ concerning the make~up of the 
Michigan sample or tbe conditions under which the test was 
Basic Assumptions 
studen~$ wbp ta~e a H~glth ~d~cation cours~ in N~w York and 
~1chiipn sh¥re certain general characteristics and 
therefore c~n be compared. 
2. Based on the data provided by the Michigan Department o~ 
Education, the MEAP te~t is considered to be ? vqlid and 
~eliable" test criterion for es·timating stu<i,enJ;: health 
kn·owlesfge of fourth, seventh. and tenth g.rade students. 
3. T.h.e HTaK of seven,t;y-five. percent, although an arbitrary 
number d6cte·rmined by the. Hichigan Department of Education, 
is an acceptable criterion for use with fourth, seventh and 
tenth grade students. 
REVIEW Of RELATED LITERATURE 
~esearch concerned w;th health knowledge, its 
relationship to attitudes, behavior and the role Health 
Educatton pla~s in tea~hing cog~itive unde~staQding is 
Lnc..omplet,e .,.. He..aith educ . a,tors have always be.J:Ul·, conc.e.rned 
with factual knowledge. However, "modern" educational 
methods have at times required health education programs to 
reduce knowledge to a subordinate position. 
·• ·~.:,' ~ ' l 
As avail~bl~ technology accelerated past an 
individ•tal's normal capacitv to absorb information, 
educa~ion was chall~nged to pxovtde ways t~ increase 
education pr{)grams neglected to teach association, 
iri'tegra:ti~n., c~r.re1a.tion and, structuring. The: r a p i d i t y 
with w&ich these changes occurred made the teaching of 
i, we 11 ness under s tanding s 11 d i f f i c u 1 t • The "trivial pursuit'' 
form of learning, where the end was more important than the 
means'· dama~ed th"e success rat·e of I!!'any p.rograllrs. 
curriculum improveme'nt can· n'6t be achieved by the 
11 0verall 
1 introduction of crash programs or a patchwork approach." 
1 Jf.H. Sliepcevich; "Summary Report of a Nationwide Study 
of Health Instruction in the Public Schools"; School 
Health Equcation Study, \.Jashington, D.C., 1964, p. 12. 
10 
Hea~th Knowledge 
The concept of knowledge i~ uniquely related to the 
educ~tional proces~. "C9mpreJ1ensive kqowledge is a 
~onstruct which g~v~s meaning and st~ucture to regularities 
in erist,en'ce 0 The' Pt;Of!'er empl)a.s"iS in edlrcation is this 
- sn.ru·cture of kqowl;edge· and the relat:j.oJ;:q>hip between il;s 
varJous factual elements that ma~e one id~a follow 
an·ot·he·r." 2: Th~ inrp.ortance of factu.a;L. knqwledge' pervad.es 
both tre practical and theore~ical realm of he~tth 
e4ucation and is roo~ed in the very essen~e of education 
itself'. "Knowledge in the infortpat;ional sense is 
fundamental t;q huma11 cognition anq required for ac9-.dem1.c 
. ' . 
speculation and pragmatic i.nvE;stigation." 3 
I ' 
evaluation has sou,ht tO determine st~4ent health 
knowledge. The School Health Edu~ation Study (1961-65) 
des~ribed th~ status of health inqtru~tio,n in United States 
publi~ schools and determined the heqlth knowledge , health 
~ttitudes and health practices of various elementary and 
seconda~y scho~l s~udeats. One hundred thirty-five (135) 
school districts from thirty eight (38) states, randomly 
~el~c~ed th~~~ classes at grade levels six, nine and twelve 
for the purpose of creating a subject popl. 
2 J.S. &rune;;.: On k~owing: Essays for th~ 'Left' H~nd; 
Belnap Pre~s qf Harvard Qniversity Press, Cambridge, Mass·., 
1962, p. 120. 
3 K. Lehrer, Knowledge, Oxford University Press, London, 
England, 1974, p. 3. 
Sfudents respond~d to ~~estio~§ ibdut thiitt-iw6 He,lth 
r~lated topi~s on the ~school~Health Education Evaluatfon 
Study" 4 Out a~ the 11,634 possible subject choices, two 
thdusand (1,000 mare ~nd 1,000 female) were randomly chosen 
from e~ch lev~l. The d~scoverv of widespr~ad d~flciencies 
iJt'ex..iSti.ng health educPtion -:-Ho'gr."!m<; nromnted the. ::author<;: 
to call for action nlans a{mPd at improvement of rrev~ntto~ 
cur-iculums. Reali:>:ing that' knowl<:>dgr> abo••t the stat·!s of 
ex.isting conditions is funda~e~tal ~o ~he success of anv 
program. the studv radomm@nded that, "states and lncsl 
qchool df9trfcts plan ~nd c~rry o~t diagnostic evaluation 
studies of t&etr health instruction p~ograms in o~der to 
det.erm:ine· exis~i"ng S·•t"re.ngt"hS and. weak.ne-sa.e~ ." 5 
Health Knowledge and Rela~ed Variables 
Studying ·relationships between knowledge and other 
variabl:es found· in wellness programs' is a v-a~u.ahle 
ecfucation·al ·tool. In 1910, Brayer itudied drug use and its 
relation to kn6wledge in the ~oronado Unilied School 
District in Coronado, California. One hundred sixteen, 
eight g:t:ade .and one hundred tw.en.ty-four eleventh g.rade 
st'udent subjec~s responded to one hundred nine q~esttons 
rerdted ~&drug use. 
4 E.~. Sliepcevich, op.clt., School Health Education 
r: v a 1 u at i v e ·Stu d'y , 1 9 5 4 - 5 9 , Los An g e l e s , C a 1 i f o r n i a , p • 7 2 • 
5 E.M. Sliepcevich, op.cit., p. 12. 
Nonl..use'rs o'f dr'ugs in b.oth· grades suored seventeen percent 
higher on the test. "Analysis of results indicated that 
student users in li6.th e-ighth .an'd eleventh grades know less 
than n'o n-us e r s abo~t'• drugs or drug-related in f b rma t ion." 6 
'!n brder for 'Healt'h E'duca·ti'on· prog'rams· to function in r!:' 
preventative sens'e Brayer concluded that, ''new methods for 
.. 
pte s e·n t a t i o n. o f cog n i t i v--e d a t a a s we 11 as a d i f f e r e n t 
philosophica'l v1.ewp'Oint e·owards· lt·novle.dge 'itself' is 
needed." 7 
M~ashring Health Knowledge 
Me~~uring ~tuaenf kriowledge gain is an important method 
ujed to evaluate health @ducation progra~s. In 19 7 3 
Walbekf3found. si:gnificant gains p < .OS in knowledge of 
gam!ra.l riu:t·r·ition when he. s·t:udj.~a:d f.our~ dif,Ee.re.nt· 
in~tructionaf/sktll acqui~ition program~ re~~tding changing 
the kndw£edgg; attitudes and behaviors of ffftJ-severt (57) 
Soutl'l American mothers. "Differences in the ~xtent of 
acquired knowledge among different types of programs are 
minimal however, it seems possible to conclude that 
6 H.r. Brayer., et al, 11 A Comparative Anal'ys1s of Drug Use 
and its Relationship to Certain Attitudes, Values and 
C.O'gn..itive Kn.o.w.l'edg,e of Dru~·s· be.tween' E.ig.hth arf'd Eleventh 
G 1; a d. e. SJ: \l <j e n t, s i n t h e G.o r o n ad o U n i f i e d S c h-0.-o 1 D i s t r i c t , " 
Coronado Unified School District, Coronado, California, 
1910, p. 55. 
7 ~·· P• 56. 
8 W.H. Walbek, "Precepts, Paragons and Practice: The 
Effects of Various Methods of Nutrition -Instru-ction on 
At~itudes, Knowledge and Behavior. In D.C. Iverson and B. 
Portnoy, "Reassessment of the Knowledge/Attitude/Behavior 
·Triad'•, Hea·lth E'ducation, Nov/Dec., 1977~ p. 31. 
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e~ucational program' &eherally h~ve the ~ffect of 
in,creasing kno~ledge,." 9 
Health Knowl-edge and Educational, Programs 
"Educators are .s·ometimes lulled into the be.).ief that 
imp•rting information can only result iq desirable behavior 
changes. This trust jn ~nowle~ge is ~artly responsible for 
! 
the neglect of the evaluijtiqn o~ wel~ness programs and 
~ .. "' . ~ ~ .. 
t,heir impact upon knowleJge, attit-ude:S a·nd .. btLhavior .'1 10 
Fischman and et., al. 11 assessed ~he knpwledge, 
accept:arrc~ .. apd ~se of- contrac.e.-ptive_ metnods of two hundred 
postpattum women at the Harlem Hospital Center. After 
' testing one hundred postpartum women who had g~tended a 
famil1 planning clas5 and one hundred who had not attended, 
the. aut'hars reported a s.ignifLc.a.nt~ di .. fference.; (p (.001) 
between th.e· two groups. The b.efore-c'lass gr'c>up ans.wered 
fourteen of twenty'--three questions or 61 percent correct 
' com~ared to twenty of twenty-three questions or 87 percent 
correct for the after-class group." 
Knowledge, ·however, is not a'lways info'rmat'ion which ic: 
undcr~tood nr t~at which c~n b~ ~pnlied. ThereforP ,. 
"t:!ctual knowl~dge must be as·so-cia.ted with techniques that 
9 D : C • I v e r s on and .B • Po r t no y , u R e as s e s ·s 'men t o f t h. e ' 
Knowledge/Attitude/Behavior Triad", Health Education 
Nov/Dec., 1'977, p •. 31. 
10 S.H. Fischman, P. Col~ier, v. Stewart and D.P. Swartz. 
"The Impa,ct, of Fami~y Planning Classes on Contraceptive 
Knowledge, Accepta,nc,e and Use", Heaith Education 
Honographs,. 1974, Volume 2: p. 246. 
11 Ibid., p. 250. 
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teach unders.tandings ."12 Health education programs should 
strive to teach structured knowledge. The authors 
.... 
s·u p p o r t e d t h :i, s c o n c e p t o f t e a c h in g f o r u n d e r s t and i n g w he n 
they stated, 
"One link between knowledg~ and 
contraceptive use was noted: the women 
who apparently understood the ~ilY's 
rrrechanis.m of actto.n-,were ml>-re c.,otrai.st·ant':. 
pill-users that their less informed 
cOunterparts for one year po~tpartum. 
Knowledg::e may not" d:ir~ct·1·y ch11·n·gc.e 
benavior but the fact remains that 
increased knowledge is merely one 
componenf
3
·i:n the process of behavior 
cnange .• If 
Researchers have found a positive cause and effect 
relat~onship between educational prOgrams and knowledge. 
Rabinow'ftz and Zimmerli14 founa a significant mean 
know 1 e·&g e gain ('p < • 0 0 1 ) w hi 1 e s t u dying the e f f e c t s of 
health education programs on seven hundred eighty-five 
j u n i or high s·t u den t s • Sub j e c t s f 'rom t hi r t y- six· random 1 y 
s e 1 e c t e d c l as s e s in s i x N·i a g a r a Co u n t y ( 'N • Y • ) s c h o o 1 
districts responded to fifty-eight items concerned with 
kno<Nledge and. at .. titudes related to tobacco use. 
12 W.A. Brownell, ""The Measurement:' of Unde-rstanding!'; The 
54t·lt Yea-rb..oo·k 
6
of tlte· Nati.onal &cr.cie~y of Edu..catLon·; 
N'atio'nal Sqciety for t\itt'Study of Educa:'tl"on, C'h:icago, Ill., 
1981, p. 8. 
13 Fis~hman, op.cit., pp. 256-58. 
14 H.S. Rabino<Nitz an·d W.H. Zimmerli, "Effects of a Health 
Education Program on Jr. High School Students' Knowledge,· 
Attitudes and Behavior Concerning Tobacco Use", Journal of 
School Health, Volume 44, Number 6, June, 1974, pp. 324-30. 
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AlkHateeo, Luket'oth and 15 Riggs found significant 
:i:ncreases (p' <-Ocll) in mean knowledge after comparing 
educ~tional techniques used in a venereal disease clinic at 
1 the Santa Clara~ Calif6rnia Hkalth Department by 
s~udying fdur hund~ed forty-three subjects. It was hoped, 
knowledge abou~ why the behavior was inappropriate. 
Knowledgeable persons would then fotm appropria~e attitudes 
about ehe beh<i:vio.r .•. " 16 
Knowledge is the most comcton deribmlna~or of ~ost 
educational learning theories but whichev~r n~o~~~m is 
l 
d:~cussed, knowledge ga~ned 4 q the basic factor P~scicia~~d 
witttt po!'fi.t·:irve· out:confe-S'. \v(dlrres·s pt"ograrrrs m·usti: be dir"e·cted 
to tne· neads of" tHe- fndfvid'uai artd- shoul"<± be basecr on the 
need to gather pe~tinent info~mabi6n because the primary 
"rol'~ of educat'iorrB'l pro-graifls in behavfor' change is to 
di~ectly increase kn~wledge and indirectly initiate 
at t i t u de -and behavior change s , " 17 
15 ~~. Alkhateeb, C.J. Lukeroth and l1 .. Riggs; " A 
CQ~Ra~i~an of ~h~~' ~du~J~i~gal Ie~hp~q~es U$ed i~ 1 
V en e r e a 1 D i s e as e C 1 i t'i. i c " P u b 1' i ~ He a 1 f h Re p o' r t s , v o 1 u me 9 0 , 
1975, P·P· L59.-l6':w. 
16 R.M. Nakamura and C.M. Lescault, "Health Behavior 
Survey of Califdvnia School Hedltft Educator9", JQurfia1 of 
SclioollHealth"'- ~q'lume 53, Number 9, November, 1983, p. 557. 
17 D.C. Iverson and B. Portnoy, op.cit., p. 33. 
16 
The interrelationship between knowledge and behavior is 
·~ 
crucial to effective we'flness programs because it is 
associated with the applied process of decision making. 
,! 
"How much information a person has, how accurate it is and 
how much value the persBQ gives it is ~ complex process 
tpa.t interacJ:s with other, fa.ct.ors and has a dire .. ct impac,t.. 
on health decisions and resultant behaviors." 18 "If 
students have knowledge and related understandings in a 
given health area a~~ they learn how to evaluate the 
' various altern.atives; health-enhancing choices will 
result." 19 
Hansen and Evans zo· used feedback about carbon monoxide 
to t:.est t:he· efficd.e.m:·y. of se·ver.a,1 p.rog.r.am'S attempti.ng to 
) det.e.r exp.er:bnentat:"iorr. wil:'tl' cigarettes. Four hundt:"ed five, 
sixth graders from fourteen elementary school classes in 
the Hpuston Independent School Dis~rict participated in ~he 
study. The subjects were. divided into five groups related 
to feedback: immediate feedback, delayed feedback and 
information-only·feedback. "The information-only 
18 J. Jacobs, "News from Health Research; Toward a Better 
tfnder.standing'', Journa.l of School Health, Volame 52, Number 
12, December, 1·982, PP'• 6~14-&-18~. · 
19 E.J. Dl.lryea, "Decision Making and Heal:th Education", 
Journal of School Hea·lth, Volunre· 53, Num·ber 7, January, 
1983, pp. 29-31. 
20 W.B. Hansen, and R.I. Evans, "Feedback Versus 
Information Concerning Carbon Monoxide as an Early 
Instruction Strategy in Adolescent Smoking", Adolescence, 
volume 17, Number 65, Spring, 1982, pp. 89-98. 
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group showed tha only decrease in the number of r~ported 
smokers 
the Ct1i 
(-8.2%) which accounted for forty-four percent of 
21 
square." 
"Many health programs have behavior change as their 
goal. In general, these programs tend to focus on kno~led~e 
and attitudes in attempting to encourage stu~ents to change 
' ;22' 23' 
thei-r;: behavior.' Riggs and Noland sur-veyed three. I· 
hundred six female (aged se-vente-en to f o r-ty-n··i ne) college 
students (freshman thr-ough graduate classes) to determine 
the relationship of health knowledge about Toxic Shock 
Syndrome (TSS) and health behavior~ Subjects responded to 
an eighteen item multiple choice questionnaire, develope~ 
by the author, which was divided iota three varfablcis: 
developing TS"S. The authors found that, "tw,enty-one 
percent of the subjects in this study actually did change J 
their behavior (by changing brands) due to a concern for 
TSS'"24 and th€re!ore concluded that, "knowledge about TSS, 
bo.t h pe rce i y-ed and actual did appear to be related to 
behavior."25 
2 l I b i.d .• , p • 'J 5 • 
---
22 R.S. Riggs, and H.P. Noland, "Awareness, Knowledge and 
Perceived Risk for Toxic Shock Syndro~e in Relation to 
Health Behavior", Journal of School Health, Volume 53,-
Number 5, May, 19~3, P• 37. 
23 Ibid., pp. 303-307. 
24 Ibid., p. 303. 
25 I;,id., p. 305. 
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. 
Knowledge based p~ograms have shown positfve outcomes 
in many areas of student behavidr. Schinke and Gilchrist 26 
compared fifty-six ·(thirty 1emale and twenty-six male) 
sixth grad~~tudehts frbm two Seattle schools. Subjects 
' responded to a thirty-five item q~estionnaire on the 
e·ffa.ct:::s. of tobac.c-,o· smo..king·. A. Prima-ry P·r.eNentJ..on program 
, concerning tobacco was a ~ondition of Solomon four-square 
r e s ear c h de s i g n • Tb e au t h 1o r s r e p o r i: e d t h a t , " P r i m a r y 
Prevention students- .h.ad fest scores that were higher ( t 
(54)= 3.562, p < ~001), noted more instances oi refusal of 
all forms of tobacco (t (49) = 2.720, p < 01) and were 
better able to link problems with so!"utions (t (4'9) = 
2.011, p < '-.Ol)'.'r-2? 
Hodge2,B:·studied" t'he effects of a contracep·~·ive program 
on knowledge, attitulies and behavior of undergraduate 
students at the State University o'f New York, 
26 S.P. Schinke and L.D. Gilchrist, Primary Prevention of 
Tobacco Smoking,"' Journal of Scho,ol Health, Volume SJ, 
Number 7, Sept~mber, 1983, pp. 416-418. 
27 Ibid., p. 418. 
-
28 M.E. Hodge, "The Effects of a Contraceptive Program on 
: Kno wJ..eli g e., At t i t u..d.e and Re h{l v Lox. of U q.d ~ r get' ad:u.a.t· e. Co lJ..e g .e... 
Studen·t~s", ·Thesis for ,a Maseer of· Sci:ence in E'ducation, 
St,ate University of New York, 'coliege at Brockport, 1983, 
pp. 1-108. 
College at Brockport. Two hundred subjects ranging Jn age 
from eighteen to forty years were divided into seven 
groups. Four groups enrolled in a two-week Family Life 
Science instructional unit in Contraceptive Education and 
three did not. Three g.r.ou.p,s wer~ pretested a!ld. a.J,l groups 
~ete postteii~d. A modifi~d randomized Solomon four-grodp 
design was utilized. "The author concluded that 
contraceptive education does 9roduce a· significant increa~e 
in personal contrac~ptive knowledge (F = 85.71825 p < 
o.Ol) while also producing a signific~nt sh~ft tn 
contraceptive attitude (F = 6.47308 p < 0.05)." 29 
A similar study by Andrews and Hearne 30 expo,sed six 
hu.nd.red stud..e·nt:s from two New Yor.k. City· s,.cho_a::L d.istr·ic:t·s· to 
a co g n i t i v e - ai f::.e c t. i v e· p t o g.r am c.o.n c e r n i ng s.m o k i n·g a t t i t u d e s 
' 
• 
and behavior. T~e subj?cts were divided into a ~ontrol 
group of three hundred sixteen students and ~n experimental 
group of two hundred eighty-four students. The study began 
in the kindergarten year and followed the same children 
through the first, second and third grades. 
f'bid.~. ·p. 64·~· 
--
30 R.L .• An:dcew.s, and.t J·.T:. Hearne, "Eff·ects. ufr.: Pr'ima·ry 
Grades Health Curriculum Project on Student and Parent 
'Smoking Attitudes and Behavior," Journal of School 
Health, Volume 54, Numb.<er 1, Januacy, 19-84., RP• 18·-zo. 
20 
After the completion of· the program, the experimenta-l group 
srudents showed lesr willingness to become involved with 
-taba~co(p (.05) •. After post-testing the authors fou~d 
th'at, "the curriculum crea''ted· positive results in student 
attitude 'and behavior: while providing sufficient ·knowledge 
::· t..o !.n.ll:uenC".e t:h.ei"r fam:i·l·ies ... to c.hang.e· b·eh·a~vio·r:- (·.p~· (' 
• 000 1.)·. II, 31 
Recent research by Riggs and Noland 32 determined that 
knowledge is related .to locus of control' and an increase in 
available knowled~e enables an individual to internalize 
the 1 o cu s of ·co fl t r o 1 ; the reb y p o s·i t 1 v e 1 y e f f e c t in g 
behavior. The autbors studied health knowledge and 
behav-ior i\rt re-J:a·tion to locus of· con·tro·l. An internal 
lo·c'us of co'rftrol indicat'es· an indivtdua-l's belief that 
" the y" con t r o 1 o r d o no t· con t r o 1 t he i ·r o w n h e a 1 t h and 
healt~ behaVior. An external locus of control refers to 
the in d 'i 'vi. d 'ua 1 who be 1 i eves t hat hi s he a 1 t h s t a t us is 
caused by fat·e, luc-k or the intervention of other people'. 
One hundred eighteen black male and f~male youths, aged 
tw~lve to sev~~teen ye~rs, from the metropolitan Lexington, 
Ke~t.uc.ky ar·~a, wer.e. u..s.ed as::. aullj e.cts for tlte: LD..cu_s.. a.L 
control study. 
31 ~·· P• 19. 
32 R.S. Riggs, and H.D. Noland, "Factors Related to the· 
Health Knowledge and Health Behavior of Disadvantaged Black 
Youth,". Journal of School Health, Volume 54, Number 11, · 
December, 1984, pp. 431-434. 
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Sul:!je-cts responded to a fLfty i·tem mu:ttiple choice test 
developed by the ~uthors for bhis study. Specifically, 
Riggs and Noland found that, "Internally-oriented students 
had higher·knowledge scoces (X=30.30) than did 
exte.rnally-.\)rieqted stud~.1Hs .,"3'3 If a_ studen.t beli.eves that 
,, he ·ma.tnt.ai,ns c.on.t.,toJ.., o..f:. hi.S::- a.w.n ha.alt.h, knc:r.wle .. dg,p,. wo.JJJ...d be 
.. 
' 
an effective tool in creation of positive health attitudes 
and resulting heaLth behaviotrs. \'lf healtYh knowledge is 
associated ·with an -~J1ternal locus o£ control the results 
suggest tWat Hea~th Education programming might be modtfied 
to train s~udents to be more internal."34 
In 1984 the MEAP35 (Michigan Educational Assessment 
graders,. f,79·2 seven~t:lr graders., 3)804 tentl"h graders) 
stu,denc.s in thirty-:-six randomly selected HiGhigan schools. 
SubJects ~esponded to multiple choice question~ (99 
questions in fourth grade, 102 quest~ons in seventh and 
tenth grades) related to ten topic areas basic to health 
educatiori. Resuits from previous MEAP tests in 1974 and 
1979 prove<! to ~e unsatisfac-<=<;>ry. 
33 Il>id .. , R• 433 
34 Ibid., p. 434. 
-
The invest~gators 
35 Michigan Department of Education, Michigan Educational 
As~essment Program,_ (for Health Education) Lansin$, 
Michizan, 1984. 
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determined that, "The attainment rates by fourth, seventh 
,and tenth grader? were again unsatisfactory (less that 75%) 
for all ten topic areas tested with the exception of the 
s~tisfac~ory rates by fourth and seventh graders in the 
area of &ami.ly He-alth." 36 ~ourth graders had 
unsat~sfactory rates in nin~ aLeas tested with the 
exception of a satisfactory attainment rate of 77.8 percent 
in the area of Family Health.. The unsatisfactory rates 
ranged from 49.6 t~-~3.7 percent with the lowest rates 
beiqg in Nutrition and Community Health. Seventh graders 
ha4,unsatisfactory rates for nine areas tested with the 
exception of the satisfacto~y atta~nment rate of 84.5 
- perc e·n t i n t he ar e·a o f F <,1mi.l y He a 1 t h • Ra t e s r a n & t:d·' fr om 
50.3- to 72.9 percent with ~he lo~est rates being in the 
areas of Nutrition and Community Health. No satisfactory 
attainment rates were achieved by tenth graders. The 
unsatisfa~toty rates ranged from 21.8 to 66.7 percent with 
the lowest rates being found in the areas of Nutrition and 
Disease Prevention and Control. 
Because of the rapi~ chang~ in health-related 
inf..ormation the design, tea.ehing and evalua.tion of health 
education curriculums may be the most difficult and 
demanding of all educational undertakings. 11 lf Health 
36 Ibid., 11 Health Education Interpretive Report", July 3, 
198"5,"P. vi. 
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""'t<-., "'' 
Education is to promote protection and preventive health 
styles, health educators must provide structured 
information so individuals can make responsible decisions 
thereby determining health behaviors on informed 
choices."37 The link between knowledge and behavior is an 
evalua.tion. proc~..:ss which· p.rov±,de.s. c.ons.t.ant feedback t.o t"he· 
educator. 
"In order to determine if a Health education program 
can, in fact, operate· as a preventive measure a 
longitudinal study curried on over a period of several 
years would be most effective."3S Research studies of this 
type will enable health educators to meet the changing 
needs of the students by revising content, knowledge and 
the objectives of wellness programs. 
37 J.K. O'Co,!lnell, and J.H. Price, 11 Ethical Theories for 
Promoting Health through Behavioral Change'', Journal of 
School Health, Volume 53, Number 8, October, 1983, p. 479. 
38 H..S. Rabinowitz, and W.H. Zirnmerli, op.cit., p. 329·. 
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Chapter III 
Research Design an~ M~thodology 
Introduction 
II\ the, p'ast .O.ecade th~ State· of Michigan has shown an 
act~ve leadership in the area of Health Education. The 
Michigan Depar.tment of Educ .. ation budgets over five hundred 
thousand doll~rs a year for Health Education program 
~evelop~en~. This study used the assessment instrument 
developed by the State of Michigan. Students in grades 
four, &ev~q and ten fro@. thre.e We.st,er;.n Monroe Cou,ntY, 
d-1 strict s ,, Church v i.LLe -Chi l.i., .HiLton a n.d. Sp .. e n c e.r p,ar t\ w.e r..e 
giv~n th~ Mi~hig~n EducationaL Ass~ssmeqt Program test for 
Healt.h E,du,cation in- or<i"er to det.ermine their level of 
heal~h knowledge. 
Subjects 
Heterogeneously gr~uped volunteered classes apd/or groups 
we.re randomly selected by each district according to 
convenience\ Quilding principals enlisted the cooperatipn 
of teacher~ int~rested in participating in ~he research 
Aroject or a~ the very least, willing to surreo4er class 
t i me f o r t he pur p o s e o f t e s t .. i ng. • A t o t a l o f s i.x h u n d r e d 
twelve student-s, male and fem.ale ranging in ag"e from eight 
to si~teen, responded to multiple choice questions about· 
health related topics. 
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Instrument 
The Mich~gan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP)test 
for Health Education ia an instrument for measuring hea~th 
kno"{'l~dge. It was d~valpped by the Michigan Depa~tment of 
~dqcaJ:ioQ j,Q. th;.e 19.7.4-:7~ sch()ol, year and ~C\S gi~en~ to a 
statewi,de sample. of f.ourth- and seventh grade stu<ient.s· in, 
the ~all of 1975. 
"I:he HEAP test was· reviewed by a .. group of Hichigan 
healtll, edu,cator~.· Test items were rev.i.sed and 
r~-administered in the fall of 1979 to fourth, seventh and 
for the first time, ten~h grad~ ~tudents~ Test items were 
again s~reene.d, re-evaluated and re-written by a s.econd 
s.u. b s. ~ :i, t;. u t e .s. f o.r a c a 1 c u 1 a t e d ~ o r m o f v a.l i d i t y , r ~.P r e s en t s a 
coqcqrrent.-cont:.e,nt 1 form of validi·ty i'or the MEAP t.est. A 
summary of the Crpnbach alpha2 reliability cqefficient~ 
for eac~ th~ee~item set in each test, for grades four, 
seven and ten can be found in Appendix D. 
Fourth graders respon4e~ to ninety-nirre _multiple choice 
question~, ~everith graders responded to on~ hundred two 
multiple cholce questions as did tenth grad~ students. 
1 B.W. Tuckman, Conducting Educational Research, Harcourt 
B.race Jo.vanovich Inc., New York, 1972, pp. 140-141. 
2 L.J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, 
H a r p e r and Row , New York , 1 9 7 0 , p p • 1 56- 1 6 1 • 
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'flle to.pic a~eas~ w_ere the s~me. for grades four, seven and 
~ e nj.' Howe v e r , t he s p e c i f i' c p e r f o r m a n c e o b j ~ c t i ,v e s 
c t> n~ t a i rl e d w i t h i n a t o p i c a r e a d i f, f e r f r om g r ad e, t o g r ad e 
(~ee a~pendix B). Within each ~eyel, objectives were 
gro~p,.t;.d accord:Lng, t<1 the health topic to which .they 
of realth ,education( Table .1). 
The HEAP test tor health education was selected because 
it yr.ov-ided.- Health __ Topic Attainme'nt Rates (HTAR) used in a 
~co~~arat~ve analysis with New York State students. A 
~ 
S··t u den~ H TAR of 7 5 p e r c en t o I' be t·t e r on t he HEAP t e s t i s an 
arb:itx<J:ry- v:alue co,nsidered to be satisfactory by the 
M;iQhi.-gan D.ep,artment a.£ E&uc.a;ti.on-.. Test i"tems aTe gro.up.ed' 
r~sponse of at least two ~orr~~t ~t~~~~ ou~ of tbe possible 
,. ~ ·~ 
three in each set, is considere~~o represent attain~ent of 
that p~rticular Dbjective set. Michigan student attainment 
rates can ~e found in Table 2. 
Procedure 
Each super'intendent andlor d·isr·ric't office was 
torttaclled in order td expia'in the' purpps.-e of. th.e research 
pritec~. Therea~ter, meetings were scheduled with 
:i,.ndd::,vidual sclrool principals to diseus•s t<he- research 
' 
pcoject. 
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TABLE 2 
1984-H5 Michigan Stu~ent 
fiEALTH TOPIC AREA ATTAINMENT RATES* 
BY GRADES 
" ' 
, ~· .,. 'I '"· 
' 
. < 
~" 
Grade Grade Grade 
Topic Area 
' 
4 7 10' 
Disease Prevention ,& Control 60.0 65.6 47.3 
' . ' 
. . 
Personal Health Practices 70.5 63.5 52.2 
Nutrition 4 9. 6, 50.3 21.8 
Growth & 
. 
Development 64.2 66.3 63.3 
Familx Ileal t h 
' 
i7. & 8 4.. 5 6.0. l 
Emo tio.nqJ. &.. Marrtal Heal t.h 61.3 67.7 63.4 
. 
Substance use & Abuse 64.6 72 .. 9 6b. 7 
Consumer Health 73.7 6 4. 1 63.1 
Safety Educat,ion 69.7 53.8 64.6 
Community Heal til 6 1 • 1 ,51. 7 49.0 
*Michigan School Health Association, Michigan Educational 
Assessment Program, Health Education Interpretive Report, 
Health Topic Area Attainment Rates by Grade, 1984-85, p. · 
79. 
Subseque~tly, permission to test students in each school 
was obtained from t~e building principal and a formal 
letter ~f a~reement ~as sent .to each principal(See Append4x 
A) ,. The rea f t e r.. in d i. v .i d u fi 1 tea c )1 e r s were co n t a c t e d i n o r de r 
to .d~C-ermine the·' g~_q;;,t conveni_ent datE; q.n.d time for student 
tes(ing. The part:icipat.in_g. school dj.,stricts were chosen 
for convenience and because their respective health 
education programs close;y rewemble the effective program 
model set forth in ~he SHEE study. 
Testing 
Fo u r.~,h ·G r.ad e. 
E a,c h f o U·f t h g r ad e,. c 1 a.s s. w.as. t.e.s.t.e d. d:,u r,i n g Lt $• nor m:a-~· 1 y 
sc.h:ed.uled:; heaLt,l:l· ed.u.c.ation, time .. f.ra.me. by. thi:s. i.nve~.igator, 
whenever an~ ~h~rever possible. Conv~nie~ce ~esting 
(~rapping of classes) was dnne to meet the schedulinB needs 
of teachers in team teaching situations. The classt:oom 
teacher was present in the room during the test. In order 
to avoid complications associated with vat:ying levels of 
reading ski 11, t,he f o:ur t h gr C?-d.e tet> t was read t:o ~ 
participating fourth grade classes by this investigator. 
There is QO time limit for the fourth grade test~ Fourth 
gradere; were giv~n a fi.vc min.u£.8'" bre"Bk aft.e·r com"Pl.,tion of 
que~tion number fifty. 
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Seventh Grade 
I , Each seventh grade class was tested during its normally 
scheduled' health education time frame by this investigator, 
whenever and whet~ver pbssible. C6nvenience testing 
( group'ing of classes) was don~ to m.ee t the needs of 
i,n"dividual te,acher.s or at the t:.eq,uest of the b,uilding 
principal. The classroom teacher was present in the room 
during the tes·t. Direct~ons for the test are contained in 
the test bookle't f~or the seventh grade ·and were read to the 
subjects prior to the administration of the test (Appendix 
C). In districts without Health Education scheduled in 
seventh grade, testing was done during a study hall period 
or irr s·ome otl1e"t' to.om atrd t:'i.m'e.-· fra'llre' of conv"eni:e'rrce. The'Te 
was no t·im·e l:i.mi.t on the sevent,h' grad·e te'st'. \vhenev·er and 
wherever trecessary, two consecutive health education class 
pe~iod~ w~re used to complete the test. 
Tent h G'r'a d e 
Each te'n'th grade class was tested during its normally 
scheduled health education time frame by this investigator, 
whenever and wherever possibl~. Convenience ~e~~ing 
(groupi.ng, of classes) was done to meet the needs of 
individual teachers o~ the the request of the building 
pri nc'i pal. T li: e C' 1 ass r o om t e·a-c h e''r was p r e s en t 
ip ~he room during t~e test. Directipns for the test are 
contained in the test bpoklet for the ten~h grade and were 
read to the qubjects prior to the administrat;on of the 
test (Appendix C). I~ districts without Health Education 
scheduled in tenth srade testing was done d~rin& a study 
ball period or in some oth~r room and time f~a~e of 
convenienc~. There was no time limit on the tenth grade 
test. Whenever and wheFever necessary, two consecutive 
health educqtion class periods were used ·to compfete the 
test. 
Statistical Analysis 
A calculation of Power in a Case II, one-tailed 
research study, a one-w.,a.y a-nalysLs. of va.ri.ance (a. priori..) 
I~ • 3., d and Tul.'..ey's· HSJ) w.as:;, us.ed t·o com:.pa.t:.e NeVk· Y.ork.; State an 
• 
Michigan Health Topic Attainment Rates. 
The power of a s-tatistical test represents the 
probability of correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis 
(Ho:M,ny -,Rm = 0, Ha:_Mny -.A,m > 0) based on the 
difference between means in Michigan and New York State. 
The ano.va and a priori comparison was conducted 'to test 
the stated hypothesis. The anova focuses on a comparison 
of the variability between groups and within groups. "If 
the variability betMeen group means is- mu.ch 
3 R.J. Shavelson, Statistical Reasoning for the Behavioral 
Sciences, Allyn and Bacon Inc., Boston, 1981, pp. 430-47"9. 
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greater than the variability within groups the anova will 
lead to a decision to reject the null hypothesis." 4 
Tukey's HSD (Uonestly Significant Difference) is 
designed for the purpose of comparing pairs of means or 
compl~~ c~~btnat.ions of means. This Post Hoc comeari$on 
was undertaken to de~~r~ine whexe significant differences 
occured among the m'ean sc'ores within the two groups. The 
s t a ted n u 11 and a 1 t e rt1 at i v e hypo the s e s was rep' res en ted as 
follows 
to .01. 
Ho: C = 0, C lr 0. 
4 Ib.id., p. 444. 
The specified 0( was equal 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
R e s u 1 t s , o f t,h e i n v e s t i g, a t i o n c a r r i e d o u t w i t h i n t h e 
con~ext pf the reseacch project, are presented in this 
chapter. Data. trom Mic-higan a:n.d New York State were 
~r~atect ~fth vari~us fot~s of stdtistical analyses in order 
to determine if· a significant difference existed between 
the New York State and r-ti.chig<>a~ te.s·t s-core·s. A sign·ifican .. t-
difference did exist between reliability coefficients ot 
the New York test ( 4th .8H, 7th = .84, lOth = .87) and 
t h, e !-{ i c r.i g an t e s ~ .< 4_ t h = •. 3 5 ' 7 ~ h .36, lOth • 34) • 
addit,ion. ,to c .. aLculat.ions whi.ch pertq.in ,to tl)e sLitistic.p.l 
analys.-es, . ., c,,,an; be-, f::ound· in Appendix E· 
. . 
The purpose of t~is study was twofold: iirs~, to 
~etermine the Kealth kno~ledge levels Of a delected sa~ple 
~f New Xork State students in grades four, seven and ten. 
Second, to compare these knowledge le~els, represented by 
student test scores on the standardized HEAP test f9r 
hea~th _edu.cati.on, with scores of Michil}an s~udents on t.he 
s•m~ Cest. Preliminary results, obtained from the test1ng 
of t-tew Y~nk.· ~ta.,t~ St!bjects, is pr~s~nteq fiJi~t. Comparisons 
of New York and Hichigan Stat.e resuLts are, to b..e found in 
following sections. Students responded to test items (92 
questions on the fourth grade test and 102 questions on ·the 
seventh and tenth grade tests) related to ten health topic 
areas (ref~r to page 28). Test items were scored in groups 
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of three. A student correctly _answering two out of three in 
e a c h i t em s e t was· co n s i d e r e d t o h a v e a t t a i n e d t h e 
part-idular objective represent'ed by that set of three. 
q u e-s t fo n s • 
New York State studertt Health Topic Att9in~~nt ~ates 
ate pr~sented in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
1 9 8 5 - 8 6 NEW· Y 0 R'K STATE 
HEALTH TOPIC AREA ATTAINMENT RATES* 
BY GRADES 
Topic Area Grade Grade Grade 
4 7 10 
DISEASE. l:~~V~NT~ON ~ CON.TRQ.L 59·. 0 7 2. 7 54.8 
J,;'ERS.O.NAL. HE.U.!H P'~ttA".C.T I C.KS; 7 Q. 8• ·~ 6:7. • 3. 58.0 
NUTRI'l''ION 51. 2 58.5 3 5 • l 
GROW'TH & DEVEt.OPHE:NT 6.6. 8 is. 1 74.2 
--,-
FAMILY HEALTH 74.9 87.7 65.1 
-
EMOTIONAL & M-ENTAL HEALTH 62.4 74,5 7 6. 1 
-
SU.ff9TANCE USE & ABUSE 68.9 ,, 7:L3 74.9 
--
CONSUMER HEALHf 81.3 6;2. 4 75.4 
-
~
SAFETY. EDUCATION 7.2.5 70.8 ~ 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 64.1 62.3 &2.4 
* acceptable HTAR ( 75% or better) 
New York students attain~d the acceptable HTAR of 75 
percent in seven topic areas as compared to two for 
Michigan students. New York students attained higher HTAR 
36' 
in a~l, t.op~c ·9-r.~as and at al1 gr;,1de levels than did 
~ich~gan students with three exceptions. Michigan $tudents 
atta~ned highe~ HTAa in the topic areas of Family health at 
the fo~rt~ grade level ( M = 77.8, NY= 74.9 ),Disease 
Prevention & Control at the fourth grade level ( M = 60.0, 
NY ~ 59.a) and Coqsumer health at the seventh gtade level 
( M = 64.1 1 NY= 62.4 ). A comparison of the fourth grade 
level in New York and Michigan sta~e is presented in Table 
4 • 
TABLE 4 
NEW YORK STATE-MICHIGAN 
STUDENT HEALTH TOPIC ATTAINMENT RATES GRADE FOUR · 
' 
. 
-<'·'"' '· 
. 
'.' 
. ,' 1,up.1.o.,;. Area Grade 4 NY Grade 4 H D 
Disea_se l"~ev~ntion & ControL 5'9 • 0 60.0 -1.0 
Personal. He~n th Practices 70.8 70.5 +0.3 
Nutrition 51.2 49.6 + l • 6 
Growth & Development 66.8 64.2 +2.6 
Family Health 74.9 77.8 -2.9 
--
Emotional &· ~lent a,l Health 62.4 Q 1 • 3 +1.1 
Subs,tance Us.e & Abuse 68.9 64.6 +4.3 
Co.ns ume t' t{ealth., 81 • 3 
-
7.3. 7 -n7.6 
Saf.et.y, Educat.ion 72.5 fJ 9 ""7 +2.8 
Community Health 6 4. 1 61.1 +3.0 
. . 
,~D = + 1'9. 4 
* acceptable HTAR (75% or better) 
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New York students attained one acceptable HTAR of 81.3 in 
tonsumer health whil~-Michigan students also attained one 
acceptable HTAR of 77.8 in Family health. 
New York SEate students in grade seven ~Table 5) 
attained three acceptable HTAR in the topic areas of Growth 
& Development (75.1), Substance Use & Abuse (78.3 and 
Family Health (87.7) while Michigan students attained one 
acceptable HTAR of 84.5 in Family Health~ 
TABLE 5 
NEW YORK STATE-MICHIGAN 
STUDENT HEALTH TOPIC ATTAINMENT RATES GRADE SEVEN 
Topic Area G,ca.de, 7 N-Y G J:.ad.e... 7 M 
" 
D 
Disease Pr e·ve n t.i~o n' &. Control 72.7' 6"'5.6 +7·-l 
• 
Personal Health Practices 6 7 • 3 63.5 i;3.8 
Nutrition 58.5 50.3 +8.2 
Growth & Development 7 5. 1 6&. 3 +8.8 
--
Family Health 87.7 84.5 +3·. 2 
-
--
Emotional & Hen tal Health 74.5 6 7 0 7 +6.8 
Sub s't aile~ 1Jse & Abuse 7 8·. 3 72.9 +5.4 
-
Consumer Health 62.4 64.1 -1.7 
~ 
Sa.fe ty Education 70.8 53.8 +17.0 
Community· Health 6·2. 3 51.7 +10.6 
~D = 69.2 
:acceptable HTAR (75% or better) 
New York students in grade ten (Table 6) also attained 
·three acceptable HTAR in the topic areas of Consumer Health 
(7~.4), E~otional & Mental Health (76.1) and Safety 
Educatto~ (~~.8) ~hile Michigan students did not achieve 
an·y HTAR a·bove '75 perc~tn:. 
TABLE 6 
~EW YORK STATE-MICHIGAN 
STUDENT HEALTH TOPIC ATT'AINNENT RAT'E'S GRADE TEN 
Topic Area Grade 10 NY Grade 10 H D· 
Disease Prevention & Control 54.8 4 7 . 3 +7.5 
Per so·nal Health Practices 58.0 52.2 +5.8 
Nut,ri t ion 3 5 • 1 21.8 +-13.3 
Gro·w.t'.h &· Dew 1 o p.m e rr-t· T4". z· 63.3 +10.9 
Fam-ily ftealth 65.r 6 0. 1 +5.0 
Einotio'nal & flen'ta1 H~alth 7 6 • 1 63.4 +12.7 
Substance Use & Abuse 74.9 66.7 +8.2 
Consumer Health 75.4 6 3 • 1 +12.3 
Safety Education 71:L8 64.6 +14.2 
Communit-y Health· 62.4 49.0 +13 • .4 
•' f£D = 103.4 . 
* acceptable HTAR (75% or better) 
The HiAk of 87.7 in the topic area of F.amily Health 
achieved by the New York State seventh grade was the 
highest of any group from either state. In addition, a 
significan'tly low HTA.R in the Nutrition topic area 
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([average] NY= 48.2, M = 40.6) was recorded by students 
from both states. Even though New York State students 
attained only seven acceptable HTAR, ~omparison of the sums 
of the HTAR differences from New York and Michigan at all 
1 eve 1 s res u 1 ted in. a subs tan t i a 1- p 1 us t o.t a-1 f o r New York 
State scores. 
This preliminary data was treated with va~~ous formA of 
statistical analyses. These analyses ~re prbsen~ed in th~. 
three sections which follow. The first section will contain 
results of a Calculation of Power in a Case II, one tailed 
research study. Section two contains data using a one-way 
analysis of variance (a priori). The remaining section will 
contain a post hoc comparison to test ~he significante 
possible pair wise comparisons at an overall level of 
significance~ (.01). Tukey's HSD was used for this 
purpose. 
SECTION ONE 
A Calculation of Power 
In this calcula~ion of Power (See Appendix E) null and 
alternative hypotheses (Ho:}C.,ny -,A{m = 0, Ha:~ny -,(.lm > 0) 
we1:e- e-stab:l.is·lred. based on th'e expected differences be·tween 
meRns in Michigan and New York State. Graph L (a-c)_ 
represents sampling distributions specified in the null and 
al~ernative hypotheses at the fourth, seventh and tenth 
grade levels ( level of significance~ = I • • 0 l- , o n e t a l. 1 e d , 
40 
GRAPH la 
- SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS SPECifiED 
IN TH~ NULL AND ALTERNATE HYPOTHESE 
CALCULATION OF POWER 
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GRAPH lb 
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SAMPLING DISTRIBUTIONS SPECifiED 
IN THE NULL AND A~TERNATE HYPOTHESE 
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N~W YORK STAT~ AND M~CHtG4N GRADE 10 
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1.577. 
dec~sion 
Z Xny- Xm = 11.260. 
Xny - Xm = 2.33. 
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t (crit.) = 2.33). New· York State means were significantly 
greater (0( = .Ol) at all levels (4th= 3.078, 7th= 7.135, 
lOth = 13 .30). From the data cu-lled, this. author concludes 
that a significant d~fference exists between Michigan and 
N-ew: Y.o r k ·s t at e nre a n s a n d thee T e f o .J;' e t Ire d a t a c a n be 
s.t:..a.t..i.at..H:·all',y c,emiHlt;ed in orde}:' to a.rrive. a.t a .. con·clusion 
about the two groups. 
S~CTIUN TWO 
.f\n .. Analysis of Variance 
An analys~s of variance was used to treat the data at the 
fourth, seventh and tenth grade levels. Fourth grade New 
York S t a t 'e s tude n t s· s h·o wed a s i g n i f i cant 1 y high e r k n,..o w 1 edge 
• 
TABLE 7 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS (4th GRADE 
NEW YORK STATE AND 4th GRADE MICHIGAN) 
.. 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Squaresl F 
ijetween groups 87654..365 1 87654.365 1339.0645a 
. . 
' 
wii:hin gr:oups gr 1-1 s • 2., 118 65.45..94 
.. . 
·' . 
Total 888J2.6l 19 
F (crit.) = 8.28 a P" < .01 
Seventh grade New Yo~k State students also showed a . 
significantly higher knowledge score (F = 944.594; P < .01) 
44 
than did Michigan students (Table 8). 
TABLE 8 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS (7th GRADE 
NEW YORK STATE AND 7th GRADE MICHIGAN) 
,.;;, . 
Source of V,ariation Sum of Squa_r.es df Mea.n S.q.uares F 
944.594a Between groups 91,22~.022 l ~ 1 , .2 2 q • 0 2 2 
r I> ; 
Within groups 173S.393 18 96.577 
Total 92,964.415 19 
-" a F (crit.) = 8.28 p < .01 
FinallY., New ~ork State students at the tenth grade 
level (Table 9) also showed knowledge scores which were 
sign:i.ficant·ly hi,gher EF; = 3-9.-4-.5.'1·2; P < .01) trrarr· Hichigan 
students. 
TABLE· 9 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE BETWEEN GROUPS (lOth 
GR~DE NEW YORK AND lOth GRADE MICHIGAN) 
Source of Variation Sum of Squares df Mean Squares F 
B:etween groups 73,231.214 l 7 3 '· 2 3 1 • 2 l 4' ' 
Within groups 3341.241 18 135.625 
,~, ~ 5 '.>; 
Total 76,572.405 19 
F (crit .) == 8.28 a P < • 0 1 
The one-way anova was used to compare the means of 
Michigan and New York State in order to determine whether 
the observed differences between them represent a chance 
occurrence or a treatment effect •. Differences in treatment 
group~, which account for variances in scores, is 
represented by the strength of that treatment as determined 
by the Omega Square (t7-). That is to say, the higher the 
N~w York State HTAR may be the result of a treatment 
effect.. Da..t a. p r e..s.en·t·ed i rr. T 3--'trli; 1 0 re·fl.r e s en·t.&. the 
association between the independent variable ( New York 
treatment) and t~e dependent variable (New York HTAR). 
TA.BLE 10 
Omega Square (w2)* 
STRENGTH OF ,ASSOCIATION BETWEEN TREATHENT HTAR 
New York State Omega Square 
4th .98 
Grade Level 7th .97 
lOth • 9 5 
Note that the Omega Square from the New York fourth 
grade w2 = 98%, the seventh grade w2 = 97% and the tenth 
grade w2= 95%. From this data, the author concludes that 
conditions in the treatment method in New York State 
account-ed f.or a larg.e percentage of. the~ varicabi'1Lty a.£ the 
distance measure. Comparisons of data at the fourth, 
* Shavelson, op. cit., p. 457. 
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seventh and tenth grade levels are presented in Table 11. 
In all cases, the contrast resulted in a rejection of the 
null hypothesis leading to the conclusion thatf.t.. ny is 
sign i f i cant 1 y d i f f e rent than }A.. m and t h a t t he t rea t men t 
effect was n~t caused by chance. 
TAKU: 1.1 
ANOVA ~OMPARISONS OF MEAN DATA 
FROM NE~ YORK STATE ~ND MiCHIGAN 
Grade Level -t-observed ~ critical Action 
Grade Four 14.345 > 2.552 Reject Ho. 
Grade Seven 13.26 > 2.552 Reject Ho. 
Grarl e Ten 9.0829) 2.552 Reject Ho. 
SECTION THREE' 
Tuk"ey~ s HSD 
Pair wise comparisons of data from Michigan and New 
York S ta t:e are pr-e·sen ted in Table 12. 
TABLE 12 
TUK~Y~S POST HOC COMPARISONS OF 
NEW YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN DATA 
> 
Grade Level HSD 
4.t h 5.373 
Ho: c = 0 7th 6.52 
Ha: c 1: 0 lOth 9.048 
c = K ny -K.m for all pairs. 
p < .Ql 
Calculations resulted in a rejection of the null 
4'1 
hypothesis at all grade levels. This author concludes 
therefore, that the means are significantly different, 
indicating that the New York treatment produced greater 
effects. 
All pair wise comparison~, using New York and Michigan 
HTAR deans, w~re calculat~d to determine where the 
significant differences actually occurred. Data presented 
in Table 13 represents pair wise calculations done on the 
f o u r t h g r,a. d e ) e v e 1 .• Com p a r.i s o n s o f N e w Yo r k S t a t e a n d 
Michigan mean differences are presented in Table 14. Upon 
examination of the results this author donoludes that 
"' ~ . 
sign~ficant differences occurre~ betw~cn the mean of 81.3 
i.n, Consumel!' healt,h and aLl oJ:.ber. to.p.l.c areas. with tt1e 
ex:cept-i..ot:t. of: Subs-c.a . nce- Uae & Abuse •. Da·ta front~ 3rade sev.en 
is pre s·e n ted in Tab 1 e 1 5 • Sign i ric a ll"t differences occurred 
i n t e 1 a t 1. o rl t: o tl'i e 6 2 • 3 C o ti\ m u n i t• y h e a 1 t h m e a n a n d a 11 o t h e r 
to'pic areas. Comparisons of grade seven New York State and 
Michigan mean differences are presented in Table 16. 
Significant differences also occurred in the topic areas of 
I 
S af e t y , N u t r i t i o n , G r o w t h &; De v e 1 o p me n t , D i s e as e P r e v en t i o n 
& Con t r o 1 and Em o t i on a 1 & r-re n t a 1 he a 1 t h • G r ad e T e n d' a t a i s 
presented ~n table 17. ~igni£icant differences occurred in 
j 
the to,pic a·r..e{!.s- of N<l,l.tr.i.,t.Lon, Sa£ety, Consum"e-1:' rre-al th·, 
Communi t y he a 1 t h , G r o w t b. & De v e 1 o p men t and Em o t i o:n a 1 & 
Mental health .• Te.nt;h, grp.de mean differences are presente·d 
in Table 18. 
TABL~ :p 
TUKEY 'S HSD* 
NEW YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN' HTAR MEANS 
PAIR~ISE ~OMPARISON~ GRADE FOUR 
F~mily Health 
Disease Prevention & Control 
Personal Health Practices 
Emotional & Mental Health 
Nutrition 
Gr9wth & Develop~ent 
Safety Education 
Commuriit¥ Healfh 
Substance Use & Abuse 
Consumer '{lealt}l 
y 
New 
York 
74.9 
59.0 
70.~ 
62.4 
51,2 
66.8. 
72.5 
64.1· 
68.9. 
81.3 
Michigan 
11 ,a. 
60.Q 
70.5 
61.3 
49.6 
64.2' 
69. 7~ 
61.1 
64~.6 
73! 7--
Difference 
-2.9 
-1.0 
.3 
1;1 
L6 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 
4.3 
7.6 
HSD = q ( u , dfw, k ) MS 
= 
= 
= 
CH Consumer Health 
' 
* Shavelson, ~· ~., p. 474 
• 01, 1~, 10 
6.20 
(6.20) 
4.0162 
n 
p5.4594 
156 
.4196115 
(.6477742) 
Consumer 
Ran}t Health 
~ 
". 
1 SD ,_ 
2 SD 
3 
"' 
sp 
~ sp ~ SD 
·~ SD SD 
~ SD NSD JO NSD 
'}i!'" 
-Family Health 
Disease Prey~ntion & Cpntrol 
Perso~ ~lth Practi~~s 
'' Emotipnal.. .& M~ntal Health 
"' ~ 
Nutrition 
Growth & Deyelqpment 
Safety Education 
Community Health 
Substance Us& ~ Abus~ 
Consumer Healtq 
TABLE \4 
• 
COMPARlSON OF NEW"YbRk STATE-MICHIGAN 
PAIR WISE~ ~lYFE~NCES.GRAn~ FOUR 
-2.9 
-1.0 
.3 
1.1 
1.6 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 
4.3 
7.6 
FH 
-2.9 
~PC fHP· 
-1.0 .3 
1.9 ':-~ .6. 
,-;_t 7 
.' 
EMH N 
. ' 
'1.1 1.6 
...1.& . -].. 3 
.1 .6 
.8 -1.3 
•. 5 
..:. 
·'· 
qp s~ c~ SUA CH 
2 ·f> '2.8 ' 3 ·'P· 4.3 J.6 
-.3 ..:. • .1,._ 
·l J-.4 4.7 
1.~ 1.8 2.p 3.3 6.6 ~ 
7 .. 3 2.3 2.5 2.7 4.0 
1' 5~ 1:·7 1.9 3.2 6.5 
Lp. +:} 1.~ 2.7 6.0 
.2 ·~ 1.7 5.0 
.2 1.5 4.8 
1.3 4.6 
3.3 
. 
. ' 
. 
TABLE 15 
"' 
TUKEY'S HSD 
NEW YORK AND MICHIGAN HTAR MEANS 
" ·'· ~ ' . .. ~ 
ALL PAIR WISE CQMPARISPNS ·GRADE,SEVEN 
... ~it ' • i 
Emotiop- Disease 
,aJ. & Preven- Growth & '~Om- Safety 
Men~aJ. "'i ~ew Differ- tion & Nutri- Develop- munity Educa-
York Michigan ence Rank Health <!ontro1 tion ment Uea1th tion 
' 
. 
' ' --
. 
Consumer Health 42.4 64.1 -1.7 1 Sll SD SD <. SD· SD SD . 
87.~7 \ ' Family Healt-h 84.5 3.2 2 SD SD SD sD' . 
'\ i " ' Personal Health I * 
Practices 4l,3 63.5 3.8 3 SD 'sD SD F 
Substance Use 
& AbusE! 78.3 72.9 5.4 '4 SD SD 
Emotional & ~: <. 
Mental Health 14.5 67.7 6.8 5 sD· 
Disease Prevention 
& Control 12.7 65.6 7.1 6 SD 
Nutrition 
Growth & 
58.5 
j'-f~~ ill 
50.3 8.2 7 SD 
Development 75.1 66.3 8.8 8 SD 
Community Health 62.3 51.7 10.6 9 SD 
Safety E~ucation 7o.8 53.8 17.0 10 SD 
HSD = q ( a, dfw, lf) ~ 
n 
= .01, 18,, tR 96.557 152 
= a.2o .635375 
' = (6.20) ( ~ 7971041) 
= 1·94 
-
'< 
. 
, 
. V1 
0 
Consumer Healtp ' 
Family Health 
Personal Heal~h Practices 
Substance Use ~ Abuse 
Emotional & M~ta1 Health 
TABLE ~6 
" 
COMPARISON.· OF NEW YOiq{ STATE-:-MICHIGAN 
PAIR WISE MEAN DlFFERENCE.S GRADE. SEVEN 
CH FH PHP SUA EMH 
-1.1 3.2 3.8 5.4 .6.8 
-1.7 1.5 2.1 3.7 5.1 
3.1 .6. 2'.2 3.6 
3.8 1.6 3,.0 
5.4 1.4 
Dise~se Prevention & Control 6.8 
Nutr,ition · 7.1 
Growth & Deve1op~ent 8.2 
Community Heal~h· 8.8 
Saf~ty E4pcation 10.6 
. ~ 
17.0 
•. 
DfC N pn CMH SE 
1.1 8.2 8.8 10.6 17.0 
. s:4 n 1.! 8.9 15.3 3.9 5:0• H 7.4 13.8 
- 13.2 ~.3 ~.4 5.0 6.8 
1.7 .8 l,li 5.2 11.6 
.3 ~.4 2.0 3.8 10.2 
:J-.1,_ 1.7 3.5 9.9 
-
.6 2.4 8.8 . 
1.8 8.2 
6.4 
~ew 
tqrk 
Famify Healt:h p5.1 
Personal Health )!\!~~ 
} 
Pra~tices t~-0 
Disease Preven-
tion & Control 
Substance Use ' 
~~-8 
& Abuse 1~-9 
Growth & 
Development 74.2 
Consumer Health ?5.4 
Emotional & 
Mental Healtl) 76.1 
Nutrition 35.1 
Community Health 62.4 
Safety Education ]8.8 
TABL,~ t7· 
'l'tll<EY'S HSD 
NEW YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN HTAR MEANS 
PAIR W~SE C~ARISgN~_GRADE1TEN 
Emotiop-
Growth & Com- al & 
Differ- Dev~X<>p- sumer Mental ~ 
Michigan ence Rank m~nt Health Health 
60.1 5.0 1 SE- SD · SD 
52.2 5.8 2 §P SD SD 
47.3 7.5 3 SD 
66.7 8.2 4 
63.3 10.9 ~ 
63.1 12.3 6 
63.4 12.7 7 
21.8 13.3 8 
49.0 13.4 ~ 
64.6 14.2 10 
HSD = q ( a, 4fw, k ) MS 
n 
= .01, 18, lp 185.625 
304 
= 6.20 .6106085 
= (6.~0) (.;7814144) 
= 4.84 
c;om-
Nytri- munity 
tion Health 
~ ' SD 
SD 
~-lk 
SD 
"~~ SD 
~ SD 
Safety 
Educa-, 
tion 
SD 
,SD 
SD 
SD 
.. 
\Jl 
f\) 
Family Health 
Personal Health Practices 
Disease Prevention & Control 
Substance Use & Abus~ 
Growth & Developmeut 
ConEjumer Health 
Emotional & Mental Health 
Nutrition 
Community Health 
Safety Education 
TABLE 18 .. 
'.• 
COMPARISON OF NEW YORK STATE-MICHIGAN 
PAIR WISE'MEAN DIFFE~CE~ ~GRAD~=E~T~EN~ 
FH PHP nrp :SUA GD 
5.0 5.8 7.5 8.2 10.9 
5.0 .8 2.5 3.2 5.9 
5.8 1:·7 "2.4 5.1' 
7.5 .7 3.4. 
8.2 2.7 
10.9 
12.3 
12.7 
l3.3 
1~,4 
14.2 
CH EMti N CMH SE 
12.3 12.7: ;13. 3 13.4 14.2 
7.3 7.'J a.3 8.4 9.2 
6.5 6.9 7,.5 7.6 8.4 
4.8 -·- '· ··5.8 5.2 5.9 6.7 
4.}. 4.5 ,5.1 5.2 6.~ 
LA ~-b 2.4 2.5 3.3 
.f+ 1.0 1.1 1.9 
-· .6 .7 1.5 
• 1 • 9 . 
-,8 
Average New York State and Michigan HTAR comparisons 
are presented in Table 19. 
TABLE 19 
AVERAGE NEW YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN HTAR 
GRAD'ES FOUR, SEVEN AND TEN 
Topic Area N~w York Nichigan Difference 
Disease Prevention & Control 6~.1 57. 6 +4.5 
. 
Personal l;iealth P r·a c t'i c c s 65.3 62.0 +3.3 
Nutrition / 48.2 40.6 ' +7.6 
.. 
Growth & Deve'lopment 72.0 64.6 +7.4 
Family Health 75.0 
--
74.0 + 1 • 0 
Emotional & Mental Health 71.0 64.0 +7.0 
Substance Use & Abuse . 74.0 6 8. 1 +5.9 
Cons•umer- He.al t h 7 3'. 0. 6 7 • 0 +'6.0 
• 
Safety Education 73.8 62.7 +'11 • 1 
Comm'uni ty H·~al t 1\ 62.7 53.9 +8.8 
~0 = +62.6 
* acceptable HTAR (75% or better) 
New York subjects, as a group, scored higher than 
Michigan students in all topic areas but attain~d only one 
acceptable HTAR of 75.0 in the topic area of Family health. 
Although New York State student HTAR were significantly 
higher than Nichigan HTA-R., attainment rate•s,• at or ·a·bove the 
acceptable 75 percent level were achieved in only seven out 
of a p o s sib 1 e ·thirty topic are as at the fourth , seven t h a n·d 
tenth grade levels. 
~==~==========~==================================~==~ 
CHAPTJ:o.:R V 
DlSCU~SION OF RESULTS 
The results presented in Chapter IV indicate that a 
significant difference in the levels of health knqwledge 
existe-d w-hen student groups from Michigan and New York 
State were compared. The significant difference in the 
scores betwe~h Michigan and New York Staie students mfty be 
attributable to the fact that New York State ~as been 
committed to Health education program promotion for a 
longer periog of time. The three New York State districts 
te,ted have a ~ong history of eff~ctive work in the area of 
health edqcation and a commitment to the future development 
of tt:te program. The New York programs tested, ·showed a 
marked simiLarit.y to the opt-im-al pr.ogram' ment:.io·ne·d in the, 
SHEE study. 1 That is, all classes. te~ted were taught by a 
professional health educator or an elem~ntaty teacher who 
had received in-service training and/or was active in the 
on-going development of the district wide health education 
program. 
The findings compared favorably with research data from 
the SHEE 1a study and ~he research efforts of Rabinowitz 
,;> 
and Zimm-erll 2, arrd Fi·schman .3 These authors concluded that 
knowle'Cfge ba~ed programs significantly effected stude,nt 
test scor;es and. positively iqfluenced attitudes and 
1 Connell, Turner and Mason, op. cit., 1985, pp. 316-321• 
1a Ibid., PP• 316-321. 
2 Rabinowitz and Zimmerli, op. cit., 1974, pp. ·324-330. 
3 Fischman, op. cit., 1974, pp. 246-259. 
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behaviors. 
The authors of the SHEE study Christenson, Gold, Katz, 
Kr~ute~, et. al., discovered that the following varia~les 
are ~~termining factors in successful health education 
p 1"-o g'r a [ll s : 
"a' stringently se'le.,ct.ed nu.mber of topics based· 
in~ co g}Xi t i ve· krr'O wlerl~g·e. co n.t'i ntio u s·l y pres e·n ted· 
and revie'\</e-d o"Ver an extended period of time, 
subject matter tau·ght by a professional health 
educator and a program whioh ha~ broadbased 
support fro~ the administration and in the 
'community·." 
D i a g no s t' i c e val u a t i o n o { · t h i ~<3 t y p e . p r o v i: d e s t he 
eviden<Ce of outcome achievements requi·red to generate 
needE{d' adminis:trative and community support fo.r health 
"Educat'iona·l disgnoses culle'd f.rorn aggregate: data 
can assure as much validity in designing a health 
education program for students as a ~iagnos.Ls E•r.om 
individually tailored interventions." 
Descriptive, diagnostic studies like the SHEE and other 
individual research efforts (Brayer) 6 contribute to the 
hea~th r~late4 ~bdy of knowledge while providing clues to 
ihe relationsh~p these research variables have with he~lth 
4- Co-nniell, T.urne•r' and M.:rso~ .• op: .. a:i:t., 1~8·5, pp. 116-321. 
5 L.W. Green anq F.H. Lewis, Measuremen~ and Evaluation 'in 
Health. Edtication and Heal·th Promotion, Mayfield Publishing 
Company, Palo Alto, California, 1986, p. 80. 
6 Brayer, op. cit., 1970, p. 55. 
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The SHEE study, and to a lesser extent this research 
project, emphasizes the comprehensive value of diagnostic 
evaluation in health education. Health education operates 
on the premis that students will modify their attitudes and 
be~aviors as a (e~ult of th~ir participation tn t~g 
progr~m. Mea~uring the ~ari~nt differences observed in 
student subjects can effectively translate the results of 
evaluation research into baseline data us'd to guide future 
efforts in heqlth education p~ogram development. 
made possible through environmental manipulation within the 
de~igg of r~search eva~ua~ion, Recent rese.arch ha~ 
succss.f.ully d.ocume.n.ted the... i.mpa.ct of t.ce.a·.tm...e.nt ~f·ect upO'n 
he.aJ.t·h. be.ha·v:iors. 7-8 · F.o.rma~L e.va.luation q.f p_togr~m~ ~ffe·c't 
Vand outcome I . ~chievement, can demonstrate the pqtential 
benefits of knowledge based ijaalth education programs in 
\ prev~ntion and reduction of selected st~dent health 
1'--. ' ' pLu.., ... ,.. .. ,., • 
7 R.I. Evans and "B.E. Raines, 11 Co~trol and Prevention of 
Smoking in Adolescents: A Psycho-Social Perspective." In 
T.J. C6ates, A.C. Petersen and C. Perry (Eds.), Promoting 
Adolescent Healt.h': A .Pi.a1.og on Res,arc,h ,an<;i Practice. 
Aca.dem,ic· P::t:e:s.s.,. Ne·w Yoxk•, 19B·'2'. 
8 R.I. evaqs,, P.,C. Hil.l, B.E. Raines and A .• H. Henderson, 
" Current Be· h a· vi o r a 1 , Socia 1 and Em o t ion a r Pro g rams in 
Control of Smok:i.ng,: A Selecti.ve, Criti.c,al Rev-ie\.,r." In S··· 
Weiss, A. Herd and B. Fox (Eds.), Perspectives on 
Behavioral Medicine, Academic Press, New York, 1981. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Summa·ry 
This 1nve~tigator attempted co d~te~mine the health 
k no w,l·e.d;g_ e. 1 e;.v ad.,& o f, s i x hun d..r e..d t w.e.l v e.. a.t.u d e.n.t ·s ( 1 5 6 • 
fourth graders, 152 seventh graders and 304 tenth.graders) 
f rom X h r e e s e 1 e c t e d New Yo r k S t a t e ,s c h o q 1 d i s t r .i c t s • 
S u b j e c t s r e s pori d e d t. q . m u 1 t i p 1 e c h o i c e q u e s t i o n s ( 9 9 
que s t 1 on s in f o u.r t h g r a d·e , 1 0 2 que s .t ions in s even t h and 
tenth grades) related to ten topic areai on the Michigan 
Educational Asses~~ent Program test for Health education. A 
Healt-h Tcrf>'L'C At't<t±nment Ra'te: (HTA~R) of 75 percent is 
c-ons>f·dered t·o· ll~· a" s&tisfac·tor-y l,e.ve·l o.lr ma~te·ry in each of 
the ten topic ateas. 
New Yo-rk State stud;en·t s·cores were com-p,.ared· with score-& 
of Michigan students an the same test. New York St~te 
students achieved a s~tjsfactory HTAR in s~ven topic areas 
out of a possible thicty at the fourth, seventh and tenth 
grade lev~ls. in_ cQmpa.ris.on 1:,.9, or,\l.Y t\'{O foJ; l1icl).igclQ 
st.ude:nts at .. t,he 'Sallle• g.rade le~els •. S.atLsf.act.or;y Ne:M· Yoxk 
State student HTAR and t~pic areas are presented in ~able 
20. 
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TABLE 20 
SATISFACTORY NEW YORK STATE AND MICUIGAK 
STUOENT HTAR 
Grade Four New York Hichigan 
Cons ume .. r Health 81.3 
Family Health 77.8 
.• 
Graqe Seven 
Family Health 87.7 84.5 
Subsatnce Use & .. Abuse 78.3 
Growth & Development 7 5 • 1 
Grade Ten 
Safety Education HI. 8 
Emot'ional & Mental He a 1 t r 7 6. 1 
Consumer Health 75.4 
Fourth grqders had unsatisfactory rates in nin~ areas 
tested with the exception of a satisfactory attainment rate 
of 81.3 percent in the area of Consumer health. The 
unsatisfactory rates ranged from a low score of 51.2 
percent in the area of Nutrition to 74.9 percent in the 
'rea qf Family health. Seventh graders achieved 
unsatisfactory rates in seven areas tested with the 
exception of the satisfactory HTAR of 75.1 in Growth & 
Development, 78.3 in Substance Use & Abuse and 87.7 in the 
topic area of Family health. This was the highest 
attainment rate achieved in any topic area at any grade 
59 
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level by students from either state. Unsatisfactory rates 
ranged from 58.5 percent in the area of Nutrition to 74.5 
percent in the area of Emotional & Mental health. Tenth 
graders also achieved unsatisfactory rates in seven topic 
areas with the exception of the satisfactory rates of 75.4 
in Consumer health, 76.1 in Emotional & Mental health and 
78.8 in Safety Education. Unsatisfactory rates ranged from 
35.1 percent in the area of Nutrition to 74.9 percent in 
the area of Substance Use & Abuse. 
New York State student HTAR were significantly higher 
than Michigan HTAR. However, because New York State 
attainment rates at or above the acceptable 75 percent 
level were achieved in only seven out of a possible thirty 
topic areas, it would appear that this level of attaincent 
achieved by the selected New York State students at the 
fourth, seventh and tenth grade levels was not 
satisfactory. 
CHAPTEK VII 
CONCLUSIONS, THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS 
This investigator attempted to determine the health 
knowledge levels of selected New York State students in 
grades four, seven and ten. The subsequent comparison with 
levels of student health knowledge in Michigan revealed a 
significant difference in those levels of health 
knowledge. The conclusions reached by the authors of the 
SHEE study 1 , in addition to the data obtained from this 
research project and other related investigations 
(Walbek) 2 appears to support the contention that 
diagnostic evaluation can be used as a effective tool when 
modeling effective health education programs. Although New 
York State scores w2re significantly higl1er than Michigan 
scores, more evaluative research needs to be conducted in 
order to continue to improve upon the limited success 
reported in this study. 
The emphasis of health education in.years to come will 
be focused on the educational diagnoses used in the program 
planning, implementation and evaluation process. In 
addition, achievement of the program objectives is always 
of primary importance. Consequently, program evaluation and 
evaluation research may prove to be the most eff~ctive 
l Connell, TurneJ and Mason, op. cit., 1985, pp. 316-321. 
2 Walbek, op. cit., 1973, pp. 197-205. 
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means of achieving these objectives while increasing the 
body of health related knowledge. 
All successful educational programs have the support of 
an aware, involved community. Positive public relations can 
effectively supplement health education programs. However, 
when these programs do not produce the desired results, 
increased fiscal pressure brought to bear by the community, 
places school administrators at a disadvantage. In recent 
years, more school administrators are using formal 
diagnostic evaluations as the principal method for decision 
making processes related to program accountability. 
Evaluation is a vitally important mediator in the 
educational proces3. Comprehensive evaluations can 
stimulate cr~ativity and foster innovative activities. 
These evaluative activities provide important opportunities 
not only for educational growth but can also serve to 
stimulate personal and professional growth as well. 
Conclusions 
The results of this research project led to the 
following conclusions: 
1. Students from selected New York State schools, in grades 
four, seven and ten, achieved satisfactory HTAR in seven 
out of a possible thirty health topic areas. 
2. A significant difference existed between the health MEAP 
test scores of students in New York and Michigan. 
THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Research investigators have discovered that a long 
term, comprehensive health education program based in 
cognitive knowledge can improve test scores and may 
positively effect the development of healthy student 
attitudes and behaviors. The school health education 
programs tested by this investigator appear to closely 
resemble the optimal program model reviewed by the SUEE 
study. 3 The authors of the SHE£ study found a significant 
gain in student knowledge was associated with this concept 
of a knowledge based health education program. As a 
result, this author makes the following assumptions: 
I 1. Statistically significant New York State scores may 
I i h a v e b e e n d u e i n p a r t t o t h e s i m i 1 a r i t y o f t h o s e p r o g r a tn s 
tested and the model program discussed in the SHEE study. 4 
2. Statistically significant New York State scores in all 
topic areas which improve from the fourth grade level 
through the seventh grade level may indicate that strong 
and continuous elementary and junior high school programs 
exist in the selected New York State school districts. 
3. Statistically significant seventh and tenth grade New 
York State scores may indicate that continuous instruction 
throughout junior and senior high school, provided by 
professional health educators, can be a positive variable 
3 Connell, Turner and Mason, op. cit., 19H5, pp. 316-321. 
4 Ibid., 1985, pp. 316-321. 
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in the area of cognitive knowledge gain. 
4. Statistically significant New York State scores may be 
due, in part, to the fact that New York State has been 
involved in health education for a longer period of time. 
Although New York State student HTAR were significantly 
higher than Michigan HTAR, attainment rates at or above the 
acceptable 75 percent level were achieved in only seven out 
of a possible thirty topic areas at the fourth, seventh and 
tenth grade levels. It appears that this level of 
achievement is unacceptable and renewed emphasis needs to 
be placed upon the comprehensive (K-12) Health education 
program in New York State. 
I Recom11endations for Further Study 
I! The findings of this study in addition to the 
conclusions summerized by the SHEE study have led this 
investigator to make the following recommendations: 
1. It is recommended that a comprehensive evaluation, 
utilizing the MEAP test as the criterion measure and a 
random sampling of fourth, seventh and tenth grade students 
throughout New York State, be conducted to determine 
statewide norms for health knowledge. 
2. It is recommended that a similar study be undertaken to 
compare health education programs that follow the criteria 
of the model mentioned in the SHEE study with those that do 
not • 
3. It is recommended that school districts provide more 
II 
in-service workshops, designed and implemented by the 
district health education coordinator and health education 
staff, to aid and support the elementary teachers in their 
health education curricular activities. It is felt that 
this strategy will help to improve the HTAR scores and 
bring them to a level at or above the mastery level of 75 
percent. 
4. It is recommended that, in order to strenghten the 
elementary health education program in New York State, 
school districts should create a full-time, certified 
professional health education position in each elementary 
building. 
s. It is recommended that in order to insure health 
education program continuity and to make thes~ programs 
truly comprehensive, school districts should increase 
offerings of elective health courses in the secondary 
school curriculum (grades nine, eleven and twelve). These 
courses should be taught by certified professional health 
educators. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 
Dr •. Wanda Jubb 
Michigan Department of Edu~ation 
, P. O..P: Ba:x: 3(>o'o8 
Lansing, Michigan 48909 
Dear Dr. Jubb, 
158 Norwich Drive 
Roch~ster, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
July 14, 1985 
In regard to our telephone co~v~r~~tion of July 12, 1985, this 
letter is to confirm your permission to use the Health Education MEAP 
test as an instrument for my Masters Thesis in Health Science. 
In addition; Dr. Roeber has agreed to provide a copy of the test, 
mean scores of Michigan students and in!ormation concerning the validity 
and reliability of the test instruments. 
I shall credit my sources whenever and wherever necessary. I will 
send copies of the data obtained by the test as soan as it becomes 
available. 
Please accept my sincere thanks for your help and cooperation. 
Yours truly, 
Grey .. Wojtowicz 
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:Dr.. Edward Roeber 
Michigan Department of.Education 
, P.D. Box. 30008., 
: Lansihg') Michi'gan 4899'9 
Dear Dr. Roeber, 
158. ·Norwich. Drive, 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
July 14, 1985 
In regard to our t~~ephone conversation of 13 July, 1985, this · 
letter is to confirm Dr. Jubbs' permission to use the Health Education 
MEAP test as an instrument for my Masters Thesis in Health Science. 
( 
In addition, you have agreed to provide a copy of' the test, mean 
. \ 
and~o rdiability o:t• the" test· instrument·. 
I shall cr~dit my. sources whenever and wherever necessary. I will 
send copies of the data obtained by the test as soon as it becomes 
available. 
Please accept my sincere thanks for your help and cooperation. 
Yours truly, 
Gre&,Wojtowicz 
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' Dr. Edward Roeber 
Michigan Department of Education 
'P.O. BOlt 30008' 
Lansing, Michigan 48009 
: Deat"''Dh. RoeBer, 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716:..594-1655 
August 1, 1985 
Thank yott for serld:tng. me a copy of the MEAP test afid answer sheets' 
. for Health Education, the Essential Performance Objectives for Health 
., 
·Education and the MEAP Interpretive Report. The impressive content, for-
mat and structure of the test instrument has proven to be most helpful 
for my Thesis proposal. 
At this point in time, I am putting the-finishing touches on my 
'Thesis proposal. I would appreciate, if avaUable, rece:Lving:, validity 
: and reliability coefficients for the MEAP test.. 
Currently, my research design calls for testing approximately two 
hundred fifty students. Therefore, it will be necessary to obtain addi-_ 
tiona1 copies of the test; approximately forty copies per grade level. 
I am prepared to purchase the additional copies from you if necessary. 
However, with your permission, I could have my copy of the test repro-
duced by my school district. Please be assured that any copies would 
remain in my pDS.Iaession, be given proper credit_ and. all copi~.s w:ould be 
destroyed upon completion of the study. Please advise me as to which 
alternative is the most acceptable. 
Thank you again for your time, cooperation and assistance. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
September 10, 1985 
'Ifr. Edw~rd Roeber 
Michigan Department of Education 
P ..• 0. Box 30008 
!:t~si..pg., Mic}lig~u~ 48009 
Dear D~. Roeber, 
Please accept my than~s and deepest appreciation for your assistance 
.in the development and design of my research project. 
The Cronbach Alpha Reliability Coefficients, the forty copies of 
the MEAP test fo~ Health Edu~ation an~ the n~oua long distance phone 
' calls-, ii\' which~ ybu answe.r.ed .. my,' 1\~,:nu~ quefSttbns:;. p.roved· to-· bet inva3..u-
. 
I am currently tes~ing New York State students aqd I witl se~d you 
·the results as soon as possible. 
Thank you again for your cooperation and assistance. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
. . . . . - . 
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CORRESPONDENCE 
GH0Ro:RVI"LLE-CHILI CENTRAL SCHOOL DIST,R-ICT 
76 
· Mi:'. R!'C:hard Couture 
Prin¢ipal, Churchville High School 
·5786 Buffalo. Road· 
Cliurcllville,~ N~YJ:ltk· 14428· 
D~ar Mr. COuture: 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, .New'·York 14624 
716-594-1655 
October 3, 1985 
This formal letter of agreement is a follow-up to discussions with 
Mr. Harold···Hefke.· During these discussions I described the specifics 
of a research project I am conducting. I requested permission to test 
te~tq g~aa~ students. 
Permission was granted, c..ont.i.ngc;mt., up.on a. diseusaion wi.eh- and as:ree-· 
who will allow me to test tenth grade students on Thursday and Friday, 
,, ~ 4 ~ . 
October 3 & 4, 1985. 
Thank you for your help, c~operation and participation in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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Mr. George Wright. 
Principal, Churchville Element'acy 
36f We.s.t.;.,Buffrl-o·· Roa..ti!' "' 
Churchvilla, New York 14428 
Dear Mr. Wright: 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
October 4, 1985 
This formal letter of·agreement is a follow-up to our meeting of 
September 30, 1985. In this meeting I described the specifics of my 
research project and requested permission to test fourth grade Churchville 
students. 
After a discussion with and agreement by Mr. Tom Morrow,. permission 
was granted to test students on Friday, October 4, 1985. 
Thank you for your help, cooperation and participation in my research 
project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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:Mr. Joseph Hoff 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
October 21, 1985 
''Etincip.a~., Churchvill~,Junior":Hi·gp SchooL 
:Fairbanks Road · 
'Churchville, New York 14428 
Dear Mr. Hoff, 
This' 'formal letter of agreement is a follow-up to discussions with 
,.Mr. Harold Hefke. During these discussions I described the specifics of 
'a, rese,.arch project I am conducting.. I requested permission to test 
uventh grade,. student$". 
P~rmissa.on;, was~ g~an:ted'~ contin-g~nt up,o~, disc.ussion~ with anti~ ag.ree•· 
" 
. ment by Mr~. Bob Bonnes. Mr. Bonnes will allow m~ to te~t seventh grad~ 
'• 
. studenfs' on Mbnday and Wediies'd'ay, October' 21 & 23, 1985·. 
Thank you for your help, coo.peration and participation in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Grey Wojtowicz 
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8G 
CORRESPONDENCE 
HIL·foN' CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT 
; 
" ~t~ Norman Warren 
.158 Norwich Drive 
~oqh~ster, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
October 14, 1985 
Principal, Merton Williams Middle School 
~iiton Central S~hoQ)., 200 School Lane· 
Hiltpn; N~~ York 1{4.46& 
Dear Mr. Warren: 
This formal letter ?~.agreement is a follow-up to discussions with 
~ 
Dr. Art Herd. During these discussions I desc~ibed the specifics of a 
il 
research project I a~ conducting. I requested permission to test seventh 
gr~de students in the Mert..on Williams, school. 
~ment: hy Mr:- Ilbn' D1cki11Son. Mr. Dicldnst:>n~ haSll< e1!'l"i'stect th~ a itt' oft Mt"s •. 
Carl~en Gay who will allow m~ to, t~st ~eventh grade stu.(ients on Tuesday 
'11- \ ...... .j;.. ~ 
an~ Wednesday,. October 15 & 16, 198i~ 
Thank you for your help, cooperation and participation in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
8.1 
Mr. Harold Ga~no 
P~~cipal, Hilton Seni~r H;gh 
Hiltt>n·' centraL S.chool., 
· 40p· East· Ave-p.)l~f?. 
Hilton~ ~ew York 14468 
bear Mr. Garno: 
t 
School 
I 
f.' "' 1~8 No~i.ch Drive 
Rochester, New York 14'624 
716-594-1655 
October 20, 1985 
This formal letter of agreement is a follow-up to d1scussions with 
Dr. Art Herd: ~ing these discussions I described the specifics of a 
r.resea~:Ch... 'p;oje.ct.. .. I am condJJcting.... 1 r~que~ted pe~.ssion 'to tes't t~nt:.h­
gtade students' in· t:he' high· school:. 
grade teach~r. Dr/ Herd has· o'btairi.ed. the:· cooper at ton of Ml::.. Dane Emens 
who w:i:ll aliow· me to' test· tenth grade: students· on Monday and r'ues'day, 
October 21 & 22, 1985. 
thank you for your help, cooperation and particip~tion in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Woj towtcZ"' 
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Mr. Ed Mascadri 
Principal, Hilton Elementary School 
. W'est', Avenue;. 
Hilton, New York 14468 
Dear Mr. Mascadri, 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
October 20, 1985 
This formal letter of agreement is a follow-up to discussions with 
Dr. Art Herd. During these discussions I described the specifics of a 
research project I am conducting. I requested permission to test fourth 
grade students. 
Permission was granted, contingent upon enlis~ing the aid of a 
fourth grade teacher. Dr. Herd has obtained the cooperation of Mrs. Joan 
Hilton who will allow me to test fourth grade students on Wednesday and 
Thursday, October 23 & 24, 19S5. 
Thank you for your help, cooperation and participation in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowit:zt 
l~I~lSIO 100H~S 1~!1N3~ l~Od!3~N3dS 
3~N3GNOdS3B!O~ 
~Mr-· Manuel Panar1te'S· 
P'rincipat,. Cosgrove Jr. High 
Lyell-Spencerport Ave. 
Spencerport, .New. York,, 1.?.559::' 
Dear Mr. Panarites, 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, Ne~ Yotk 14624 
716-594-1655 
September 4, 1985 
This formal letter of agreement is a follow-up ~o our meeting of 
August 26, 1985. In this meeting I described the specifics of my research 
l 
project ~nd requested permission to test seventh grade Cosgrove students. 
Permission was granted, contingent upon a discussion with and agree-
' 
ment by Mr: Ar'd1ie D'avis the Hea'lth Edfication teacher ... 
Mr. Davi;s;. ag}:'eed. to ailow:"me" tp test. his,., first· and:' second.. period 
classes on September 5, 1985. 
Thank you for yodr help; cooperation and participation ih my research 
project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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Mr. Edward Groszewski 
Acting Principal, Wilson High School 
·L'Yell-Spence:i:port. Ave'. 
Spenc~rport\ New YoFk ;A~~g 
Dear Mr. Growzewski, 
158 N,orwich Drive 
Rochester, New'York 14624 
716-59,4-1655 
September 4, 1985 
This formal letter _Qf. agreement is a follow-up to our meeting _of 
August 26, 1985. In. this meeting I described th~ specifics of ~y 
research_p,;oject and req~ested perm,ission to test tenth grade Wilson 
students. 
Pe.rmiss.ibtt wa"S granted'' contihgent· upbn a discussion with and agree-
• menr l)y Mr. U'ave:· Scheer the. Health' E'ducation teachet;. 
Mr. Scheer has agreed to allow me to test his classes on Friday, 
September 6, and Tuesday, September 10, 1985. 
Thank you for your help, cooperation and participation in my research 
project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg., Woi_towicz 
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• Mr~ Matthew Natalie 
1sa Norwich Drive 
Rochester~ Ne~York 14624· 
716-594-1655 
September 16, 1985 
:Princi~al,.Wm. c. ~.School 
'MAnitou: Ro<\P. 
. ' . 
·spencerport, New York 14559 
Dear Mr. Natalie, 
This' formal letter of .. agt'eement is a. follow-up to our meeting of 
September 5, 198'5. Ih" this meeting I. described the. specifics of my 
;research p):"oj.ect atrd. requested p~t'tltission to test fourth grade Munn 
1 st:ud~nts·. 
P.ermissiair~was-· gJ;anted", c~t;i..nEtE!llt up:Pn a discuasio.n w.ith and aa_ree-
ment. .by,Mt-. Terry Dingee the Munn .achool representativ.e- "'n the distr,ict 
HealthEducation Committee. 
Mr. Dingee and his teaching associates allowed me to test their res-
pective classes on Xuesday, September 10, and Thursday, September 12, 
1985. 
Thank. you for your help, cooperation and participation in my 
research project. 
YOurs~ truly~ 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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Mr. MU ton Ryan 
Principal, Town Line. School 
399· Ogdeu. P.aJ;llli ... ~,-R4~­
Spencerport,, New. York· ··14559 
Dear Mr. Ryan: 
158 Norwich Drive 
Rochester, New York 14624 
716-594-1655 
September 16, 1985 
This formal letter-of agreement is a follow-up to our meeting of 
September 5, 1985. In this meeting I described the specifics of my 
research project and requested permission to test fourth grade Town Line 
students. 
Pe~ssion was g~ted, contingent upon a dicussion with and agFe~ 
ment by Mr. Douglas Unell, the Town Line school representative on the 
district Health Education Committee. 
Mr. Unell enlisted the cooperation of Mrs. Carole Jinks, who will 
allow me to test her class on Tuesday, September 17, ·1985. 
Thank you for your help, cooperation and participation in my 
research project. 
Yours truly, 
Greg Wojtowicz 
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APPEND~X B 
MEAP Health Topic Area 
A.t t a i nme n t. Rate 
Esqen"tial Obje~tive &11mmary 
MEAP* 
HEALTH TOPIC AREA ATTAINMENT RATE 
ESSENTIAL OBJECTIVE SUMMARY 
Grade 4 
Topic Areas 
Fourth graders had a sa~isfactory attainment ~ate of 
7 7 ·• 8 p e r c-e n t in t he a r e a o f F·a m i 1 y He a 1 t h and 
unsatisfactory rates in the other nine areas tested. The 
unsatisfactory rates be~ng in Nutrition and Community 
Health. 
Essefitial Objectives 
They achieved· satisfactory attainment rates of 75.9 to 
87.4 percent for the following nine of the 33 objectives 
tested. 
-demohstrate knowledge of how sleep and rest promote 
good health 
-demonstra~e knowledga of Bow regular physical activity 
promot·e's good h-ealth 
-identify the different ways of living things reproduce 
themselves 
-demonstrate kncr~iedge of the roles within a family 
-demonstrate knowledge of the support roles of various 
family members. 
-accept the fact that it is natural to have a variety 
of fe~lings 
*Michi.gan U'epartment of E'd.u.cation, "HeaLth Edu.cat·ia.n 
Interpretive Report", Lansing, Michigan, July, 1985, pp. 
71-77. 
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-demonstrate knowledge of the uses of drugs and 
medi'cines 
-identify those health workers whose services they 
mtght ~xpect to receive 
-demonstrate knowledge o~ recreation safety practices 
For the following 24 of the 33 objectives tested, fourth 
graders achieved unsatisfactory attain~ent ra~~s of 30.7 to 
"-c 7 3 • 4 p e·rc-e n t • 
-identify the signs an& &ymp~oms of pos&ibl~ illness 
that should be reported to an adult 
-describe signs and symptoms of common childhood 
diseases/conditions 
•exhibi't knowledge of ways which prevent dis-eases from 
developing 
-demonstrate knowledge of how foods affect the health 
of teeth and contribute to the formation oE plaque 
-apply ·dental health methods an-d utensils to the care 
of their teeth 
-identify a variety of foods taken from the "Daily Food 
Guide 11 
-recognize the major nutrients 
-identify the common body parts by correct name 
-identify simple functions of common body parts 
-identify the major factors which affect physical and 
social growth 
-demonstrate knowledge and acceptance of the different 
ways a child grows to become unique 
-demonstrate knowledge of types of families 
-identify acceptable copin~ behaviors for a variety of 
emotions, including the sad feelings that accompany 
separation/loss 
-identify possible ways that a person can overcome 
grief caused by death 
-identify personal characteristics and bel1aviors which 
generally help people develop friendship 
-demonstra~e knowledge of facto~s important to the 
prevention of poisoning 
- i d ~ n t'i f y ,t ,he e f f e c t s o f: sln"o ld n g 
-demonstrate knowledge of the consequences of 
i't'rappropr,i.,p.te ua;& of drugs~ a·nd m-edicine.s~ 
-identify factors influencing the purchase of health 
prod uc.t-s• 
-demonstrate knowledge of traffic safety practices 
-demonstra~e that they can get appropriate help to deal 
with emergency situations in home, school and community 
-demon~ t r a ~t. e ? w a r e n e s s o f b a s i c f i r s t - a i d p r o c e d u r e s 
used in emerg~ncy sit~ations 
-ide n t i f y c om m .!J..n. i t y w or. k e r s w;h o. h a v e r e;:; p o n s i b i 1 i t y f o r 
the public~s health 
-demonstrate awareness of causes and controls of 
pollution of air, wate~ and ground 
-92 
Grade 7 
Topic Areas 
Except for the ~atisfactory attainment ~ate of 84.5 
percent in the area of Family Health, seventh graders had 
unsatisfactory rates for all other nine areas tested. 
Thes~ range~ from 50.3 to 72.9 per~ent wit~ the lowest 
rates being in the areas of Nutrition and Community Health. 
"~ E s.se n t i a 1 0 b:.j e"C.t: i v.e s 
They achieved satisfactory attainmeot rates of 76.9 to 
86.1 per·cent for t"'he following nine of the 34·· objectives 
tested. 
-demonstrate knawledge of how communicable diseases 
might b~ transmitted 
-identify personal health care activities for which 
they should be responsible. 
-identif¥ majot factots which influence physical and 
em d t i 0 n a 1 g r 0 & t h t li r 0 u g.h 0 u t t he l i f e c y c 1 a 
-demo.nstxa.te know.Led-ge. of persona.! re-s.pons.i,bi.li.t!Les. 
that contribute to the health of various family members 
-demonstrate knowledge of how age differences relate to 
family roles and responsibilities 
-identify situations that are stress-producing 
-demonstrate comprehension of the psychological reasons 
people begin smoking 
-demonstrate psychological reasons people begin abusing 
alcoho'f an1d ·other ·drugs 
-identify socially acceptable alternatives to alcohol 
an'd. o'the".r mo . o·'d'-modi'fy:ln·g;~ su,b'srances 
For the following 25 of the 34 objectives tested, 
seventh graders. ac.h:i,e.ve unsatisfactory attainm.e.nt. ra-tes of 
25.7 to 74.7 percent. 
-exhibit knowledge of ways which prevent communicable 
and non-communicable disease from developing 
-describe the rel~ttonship between personal life style 
and the prevention and control of disease 
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-able to evaluate their personal practices and identify 
those factors which put them at risk for disease 
-q~~onstr~te plaque contra~ techniques used in their 
pdrsdnal d~ntal ·care program 
-demon-.S:.t.r.a·tes kno,wledg..e of orthodontic a..ad other 
specialized dental service 
-identJ.iy bene.fiti; and methods of ma,.inta..ining Litness 
through regulat physic~! ~ctiv~ty 
-demonstrate knowledge of the benefits of sleep and 
rest 
-demonstrate kq.9~ledge of factors "important to healthy 
vision and hearing 
-identify and apply the concept of a balanced nutrient 
intake to the selection of foods to promote health 
-recognize that diverse food choices and eating habits 
can supply esseritial nutrients 
- i d e n t if y t he g.e n e r a_! nu t r i e.n t va 1 u e o f e•a c h f o, . o,d. g r . .a u p 
-demonstrate comprehension of how body sy.stams work 
closely together to perform common functions 
identify the chang~R which occur as thov approach 
puberty 
-id~ntify change~ in feeling~ and ~motions which occur 
during adolc~cence 
-demon~trate use of problem-solving sequence that 
includes alternatives, consequences, and optimal. 
solutions 
• -understan~ the relatio~ship between physic~l ~nd 
men t a 1 he a 1 t h a oo t h e. a b i 1 :! t:: v t o us e· a. v·a ·r·.; e t v o f 
co,ing alternatives 
idontifv the role~ other people ~lau in provid 4 ng ~nd 
~motional/c;ocial ~apport system to the indivi.dnal~ 
-identify physic~l ~nd qociologic~l ~ffects of smoking 
-comprehend the role of health agencies in providing 
health servicP.s 
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-idP.ntifv me':'hods nsed bv adv<;'r~""isers in promoting the 
sale of health products 
-apply knowledge of traffic safety practices 
-ide6tify first-aid procedures appvopriate to common 
emergentfes in the name, school, and community 
-~ppl9 b~si~ first-aid techniques 
-demonstrate knowledge of the relationship between 
environment and health . 
-identify sources and causes of pollution 
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Grade 10 
Topic Areas 
No satiifact~ry ~ttainment rates were achieved by t~nth 
gradets in any of the t~n areas tested. The unsatisfactory 
rares ranged from 21.8 ttr 6~.7 percent with the lowest 
rates 'beiftg found in areas of Nutrition and Disease 
Prevention and Control. 
Essential Objectivei 
They achieve~ sa~±sfactory atta~nment rates of 75.5 to 
88.6 for th~ following nine ?f the 34 objectives tested. 
~identify their·responsiHility as artive participants 
in th~ trPatm~nt and rehabilita~i~e prAcftssA~ ~f 
~ts04se and d 4 sib 4 l~Py 
-d~monstrate ~no~ledge and m~chanicRl bkills to nre e~t 
too~h dec~v and nerio~ont~l disease 
-e~press knbwladg9 of pdssible ~ex••al cnncecn ~ntc~ 
will fnvolve per~onal d~cisions on their part 
-demo~strate knOwledg.~ about health prcibl~mR which mRV 
occur in the adolescent growth period 
-demonstrate ~nowledge of How pdtenia1 behavior relates 
to·chi~d health 
-develop the ability to recognize and meet the needs of 
dthers 
-demonstrate knowledge of viable alternatives to 
inappropriate use of substances 
-identify .potential accidents/hazards commonly 
encountered by junior and senior high school students 
-apply procedures/methods (both individual and 
community) by which accidents can be prevented 
For the following 25 of the 34 objectives tested tenth 
graders achteved unsatisfactory attainment rates of 14.4 to 
10.0 percent. 
-identify circumstances under which disease 
susceptibility may vary according to the effect of 
heredity, environment, and individual life stylP. 
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• 
I 
-identify ways of intervening in the d~~ease proces~ bv 
mp d i £yin g t 'he en vir o n men t and I 0 r t ~ e he a 1 t h p r a c t ;_ c e s 
of the individual 
-id~ntify m~!hods of earlv recogni~ion of healr'h 
~roblems and ~~tabl~ah cr~~eria for dc~ermining ~~c 
aever~~v of the nrobl~m 
-aanra~se individual health practices, prioritize their 
health risks and identify personal interventions that 
c9-n be used t.o., preNent premature disease~ and disabilit·;y 
-describe a physical activity program to improve 
muscular and cardiovascular fitness sbatus 
-demonstrate knowledge of the functions of the basic 
nutrients withLn .the human body 
-evaluate factors related to food fads and fallacies 
-demonstrate comprehension of the effects of nutrient 
excesses and deficiencies on the human b~dy 
-identify the function of the reprod~ctiv~ syst~m of 
the male and female throug~out the life cycl~ 
-identify specif~c biological, psychological and social 
development changes which occur at aJolescence 
-identify areas of adjustment that need to be 
considered in preparation for assuming multiple adult 
roles 
-demonstrate knowledge of rights and responsibilities 
associated with various expression of sexuality 
-demonstrate knowledge of the factors which can 
influence the health of the mnt~er and child 
-identify stress management techniques 
-understand the grief process and positive/negative 
ways to handle separation/loss 
-describe the positive value of "solitude" for 
individuals 
-demonstrate knowledge of the effects of smoking, 
alcohol, and other drugs on physical, psychological and 
social functioning 
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-demonstrate knowledge of the possible contributing 
causes to alcohol and other drug dependency 
-identify services provided by a variety of qualified 
health care personnel 
-evaluate produce claim$ and make use of consumer 
information 
- d e mo n s t r a t e lvn o w·l e d g e o f the be n e f i t s o f b a s i c s e 1 f 
care 
-demonstrate the ability to prioritize the need for 
immediate treatment in medical emergencies 
-identify the im~act of technological advances on the 
environment and human health 
-identify environmental health problems and evaluate 
possible solutions 
-demonstrate knowledge of career opportunities in the 
health field 
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APPENDIX C 
MICHIGAN EDUCATIONAL ASSESSMENT" PROGRAM 
HEALTH EDUCATION TEST 
GRADES FOUR, SEVEN AND TEN 
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In this test you will show how you are doing in some skills important in 
health education. 
B~ sure you understand all the directions before you begin. You will have 
as much time as you need to 'finish the test. If you are not sure about 
the answer ro· a question, d~ yobr best. 
You will be marking your answers on the answer sheet. Mark only one 
·answer, for- each item.... If y'ou· change· an. answet:"~· be. sUr~! ~, eras.a."'the-
first mark completely. Now look at the sample item below: 
1SA.MPI.E: Which cif ·the 'following organs· pumps blood to 
eyery part of the body? 
A. liver B. stomach 
C. heart D. lungs 
Sample Item: A 
Answer 
B D 
s·ince the ·heart pumps blood tQ all parts bf the body', you would fill in 
spac&' "~ because,. "Cu is.,·itl-frcn~of:" hea~t, which is~ tlte· correct' answer. 
Remember, only one answer· should be marked for ~ach question. If you 
change your an5Wer, erase your first answer completely. Make a dark mark 
that ·ftlls the space. Use a pencil, do not us'e a ball!ioint pen. 
When you are sure that you understand the directions, you may begin the 
test. Your teacher will collect the test when you are finished. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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ppu;c;TIQN~: R~ad each ques~iQn.. Mark the best answer for each question 
on your answer sheet. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-CD 2 
1. ~~le yop are having breakfast your tooth starts hurting and doesn't 
stop. The best thing to do is: 
A. brush your teeth. B. get a ·drink of water. 
c.. t.eU... you~ mother or father ... D., stop; eat.ing,. 
2. While playing, Johnny has sand thrown in his eyes and he can't see 
well. The best .. thing. to do. is: 
A. help him get the sand out. B. tell an adult. 
C. tell him not to worry. D. have him rub his eyes. 
!, 
3. Sandy falls and cuts her knee on the playground. The best thing to 
do is: 
A. wrap it up. B. hav~.her ex~rcise her knee. 
C. tell her not tb cry • D. te11 ·~he ~eacij~~. 
• 
4. If your>throat hut"ts, wopld tjlat tell- you that.:you J:p.ight be getting 
sick? 
A. Yes B. No 
5. If you get a red rash, would that tell you that you might be getting 
sick? 
A. Yes B. No 
6. If youl;' head hurts all day'· would that tell you that you might be 
getting sick? 
A. Yes B. No 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTibNS: Answer the following questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-DPC 1 
7. What is one aisease tne doctor can~ protect you from by giving 
you a shot? 
A. Whooping cough. 
c. Measles. 
S. You will no_t get lockJaw if you: 
A. wash a wound with soap and 
water. 
c. put a band-aid on-a-wound. 
B. Cancer. 
D. MumpS". 
g~ kill the·- ~·anus ge~·with 
a spray. 
D. get a tetanus shot. 
9. Immunization will prevent which of the following diseases? 
A. Chickenpox; B. Polio. 
C. Asthma; D. Heart disease. 
OBJECTivE COUE: PHP~DH 2 
l:O. Which ·of' the followlng•will help bact:eria form acid that decays teeth? 
A. !ating peanuts between meals. B. Brushing teeth. 
c. Eating cookies between meals. D. Drinking water too often. 
11. Whi6h is more- likely to help cause tooth decay? 
A. Drinking orange juice every 
day. 
C. Eating your meals.. slawly. 
A. bacteria-acting on protein. 
C. toothpaste on the gums. 
B. Eating vegetables very 
slowly. 
D. Holding sweet foods in your 
mouth. 
B. chewing gum regularly. 
D. bacteria acting on sugar. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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'DIRECTIONS: AnsW:er the following questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-DH 3 
13. Wh±C:h ·of the following are best to use to clean your teeth? 
A. Toothbrush and dental floss. B. Breath mints and toothbrush. 
c. rrental floss and chewing gum. D. T.oothb.ru.sh·and mouthwash. 
,14- Which of tbe.: following.Fis-..tb.e:tbest. ruie for~ brushing. your tee.t:h? 
--
A. When your teeth feel dirty? 
C. After eating snacks. 
B. Once a day, before bedtime. 
D. After each meal and at bed-
time. 
15. Which of the following is necessary in order to remove plaque from 
teeth? 
A. Toothbrush. B. Mouthwash. 
c. Toothpaste. D. Baking soda. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-PC' 3 
lo·. If you do not get ertO'tt~h ,rest you· feel: 
A. Uhi:csty. B. hungry. 
c. ~ired. D. happy. 
17. What part of your body gets the most help from sleep? 
A. Teeth and gu~. B. Legs and feet. 
c. Eyes and ears. D. Muscles and brain. 
18. How ~u sle~p qoe$·a n~~e year~old child need~ 
B'. About 10 hour!3 .per night. 
C. 6-8 hours per night. D. Until you wake ~p. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DI~9TI9NS: ~sw~r the to~lo~ing questiona. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-PC 4 
19. What·part of the body does regular ~ercise help the most? 
A. Liver and kidneys. B. Eyes and ears. 
C. Brain nerv~s. D. Heart and muscles. 
2(1.. To be healthy, one:- should" exerciser. 
A. every day. B. once a week. 
C. after a big meal. D. before ,bed. 
?1. What b9dy Pl:!-rts sqou~d be exercised to ·bend your body eas:fJy? 
A. Blood vessels. B. Elbow. 
C. Joints. D. Heart. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: N-FFG 1 
22. To what· food group do eggs belong? 
A. Milk and cheese group. B. Vegetaole antl-fruit group'. 
c. Fats and sweets group. D. Meat group. 
23. To what food group does pop beloJ?.g? 
A. Meat group. B. Fats and sweets group. 
C. Bread and cereal group. D. Vegetable and fruit group. 
24. To what food group does a hamburger bun belong? 
A. Bread and cereal group. B. Milk and chees¢ group. 
D. Ve8$table"' and~ fthit~~group. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: N-FFG 3 
25. Which is a nutrient? 
A. Cells. B. Organ. 
C. Protein. D. Blood. 
I 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
,DIRECTIONS:· Answer the following questions. 
'26. Which is not a nutrient? 
A. Meat. B. Carbohydrate. 
a. Fat. D. Vitamin C. 
27'. Which· is· a nutrient? 
c.· Apple. D. Toma'to. 
OB'.lECTIVE CODE: GD-MBP 1 
.28·. Wh'i:cH ·letter shows the place where your heart is? 
A. B. 
e. D. 
29. Which letter ahows the place ~ere ~o~r stomach is? 
A. 
c. 
., 
1 
B. 
D. 
-30. One:uof: out:;;:'"se~ora,an$~ia; tHe: 
A. luhg. 
c. ankle. 
]}. kidney. 
D. nose. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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OIRtCTIONS: Answer the following que~tions. 
31. !!he intest;ine: 
A. stores energy. 
c. digests food. 
3!L .. When you breathe~in~ aiD: goes. into 
A. stomach. 
c. heart. 
33. The·liver: 
A. bteathe~'for 'us. 
C. stores energy and cleans 
Blood .. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-MBP 2 
B. pumps blood. 
D. moves bones. 
your,: · .. 
B. lurl.gs. 
D. bl!'ain. 
D. moves bones. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-OLT 3 
34. Which. one:. of these .. an:i.In&lt; g;:.d'Ws~ ins'ide·· its maJ:ha-r' s. body,.·untl.J. it~ 
l:'s born? 
A. B. 
c. D. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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'DIRECTIONS; Answer the following q~estions. 
' . ' 
4~· Wh;ch o~ the follQwing~i~ hatched from an egg? 
A. CCJ,t. B. Seal. 
c. Turtl.e. D. Tree. 
36. Which of th~ fol.,low~ng comes, fl;'!?m ~ seed? 
A. Eish. 
C. Frog. 
37. To stay healthy, we ~~~need: 
A. to have a bowel movement 
every day. 
C. to drink a gallon of milk 
eve~ day. 
a. Appl,~ •. , 
D. Shell. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-IG 1 
B. e~qugh sl~ep, exercise, and 
a balanced diet. 
n. wash your hair daily. 
38·. Eicki out the' one thin~· drat wi"ll ~ result in' growing in some way. 
A~ A tialanted·d~et~ ~. F~eling good about yourself. 
C. Enough sleep an4 ~ercise. D. Avoid meeti~g new friends. 
39. Eating which of the following will make sure that yau will grow 
strong and healthy? 
A. Var:lety of foods •. 
C. Low protein diet. 
40. All children: 
-· 
C. are different shapes and 
sizes. 
B. High prqtein diet. 
D. Only vegetables. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-IG 2 
B. like to eat veg~tables. 
D. are good in sports. 
GO QN TO ~ NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS~ Answer the foliowing questions. 
41. All handicapped students: 
A. are sick. B'. grow slowly. 
c~ have feelings. D. wear glasses. 
42. Mary is 42 inches tall. Sara is 50 inches tall. 
A-. TheX" arl!l:;:.botn·heai't:hy"' and· 
look the same. 
C. Sara is· not heal: thy apti Macy 
is healthy. 
B·. They· are. bo.th heaLthy·· but 
look different. 
D~ Mary is not healthy and Sara 
is healthy. 
OBjECTIVE CODE: FH-TF 1 
43. If Susan lives with only her mother, is this a ramily? 
A. Yes B. No 
44. Mary lives with her mother, step-father, and step-sister. Are they 
a · f alniiy,? 
:a. Ne 
45. Mr;. and Mre·-;. Jones· atioP'ted a baby. Are they a family? 
A. Yes B. No 
OB:JECTIVE CODE: FH-FRR 1 
46. Is it wrong fot mothers to work outside the nome? 
A. Yes B. No 
47. Is· it wrong·· for boys. to babysit? 
A. Yes B. No 
48. Is it wtong {or Sara's mother to change the oil in th~ car? 
A. Yes 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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Answer the following questioiJs, 
~ ... -,; 
OBJ'EGTIV"e CODE: FH-FRR 3 
49: Steve broke his leg. How qan hi~ sis~er. help him? 
B. Leave him ~lone. 
C. Sign his cast. D. Off~r to do his chores. 
50~. Pat'~ li,t:tle ,sister wag, b.eio.g teased by a. biS:;t kid. on· ehe way home 
from·s,chool. What can Pat: do to \le)rt?? 
A. ,Tease the b~g,kid 9 s '-ittle :s •. ~alk-the~littl~sts~er~ho~: 
sistet:. f:r;-om. s<;l;lool. , 
c. Fight the big kid. D. Do nothing to help. 
51. Wanda!~ faJ!ily i~ moving to a new city. Wh~t,can she do to help? 
A! Try to ~alk,~~~. parents ~- Keep.her feelings to herself. 
out of moving: 
C; Help,wtth.the·p~cking. D' .. Move in with a fr:tend. 
OBJEC,~IVE GODE.: StfA-SYAv 3 
52. Sm.okil;lg ;, ~igar_et tea can.: 
A. help you feel better. ~- he.l:p you nhin,k b'~tt!er. 
c. make you look grown-up. D. make your heart beat faster. 
53. People who smoke. find· it hard to St9P because: 
A. every_one smokes • B. they feel . smarter. 
c. c~garettes don't hurt them. D. they a~e ad4icted to tqbacco. 
54. A major cause of house fires is: 
9 
A. lightni~: B. burning candles·~ 
c. careless' ~bking. D. leavihg tne stove on. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-FM 2 
55. Which.sentenc~ is tru~ about angry feelings? 
A. Only babies cry when they B. Everyone has angry feelings 
g~· ven angry.,~ soln~ rtnr~ •. 
c. Good children do not have D. Adults do not cry. 
angry. fe.eJ,.inge·~r 
56. Lynn and Janice are good friends. Everyone in their class entered a 
contest, and Janicel,wotr a pr:::tz~ Lynn: i'S:' happy that het,.;.fr.i-endtwon; 
but she is also j~alous because she did not win. What is the best 
advice to give Lynn? 
A. Understand that she has 
both feelings. 
C. Stop feeling jealous. 
B. Stop being friends with 
Janice. 
D. Decide not to enter contests. 
'57. Al's.c~ass ,has been given a poem to learn. He is afraid that his 
teacher' WiJ.l ask .. li!nf to recite. AI should: 
A .... cheat by·.';-having"..-tlie poei!l. 
\ 
written on a little piece 
o~ paller· to· read,. 
c. tel~ the teaclier he is tao 
sick ta recite. 
B-. sk-ip scha.oL. . 
D. understand that ft's okay to 
be nervous and do hi~· best. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-C 1 
58. Billy can't finish his math paper on time. He feels pressured and 
frustrated. The worst thing for Billy to do is: 
A. give up.and do something 
else. 
c. ask~hk~ fiurdly for help, .. · 
B. ask the teacher for. help. 
"'D. tty to· reJ.ax.z.and do the best 
he can. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECT~O~S; An~~F the f9llowin~ questions. 
59. Della's mother and father just got divorce~ and her fathe~ moyed away. 
Della misses her father very much. The worst thing she could do is: 
,, 
A. understand that the divorce B. talk to other kids whose 
was not her fault. ,parents ar~ divorced. 
c. act as if not,hing has D • tell,her family she misses 
... 
happened. her father. 
;60.. D@ra. has• a nett..· bAbY.. br.Ol:h"er·;. N.o on~, in· the famUy seenut.; tp; haye; 
~ime for Debra anymore. She is jealous. The~ trring to do is: 
A. ignore her new b'aby 
brother. 
c. act like a baby herself. 
B'• tell her f'a.mily how she feels 
D. spend most of her time with 
her friends. 
,OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-C 2 
61. Paul and LornA sa~ a b~ti~~l bird. crash agai~st tth~ wind9w a~~ die. 
The best. thing for them to do would be: 
A •. lust ~?-on playina as if 
nothing. happened-. 
C. h"\YE?; a. fUB.eral f~t:: the bird. 
B. use the bird to. tease other 
kids .. 
D. make a jQ~e abo~t it. 
62. Joe's dog_ d,:ied. He... feels. very sad. Tbe,,:wors:t thing Jo.e. could. do is: 
A. tel1 a friend how sad he 
feels. 
C. remember1 the gpod t~mes. 
B. try to forget about it. 
D. have a funeral. 
63. Jean always had a good time with her uncle, Tim. Then her uncle 
,d:f,.ed. Jean feels sad, and, lonely, The best thin8"" for Jean to do is: 
--. 
A. try to forget about her 
u,ncle.. .... 
c. keep p~~ Feelin~s to h~rself. 
B. tell herself she has other 
uncles. 
D. tell her mother how sad and 
lonely""'·she· f.eels. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the ~ollowing q~estions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: CUH-HWA 1 
64. Who woulQ. help you,·the ~ if ·you had the ·flu? 
A. Ooctor. B. Ambulance attendant. 
e. Nu~se. D. Delleist. 
6.i.4 Wh.o woul.Q. .. he~·yoU: the,.,.mO'St: if y.our.: t'Ooth hurt? 
. -
A. 1\iurse. B, Eye .doctor. 
D. Dentist. 
66. Who,would you·~ likely go to for a shot? 
A. Social wqrker. B. Veterinarian. 
c. Doctor. D. Police o~ficer. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-Sll 1 
61~ What·.~hould ~you·· do if ;your best fri'end left your bicycle unlocked, 
and: your bike•'Nas- stolen?; 
A. ~a.lk to.your friend ab.out 
the way you feel. 
c. Take your friend's bike. 
B. Stop being his friend-. 
D. Try·to forget about it. 
68. Ma,ry "Qroke. her l;eg ~nd c:w.' t pl~y outside this sulmller. What should 
her friends do? 
A. Spend all their time with 
her. 
c. Take turns .spending time 
with her. 
69. r wi~l ~· t11Y" ft:i:end>' most if J;;! 
A. always tell my: friend the 
truth. 
C. get angry at my friend. 
B. Wait until her leg is better. 
D. Find anQther friend. 
B. break my promises to~ my 
friend. 
D. listen to how my friend feels. 
TO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Aliswe:r· the following questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE:· COH-EH 1 
. 70'. At a tr~atment plant, the germs in sewage are killed by: 
A. boiling the sewage. 
C. freezing the sewage. 
: TL.. Ail;. can be., pollutJad. by:~ 
' 
' 
A.- factories. 
c.. lakes. 
72. Water cari be polluted-by: 
A. automobiles·. 
c. chemicals. 
''73. You are sick. You should take: 
A. the medicine the doctor 
gave you·.· 
c. th~ · nredicine your father 
uses. 
• 
74. When is it safe to take medicine? 
A. When you find it· in your 
house·. 
c. When~ a doctoJ:I'telJ.s you.. to'· 
take. it. 
B. adding Chlorine. 
D. coloring the sewage. 
B-. farms·. 
D·. forests. 
B. factory smoke. 
D. open burning. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-SUA 1 
~. your sfster•s medicine. 
D. a medicine from the medicine 
caoinet~ 
B. When your best friend gives 
it to you. 
D... When a p'eU'son y..ou don't know 
sives it to you. 
,75. If people' di:tnk alct>hol regul;a.!'J.y, ir: 
A. makes them run faster. B. helps them think clearly. 
c. he.lps th'em make friends. D. may hurt the!,r bodies. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DlRECTlPN$: APswe~ the fpllowin~ q~estions. 
C. always in red bottles. 
.OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA~SUA 2 
B. to be kept out of the reach 
of" ch11d1:'en;. 
D. helpful when you are sick. 
71. Here are., SOliJ~ thi~gs you might read on the labe],s of bottles in your 
home. Which ou~ is a· warning that what 'J,.s. in the bottJ.e is a poison? 
A. "Shake well before using" B. "For relief of pain" 
C. "Take 2 tablets with water" D. "Can be fatal if swallowed" 
78. Which o~e·is,poisonous if eaten?· 
A. Dog food. B. Some house plants. 
C. Dandelions. D. Library paste. 
OBj"ECTIVg ceDE,. SUA-SUA 4 
t79'".· John w~nt 'to 1;l}e,.doctQ:r with a. sore thrbat. ·The doctor-· gave him 
enough.medicine to take for· five· days. After three. days, John felt 
better. What sbquld John do with the medicine? 
A. Finish taking the medicine 
as the doctor recommended. 
C. Keep the medicine for the 
next time he has a sore 
throat. 
B. Throw th~ medicine out~ 
D. Return the medicine to the 
doctor. 
80. John went ftext door to visit his third-grade classmate, Jane~ His 
stomach started. to hurt. What should Jane do? 
A. Te:ll John:; to go., to the dr:ug;; 
store. 
c. TeU Jobn to go home ana 
tell his m<lther. 
B. Call an ambulance·., 
D. Give John some med'icine. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
81. Drinking too much alcohol can cause all.of the following except: 
A. harm to your heart. B. harm to your livera 
c. family problems. D. tooth decay. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: CUH~HSP 1 
·82.,. Why al.'B" hea:lt'h pr.oduct!g.., adver:tised.? 
A. Because they are the best B. One medicine is good· for 
pJ:.Pducts. evE!t)Tone· •. 
c. The companies want. to sell --n. Because medicine is expensive. 
what they make. -- ' 
J 
83. Who is the best person to help you buy a new toothbrush? 
A. Dental hygienist. B. Librarian. 
C. Drug store clerk. D. Grocery store clerk. 
84. The oest reason to use a part~cular kind of health product is: 
A. your friend uses it. B. it is shown on TV a lot. 
C. it costs less. D. it works well for you. 
OBJECTIVE CODE!'~ SFA-SAP 5 
85. What is a dangerou~.way to cross the street? 
A. Cross with the "walk" sign. B. Cross at the cross-walk. 
c. Look both directions before D. Cross between parked cars. 
cr..ossing ... 
86. How should you ride .. your bicycle on the street? 
A. In the opposite d~~e~tion B. In the same direction as cars 
as cars are moving. are moving. 
c. In the middle of the street. D. Side py side with a friend. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
DIRECTtONS: Answer the following questions. 
81. Thsre are many ways to enjoy riding a. bicycle. Which is a safe way? 
A• Riding single file down 
the street. 
B. Two people on a bike. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-CHR 1 
.813.. What -does a Pl,JQ.l,Jc health nur,ge do? 
fu'" Te.Srs. <4-ink}.ng wat:~ B'. Clleck.s public eatd.IJ.St place~ 
C. Helps to collect garbage. D. Gives shots. 
89. Which bf the following is & health worker? 
A. Ambulance d'.t':iver. .B. Librarian.· 
C. Police'officer. D. Farmer. 
A. gives hear.ing tests- B"' cheeks public:;.eat:{,.ng ·piaces. 
• c. cleans· your. teeth. D. runS' the X,..t:.ay machine. 
OBJECTIVE' CODE: SFA-SAP 6 
91. Look at the picture below. Which person is most likely'to be hurt? 
1 =-.n, U¥" - ------
A. Loni --:T__.-;;---- . ·-. LO~~~~:-r-~~~ 
B. Alice -
C. Dan 
D. Sue 
GO ON TO THE. NEXT PAGE 
· DIRECTIONS.: Answ.er the following quest'i.ons. 
92. Y.ou .aJl,d your friends .. are going to play kick ball. Where should you 
.Play? 
A. On the school playgroun~. B. In the living room. 
c. In t~ s..tt:a.et. D·. In the parkibg-.·lot. 
93. Which person is·~ likeiy to get hurt? 
·~ 
A. Bpb 
B. Carol 
C• Ricky 
.D •- .J.an.is 
OBJECTIVE CODE:. SFA-ER 1 
'94. If you ~hink ao~one bas ta~n poison, it is b~st to. c~ll· the: 
A. police department. B. fire department. 
C. drpg s,tor~ D • hospital. 
95. Someone is knocked out in ap. accident at the community park. Who 
shou~d yo~ ~11 for help? 
A. Your parenes who are 
at home. 
C. An adult who is nearby. 
B'~ Your frien~s."whq are 
nearby. 
D. The police department. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
96. If your friend is badly hurt after a fall from a tree in your yard, 
you should first: 
A. have the nearest adult get 
help ~while you stay with 
your friend. 
C. get your friend on his 
feet." and walk him. home,. 
B. try to phone his parents. 
D. shout for help. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SFA-ER 2 
97. A person tells you his back and neck hurt after an accident. He 
should: 
A. twist his body to the right 
and to the left. 
C. get up and walk around even 
if it hurts. 
B. lie down until help comes. 
D. sit down as long as it hurts. 
98. Wherl: someb'ne is burned an'd yeti are waiting f'or heUp to come, it is 
a goat! idetl. to: 
A. wrap the burned place 
tightly witb a bandage •. 
c. put cold water on the burned 
place. 
B. press on the place which was 
burned. 
D. rub the burned place. 
99. If a person falls on the playground and scrapes a knee, the first 
thing to do is : 
A. have the person sit down B. wash the spot with soap and 
and put the leg up on a water. 
chair. 
c. put first-aid creme on D. put a bandage on the knee. 
the knee. .. 
STOP 
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In this test you will show how you are doing in some skills important in 
health education. 
Be sure you ~derstand al~ ~he directions before you begin. You will 
have as much time as you need to finish the test. If you are not sure 
' about the' an~er· to· a: question·, do your beSt'';. 
You will be marking your answers on the answer sheet. Mark only one 
• an$el:' for ea.ch itel!l:; If. you.~ change an.. ~swerc., be: .sur~ to. er;as,ec,."tiie 
fi~t mark completely. Now look at the sample item below: 
SAMPL'E: ·Wfiicn of the-· fallowing organs pumps blood to 
every part of the body? 
A. l:i;ver · B. stomach 
c. heart D. lungs 
Answer 
.. 
Sample Item: A B 
Since the heart pumps blood to all parts of the body, you would fill 
in space.. "C!'. becausa .. "C" is· in front of' heart,. ~b:ich· is the:;~orJ:;ec..P­
answer. 
D 
Remember·, only one answer should be marked for each question. If you 
chan.Se your e1:nswer, erase your first an~er. comp,letelx- Make a dark 
mark that fills the space. Use a pencil, do not use a ballpoint pen. 
When you are sure that you understand the directions, you may begin the 
test. Your teacher will collect the test when you are finished. 
12'1 
DIRECTIONS: Read each question. Mar~ the-best answer for each question 
on your answer sheet. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-DC 2 
1. One way in which communities protect people from the spread of 
disease is by: 
A. 
c. 
providing police service. B. irlsp~cting restaurants. 
u-: putt"!ng ·ou~= fires~-
2.. -communicablE!' diseases' are cl:ntsed by': 
. . 
~· ~itting in a draft. ~-
C~ eating too ,many· sweets. D. 
cold and rainy weather. 
I 
germs passing from person to 
person. 
3. ~ich one of thes~ insec~s is !2!! likely to spread disease? 
B. Bee. 
c. An~. D.. Butt-erf:!,yh 
OBJECTIVE CODE: D"PC:-DPC 1 
4. ~ fa~~o.ry ~an. Q.e;I.J? protect workers from d~ngerou~ ch~¢caJ~ by: 
A. hiring onl~ healthy p~ople. B. providing protective clothing. 
c. providing a lunch program. D. asking workers to be careful. 
5. Which on~ of t4e following could make contaminated water safe to 
drink? 
A. Boiling the water~ B. Adding· salt to the water. 
C. Adding fluoride to t.he water. D. LeaV'ing the water in strong 
sunlight for 24 hours. 
6. Which qne of the following is a reason for immunization? 
A. T6 hea.t a·persoJ;rwith a 
disease. 
c. To·keep a person from catch-
ing a disease. 
B'. To learn about the effects 
of a disease. 
D. To cure the symptoms of a 
disease. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following.questions. 
01UECTIVE CODE: DPC-DPC 3 
1. The greate~t cause of preventable disease and death is: 
A. cigarette ~moking. B. drunk driving. 
C. high~fat diet. D. lack .of exercise. 
'• 8..~ WHicll· beha.viou can h-elp,;;rtcr.,.dere·~.brettst~oand. testicular:· cancers., 
e~rly wh~ they are ~~~ treatable and con~~olla,ble? 
A. S trea& r~du.ction,. 
c. Exercis-e. D. Dieting. 
~ · 9. ·Whicn of the following actions can help to reduce your risk of heart 
disease .and cancer? 
A. Taking vitamins every day. B. Smoking cigarettes. 
C. Reducing fat in the diet. D. l-imiting exercise. 
OBJECT!~ COuP:: I!PC'-DPC 4 
10.. Regular exercise does~: 
A. cure disease. B. increase mentax.alertness• 
c. reduce risk of disease. c. reduce weight. 
11. Eating .a. lot of .. foo4s high in animal fat can lead to: 
A. lllllltiple sclerosis •. B. hea~t disease. 
c. arthritis. D. lung disease. 
12. If you are regularly exposed to cigarette smoke, you have an increas-
ed risk of:-
A. diabete-s<r 
• ·~ "-, l: 
arthr±tis. 
c. respiratory infection. D. kidney disease. 
G9 ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTI9NS: A.n~wer the folloying qyestions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-DH 3 
13. Dental p~aque can g~ ~~~ visible. qn the t~eth: 
A. by using a mouth rinse. B. by using disclosing tablets. 
c. in bright light. D. by looking in a mirror. 
. I 
14.. :e.J.a.qJ,\e.. "Um.Q.Vaiw is., beat .. cu:coro.p;U.shed, by-:• 
A. daily toothbrushing and B. use of a tooth pick after 
flossing.~ tnea.ls. 
c. J;ubb;i.ng~bakipg soda Qn your D. daily use of a mouthwash. 
teeth. 
lS. Plpqu~ remqv~ i~ an effective technique to prevent: 
A. gtli,Il boils~ B. oral caucer. 
c. c~nker.so;res. D. periodontal disease. 
OB..tP;CTIVE!· CODE:· PHP-DH 4 
16. Wha~does an ortHodontist do for·people? 
• 
A. Moves crooked teeth to 
::J.mpro.V'e the way t:n~y .. b~t;e. 
c. Extracts t~et;h and does 
surgery on the jaw bone. 
B. Removes calculus from teeth 
an4 treats glJlllS. 
D. Fits ~tu+es (artificial 
teeth). 
17. Which one of the following is a dentist who specializes in treating 
child~en's t;ee~h? 
B.. Ped:i.atric-ian'-'. 
C. Pedodontist. D. Periodontist. 
18. A deatal hygienist"""is eq~~at~d. ~d lice!lsed" to d9 w,9ich o~ tQ.e 
fol1owiz].g? 
A.. Remove ca,lculus and 
stains from teeth. 
c. Straighten crooked teeth. 
B. B.Em.Jov.Ji!l decay and fill 
cavities·. 
D. Diagnose and treat dental· 
disease. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS:· Answer· the following~ questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-PC 2 
1~. Under doctor's supervisionr proper exercise can help people get 
better if they have: 
A~ liver dtsease. :&. dental cav:tties'. 
c. heart problems. D; cancer. 
40. A major aid in toning muscles is.: 
B·~. occasional exercis~ 
c: one' week or eJtercise. JJ. rest: 
21. Which one of the fol:lowing activities would be~ for strengthening 
the heart ~d lungs: 
A. relaxing and avoiding any B. eating at leat two servings 
vigoro~s·exercise which~ of ~at each day. 
might strain the heart. 
c. breathing Eure oxygen a D. running a mile each day. 
few mi,nutes each" _cia~ •. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PRP ..... PC 3 
22. Gbing' for a· full week wttllottt a'd"equate sleep can cause: 
.. 
A. vitamin shortage. B. swollen. ankles. 
c. aeliydration. D. fatigue. 
23. If you do~ have ~dequate rest or sleep, your body will: 
A. functi.Pn at a lower level. B. fight· illness and infections 
b~tter. 
24. A healthy indi~idual requires a balanced diet~ regular exercise, and: 
A. long vaeations. B. properly fit~ed· clothing. 
c. extra Vitamin c. D. adequate rest or sleep. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the fqllowing questions. 
.. ~ 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PH?~Pc 4 
25. A safe way to remove ~.par~icl~ from your eye is to: 
A. flush the eye with water. B. put a cotton swab in your eye. 
c. surn the ~yelid inside out. D. rub the eye with a tissue. 
~.26.-.- Whicl:r. on~ of., the..foJ.lpwtn~"'ia. a. sd:gn"' of .. possible':$ vision,. P,;T;Ob;l~ms-~ 
27. 
A. Tears in your eyes on a B. 
w:Ln.Qy d~."' 
c. Squintin~ your eyes a lot. D. 
Besides hear~g! 
A. movin~. 
c. feeling •. 
.. , 
the ear is important 
B. 
Changes in the size of you! 
pupUs. 
Blinking your eyes regularly. 
for: 
balance. 
thinking. 
!. ,. -,1' ~ • 
2S': Which one· of the" following heaLth~ decisionso,sltoqld;;,.bfi!'' a 
responsibi~itz of eeople your age? 
A. Ma.k:lng an appointment with 
the dentist for a checkup. 
C.. ~ecidin~ ~hen you should 
ea~ ,sweets or have soft 
drinks. 
B. Making an appointment with 
the ·doctor ~or immunization. 
D. Deciding when yo~ should go 
on a diet·. 
29. What can you do to keep your brain healthy? 
30. 
A. Get. enough sleep fo~ your 
age and _activity • 
c.. . wea:r a; hat· iii' cold w:eather~: 
When weather conditions worsen, 
A. always wear a hat. 
C. make ~vre your clothes 
are in fashion. 
it 
:a. Take.pro~~r medication. 
D~ Do· eu ... ~~rct'SeM 
is your responsibility to: 
B. wea~ clothes that keep you 
warm and dry. 
D. sta~ indoors. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer' the followi'rig questiohs. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: N-FS 2 
31. You are going to eat .at a restaurant. Which choice gives a serving 
from each of the four essential food groups? 
A. 'truit salad; hamburger on 
a bun, milk. 
C:.. Tbssed 'sal;;ul~ ham1rorg&r' on 
a bun, chocolate cake. 
B"': Spaglietti, ~roccol':i:, chocolate 
cake. 
32. Which after-school snack adds the most nutrients to· a balanced diet? 
A. Granola bar. 
c. Diet poP, and a cookie. 
33. Which statement is true? 
A.· All nutr;.tents needed by tbe 
body are available thrpugh 
food. 
·c.... People need .. ~o take a 
a multiple vitamin supple-
ment each ~7. 
B. Buttered popcorn. 
D. Cheese cubes and an apple. 
B. Protein supplements are 
necessary for good, health.· 
D.· All people n~ea to take 
mineral supplements. 
oisEcTrn conE: N-Fs 3 
34. Which meal provides at least one food from each of the gssential 
Food Groups? 
A. French fries and milkshake. 
C. Yogurt, peach, and tuna 
sandwich• · 
B. Peanut butter sandwich, apple, 
'and brownie. 
D. Cottage cheese, peach, and 
brown~e.· 
35. Mary ~ on a veg~tarian die~. Which"meal provicies• a- seey:f:ng; from 
each of· the· Essent:lal: Food ~roups? 
A• Egg""sUad sail.dWi'Chl carrrot· 
sticks; milk. 
c. Tomato sartdWich, milk, 
brownie. 
B·... Vege:t:abl;~ sotiiU cracke:ts, 
jello. 
D. Beans and rice, orange juice, 
spinach salad. 
GO ON TO TBE.NEXT PAGE 
' DIRECtiONS: Answer ·the following questions. 
36. ,Which lunch provides food from each of the Essential Food Groups? 
A. Granola bar, yogurt, french B. T~rkey sandwich, carrots and 
fries. celery, milk. 
c. Sna'Ck cake·, chips, fruit D. Cheese and' crackers·, apple, 
drink. coia. 
37. The two food groups which provide most protein in American diets 
are: 
A. bread and cereal, milk and B. vegetable and fruit, milk and 
cheese groups·. cheese groups. 
c. meat, milk and cheese groups. D. meat,. vegetable and fruit 
groups. 
38. Vegetables and fruits are a good source of: 
B. vi-tamins and~ miner ala •• 
c. fats" and mine>ral's:.' 
' 39. Ihe- bread and cereal group is & source of: 
A. vi:Camins ari'd' carbobydrates·. B. vitamins and calcium. 
C. vitamins A and C. D. iron an'd' vitamin D. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: FH-FRR 2 
40. Earning money to buy food for the family is 'usually the resp~nsi­
bility of: 
A. the oldest children. 
c. mo~ne~ or fa~qer or both. 
B. the child who has a paper 
route. 
D. the w~ole f~ly. 
41. Herb is .. tweLve. years old.. One of Herb'·s·,.,responsibilities- is 
probably to: 
A. do the dishes. B. fix the car. 
C. repair the roof. D. do the cooking. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer th~ foll9¥ing questions. 
42. Jane is eleven years old. She is probably ~ responsible for: 
A. raking leave.~. B. setting the table. 
c. making the bed. D. planning the family meals. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-MBP 3 
1+3. The two bod}tc sy_at~~ that .• wox·k-.. togather to.-.·aJ..lON"1leop~~ to. mo.ve.r their 
bodies are the: 
" ,. ,. 'f 
A. ~· .,..., .r 4 ..-"' muscula~ and, skeletaL B... cir.cul.atory· and. mus.cular,: 
systems. systems. 
c. muscular and digestive D. re$piratory and circulatory 
systems. systems. 
44. The two ~ody systems that work together to bring oxygen to all the 
cells qf tqe body are the: 
A. muscular ~nd excretory B. digestive and respiratory 1 '1 .. 
'·· syst'ems. syst-ems. 
c. circulat~ey and.,. ne:c:v:oust D: circulatory· andirsaspiratory 
syst.ems. systems. 
45. The two body systems that work t-ogether to bring food to all the 
cells ef the body are the: 
A. circulatqry and respiratory 
systems. 
C. skeletal and muscular 
systems. 
B. digestive and circulatory 
systems. 
D. digestive and respiratory 
systems. 
OBJEC'II.lTE CODE: SUA-SUA 1 
46. Which one of these diseases can sometimes be caused by smoking? 
A. Anemia 
+,, 
c. H~art d~~ease D. Arthr~. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS! Answer the foltowihg ~uestions. 
47. Tne major cause of chron~c bronchitis in the United States is: 
A. poor nutrition. B. cigarette smoking. 
c. cold weather. D. alcoholic beverages. 
~8. I~ sports, smoking cigarettes may slow you down by: 
C. making> the heart beat· slower. D. reducing- lung capacity. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-IG 1 
49~ Mike is the shqrtest student in class. Mike's parents are both 
tall. Why is·Mike so short? 
A: Mike does riot ~et enough 
exercise. 
C. Mike is emotionally immature. 
' . 
, .( 
B. Mike has a slow rate of 
growth·. 
D. Mike drinks a lot of pop. 
50. Hormones are the chemical messeng~rs ~ the body which cause: 
51. 
52. 
A. physical, emotional, and 
sexnal aevelopment during 
adolescence. 
C. improved hearing in 
teenagers. 
B. heartbeat change. 
.D. variation in voice sound. 
Which of the following can you not control? 
:-:;--
A. Amount of sleep. B. Food eaten. 
c. Pattem of growth. • D. Emotions. 
OBJECTIV!t CbDE: CUH-EH 2 
All of the following cause pollution except: 
A. s~ray:in-g:pesticidetl• B~ drivirrg aw untuned• car. 
c. recycl~g bottles and cans. D. shipping oil in super 
tankers. 
GO Ot-f TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: A;l~f!!r the followirig ql,lestionliJ. 
53. tfh,$lt is the ~.Polluting form of transpo1=tation? 
A. Trains. 
c. Aitplp.n~s. D. Oc~~n liners. 
54# What is tbe.~.ser~ous sourc~ of pollution in th~world? 
c.. Animals. D • H\UilB-ns , 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-IG 2 
55. How do boys and girl~.compare when they start to grow more rapidly 
Q.priJlg pW;>erty? 
.().. Tb.ere is AO rapid growt"!l 
fQr b~ys ~r girls~ 
C. ·R9Ys" t~d to gp tltroUglr 
r,apid ,growth a1: atf 
earlier age., 
.. 
·B. The, age for _going through 
rap~q· g~owth is the same for 
boys and girls. 
D. Girls tehd to go through 
.rapil::l? growth' at''" an earlier 
age • 
56. What happens to .. felJlS,les. during. puberty? .. 
A. Widening of the· h~ps. 
C. Widening of the shoulders. 
B. A growth of coarse hair on 
tqeir cheeks. 
D. Marked deepening of the voice. 
57. What happens to males during puberty? 
A. Widening of the hips. 
c. Tbey become smarter than 
f.eules. 
B. They develop faster than 
fet!!4le~.· 
D. There. "i~ ? marked deep~ntng 
9 of. the·:., voice. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-SUA 7 
58. A common reason given for getting drunk is: 
A. tiredness. B. boredo~. 
c. to eure a headache. D. to lose weight. 
GO ON TO THE. NEXT PAGE 
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DIRlkTIONS :' Answer the following quesd.ons; 
59. A'common reason people abuse alcohol is to: 
A. make them more sophisticated. B. help them think better. 
c. help them escape problems. D. make them more active. 
. . 
.60. Ydung people often ·take illicit drugs because: 
A... thek fx~Ilds. do~-
c. they can't concentrate in 
sc~ool-. 
B-; tltey·,hav~heal.thfproblems. 
D. they don't know any better~ 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-IG 3 
61. During puberty, which of the following does ~happen to teenagers? 
A. They are ~9ncerned 'about 
changes taking place in 
their bodies. 
;.~ 'I 
C. They like adults. to tfi1.1 
them what to do. 
B. They feel closer to people 
their own age. 
D. They want to make more 
decisions for themselves. 
'62. Signs·of puberty· include all of the following except: 
A. decreased physical growth. 
C. emot}.onal changes, 
B. menstruation in females. 
D. hair growth under arms and 
pubic area. 
63. During ~uberty, it is ~ considered normal to: 
A. develop acne. B. become clumsy and awkward. 
c. g~ow rapidly. D. drink alcohol. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-HWA 1 
64. The 24-hour·medical s~~ices are best equipp~d to provide: 
A. overnight care. 
C. counseling. 
B. emex.ge.t~.cy, care.. and... X -rays. 
D. a check-up for colds and sore 
throats. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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• 
DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
65. Where do you go for treatment of a dog bite? 
A. Local Hospital. B. Animal Clinic. 
,j 
C. Consumeli' Protection Agency. D. Ame~ican Medical Association. 
, 6,6. Where would you- go to get a TB test? 
'' 
c. United Fund Headquarters. 
B.. Local He.alth. Depar,tulent. 
D. Enyironmental Protection 
Agency. 
OBJECTIVE 90DE: FH'"" FRR 1 
67. Bob has a five-year old sister. He can take·good care of her by: 
'· 
A. watching her while she 
plays with matches. 
C. letting her swim alone. 
B. letting her eat what she 
wants. 
D. teaching her bike safety 
rules. 
68.· John waEi asked to put a:way the. food left, from. dd.p,nex .. · 
liealtli relison for doing thls ±s that: 
The. best 
-· 
A. it keeps ~is mother happy, 
c. it keeps the food cold. 
B. it keeps the food from 
spoiling •. 
D. it keeps the food from drying. 
69. George has chickenpox. What is the. best thing George can do to keep 
his sister from catching the disease? 
A. Cnase, her away 6r teas~ her 
so she doesn't come'near him~ 
c. Go stay at a friend's house. 
B. Keep his room dark and his 
sister away. 
D. Keep his glass and towels 
away·from he-r.. 
OBJE.CTIVE CODE: EMH-C 3 
70. People who are in good physica~ condition: 
A. have lots of money. 
C. usually have good mental 
health. 
B. have high blood pressure. 
D. usually ride their bikes 
every day. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following quest'ions. 
71. When you are tired, you can expect to: 
A. think quickly. B. be grouchy. 
C. get excited. D. feel sad. 
72. Dave has a healthy way of dealing with difficult situations. When 
he is in a diffic~lt ~ituation,- he is most likely to~ 
A •. ·use what worked best last 
time •. 
c. watch wha~ others do. 
B. come up with different 
solutions de-pending. on the 
situation. 
D. ask someone else ~hat he 
should do. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-FM 3 
73. For ~dst peopl~, which will create the most stress? 
A. Having a close friend move 
to another tewn. 
~. Having many big changes· in 
their l:ife'at the same-~time. 
'13. Go'ing to the doc tor. 
D. GettiJ;J.~ a;;. n,~ teacher.-
74. Which of the following stressful situations are'n9t good for most 
people? 
A. Aerobic dancing. B. Wortying about ~ test. 
e. Studying for a test. D. Jogging. 
~ . l 75. Judy·is on her first airplane trip. She is holding tightly to the 
arms of the seat. Her heart is beating fast. · The stress in this 
situation is caused by: 
A. the airplane. B. th~ people in the airplane. 
c. the p~lot. D. Judy's feelings about flying. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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~ 
DIRECtiONS.: Allswer t~~ foll_owing questions .• 
OBJECTIVE. CODE: CUH.-EH 1 
76, The ~ seriQus communicable-disease problems related to water 
pollution are due to: 
A• chefnical wast:-es. Ih htmllm wast:'ee-. 
c. animal- wastes·. D. plant wastes. 
77. 'I.h~ loug-.;t:q,Q.g!2 he,j'ilt.Q. ~ff~c~s Qf. UJ'!;,t.qg nev chelJlica+~ : .. 
· A... h.~J,.Vei beeq.. cl~arly 
ident,ified. 
C. ~ are no~ well •kno.wq.. 
B. ~;~.rer clearly underst:aod:.r 
:Q. ar~ of no impo,rtance .. 
78. Air pollution can be a cause of all of the following except: 
A. bronchitis. B. arthritis. 
c. lt.IIl8 cancer. D. emphysema. 
QBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-C 1 
79. Which of the folloWing is~ a step in the.decision-making process? 
A. Finding alternatives. 
C. Tllj.n,king abou1;i confi5equenCi,E?S. 
B. Saying what the problem is. 
11; Asking· an adult. to solve your 
problem. 
80. Before·you act on any prqblem situation, you shouJ.d always: 
A. think for a week. 
c. make uP your mind quickly. 
B. think of a number of things 
you could do. 
D. go to the library. 
81. When fated· with ·a pt"tiblem;:'si):~on<t the;;;.fir$3t" thitJ.g" to do in trying 
to solv~·it WQu-ld be: 
A. list all tb.e ppsaihl~. 
things you could do. 
c. try to pick the right 
solution. 
B.. ask a fr~~·· to. take. care 
of it. 
D. dectde vhqt the problem is. 
GO ON TO THE NF+T PAGE 
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PJiECTIPNS: Auswe~ the fo~lowin$ questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE:· SFA-SAP 5 
82. traff~c laws must•be followed by bicycle ri~ers; 
A. during daylight hours. 
C. within city limits. 
A, silie of· the;-J;O~ nth:' the 
least. traffic. 
C. far .. left-haw! si-de of the 
road, facing traffic. 
B. at all times. 
D. only when a policeman is 
pre.l=l~nt. 
B~ fa~·~hatUl' side.~ of• the· 
road, with the traffic. 
D. side of the .road with the 
best surface. 
84. When is. i.t safe. :to. crasl!l the street without looking? 
A. When the traffic guard tells B. When the traffH:" Iight is red. 
YOU"1. to cross 1 
c. When the traffic light· is 
green,. 
D. Never, even if it is a clear 
day. 
O:B;JECT!VE CODE: EMH-SH 2 
· 85. MerrY's ,brother is a,.lways t'ea,sii;J.g her .!n fron~ of ber f,J:,;i.erids. lier 
pax-ents~,ha.ve tried to help but it seems to get worse instead of 
better. What else could Mary try? 
. 
A. Ask her friends for some B. Do not., :Dring any friends to 
advice. her house. 
c. Lock her bedroom door. D. Find a way to get even with 
her.~ hr9tb.~~ 
66~ Louise is ln. the hospita1 and wil.l be O\lt ,oj. scJ:lool for a lQng time. 
Sh~ is. bot'ed and lonely·.. Wlia.t: is ~·t1te.,· be's t, :t:lt1Jl& her f.riend~·· can. 
go-· ·t.P ~~A ,he.~ feel better? 
A. Stay away until she.. g~s. 
welh 
C. Visit and phone her often. D. Send her a get-well card. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer t!he following questions. 
87. Jim can't talk .to his parents about his problem. Jim should: 
A. keep. the problem to 
h~lf. 
c. stay away front home>. 
B. try to forge·t his problem. 
D. talk to an a~ult he trusts. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-.SUA 2 
88. One of the most common reasons many young people start smoking is: 
A." they l±ke., the~traste' of" 
tobacco. 
c. it makes them feel older. 
B'. it helps. them lose weight. 
D. it smells good. 
89. John ,started smoking .when he was in the seventh· grade. Which .-of. 
the following- choices was ~ likely important in his beginning 
to smoke? 
A. John's parents were heavy 
smokers. 
c.. John:,did not know that 
cigarettes were harmful. 
B. John was old enough to buy 
his own cig~r&ttes. 
D. John earned his own money and 
could spend it any way he 
pleased. 
90. Which one' of the follo'tifng is the ~ common reason young, people 
start, smoking? 
A. It warms them up. 
C. To calm their nerves. 
B. To rebel against parents and 
teachers. 
D. Because their friends smoke. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-SUA 8 
91. Al was feeling left out of activities at school. He also thought 
nis family did not like him ~ery much. Someone suggested that A1 
should' smoke aome marijuana to help him forget his troubles. What 
is the best thing for Al to do? 
A. Try the marijuana. 
C. Try not to think about his 
problems. 
B. Ask to be transferred to 
another school. 
D. Talk to ,an adult or friend 
that he trusts. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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~IRECTIONS: Answer tne following questions. 
92. Eric had to walk to school each morning in ccrld weather. A friend 
suggested that he drink whiskey to warm up before he left the house. 
What would be tne best thihg Eric could do to stay warm in the 
morning? 
A. F?iloW'his' f'riEmd"' s adv'i:ce·. 
C. Put on more' layers of 
c ~ ottr:lJ:lg:-; 
B·~ Eat hot cereaL 
D. Walk ~ith a group of his 
friends ... 
93. Barry's mom and dad had a fight· and· they both wer>e extr~mel'Y angry. 
WHat is the bes't'- th"::Lngf for them to do to ~mike· up"? 
~r 
A. Go to a marriage counselor. 
c. Spend time away from each 
other until the problem is 
forgotten. ' 
B. Have friends tell them what 
to do. 
D. Calm down and then talk about 
their problems. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-HSP 1 
94. The best way to ger a person to try a pill for ~eadaches is to 
advertiSe that it: 
A. has more pain relief 
ingredients than any others. 
c. has a pleasant taste. 
B. is cheaper than any others. 
D. works as well as other brands. 
95. Adv~rtising on TV for a new low-calorie soft drink is most likely to 
show: 
A. overweight people drinking 
"it· after 'exercising. 
c. yobng children asking 
parents to buy it. 
96. Advertisers use ads to: 
A.. describe, products. simply 
and honestly. 
C. compare prices of similar 
products. 
B. slim people drinking it at 
a party.~ 
D. older p'eople ordering it at 
a restaurant. 
B. enteutain. people. 
D. persuade people to buy or 
use products. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the followtng questions. 
OBJECTIVE CO~E: SFA-ER 1 
97. If ·a cut or wound is squirting, blood, wl}at should be done to stop the 
bleeaing? 
A. Press·· a· pad or. cloth 
tightly against the wound. 
C. Pour an an.ti~e11t:i;<i on th~ 
W0Ut14• 
B. Expose, the wound to th& air 
so'that the blood will clot. 
n.. Place., an. ice pack_ on the 
wound,. 
98.. If a person is choking, but ia still ab~e to breat;he, what is the' 
first thing that should be done to help him or her? 
A. Give the person a. large 
glass of water to drink. 
C~ Have the person try to cough 
up the 'object. 
B. Stick your finger down the 
person's throat to cause him 
or her to gag. 
D. Give artificial respiration 
by blowing into the victim's 
mouth. 
99. If a person has a bad head* inj~ry, you should have the person: 
A. sit up in the chair. 
G. drink· water. 
B. walk around as much as 
poasible. 
D. lie down. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SFA-ER 2 
100. Joe's little brother just swallowed a whole bottle of aspirin. 
What should Joe do first? 
A. Hold his brother down and 
not let him move, then call 
for help. 
C.. Give h:ts brother. m:Llk.A or 
water to·drink, then call 
for help. 
B. Force an object between his 
brothe~'s teeth, then call 
for help. 
D.. Give his· brother"' lenlbn juice 
or sugarvwate~; then call 
for help. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS:· Answer the following qu~s'ti-ons. 
101. Mr. Perruzi's sixth grade.class was playing baske~ball during 
recess. Sudden~y, one of the boys looked very pale ~nd said that 
he might faint~ What shou1d be done to help him? 
) 1 
'A. Give him 'a glass. of cold 
water to'drink• 
C. Have him sit dpwn with;; his 
head:'between h~~kne,~~ . 
~· Have him hold his breath and 
~ount to twenty. 
D. Give artificial respiration 
by· 'b~ing. :tro:o., ·hi~· moq.th·. 
102. You are walking in the park and see a child hit in the head by a 
swing. He is lying on the ground crying. What should you do to 
. l' 
h.al.p? 
A. Help him:"'Stand ·up and get 
him some water. 
C. Move him.' away· from the 
swing, and cover him. 
B. Get him to ~it up and see if 
he can move his neck • 
n~ Keep him lying down and get 
emergency ]lelp. 
STOP 
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In this test you will show how you are doing in. s.ome,skills important, in 
health education. 
Be sure you understand all the directions before you begin. You will have 
as much time a,s you neeci .. tQ finish· ·the test.. If you- ar,e. not. sure .. about 
the answer to a 'question,.. do y~ur best • 
. You will be. marki-ug your ansve;rs on the. answm:. sheeJ:. Ma.rk only one 
apsw,!\! for ta~h i,_t.~·. If yo.~ change C\n; ?~~~- )',e: ~~~e. ~.o· .erase. tiie 
first mark comple~ely. Now look at the samp~e item ~elow: 
SAMPLE: Which of the following organs pumps b1ood to 
every part of the body? 
A. liver B. stomach 
c. heart D. lungs 
Answer 
S~mple Item: A a D 
Sinc&v.t:he. hear.t. p.wu:p.s blood to all parts of the body,. you would fill in 
space·"C""qecause "en· is in front of heart, which is the correct answer. 
RetneJiiber, only one,. an~er should be marked for each question. If you 
change your answer, erase your first answer COmPletely. Make a dark 
mar~ that fills the space. Use a pencil, do no~ use a, ballpoint pen. 
~en, yo~ aFe sure that you ~nderstand tije di;ections, you may begin the 
test. Y~ur teacher will collect the test when you are 'finished. 
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DIREC~IONS\ Read eacq.qu~stiQn. Mark the,best answer for each question 
on your,answer sheet. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-DC 2 
1. Which person is at greatest risk to develop heart disease? 
A. An underweight woman who 
smokes and drinks. 
C. An unde.J"Weigh t man who 
smo~es a~d drinks. 
B. An overweight: woman who smokes 
With no family history of 
heart disease. 
D. An overweight man who has 
high,blood pressure~ and has 
a family history' of neart 
disease. 
2. Where does.-ca~~e~ oc~ur mpst ~reque~tly? 
A. Su~urbau areas. 
C. Urban areas. 
B. Rural a1;eas. 
D. l.t ,.is. not relatec:t to 
geography. 
3. An individual .. has a g~eatet ii·sk, of having. sickle .. cell anemia ii;, his 
paren.ts are: 
A. Black. B. Hispanic. 
C. American Indian. D. White. 
OBJEC~IVE CODE: DPC-DPC l 
4. Children who are,exposed to secondhand ciga~ette smoke are more 
susceptible to: 
A. upper respiratQry infection. B. skin irritation. 
C: bladder inf~ctions. D. blurre.d vis:i;,on •. 
5• Which ,of. the follQwing immunizations is no l~nger necessary to 
p):'ot:E!ct·,. agains t:J Uliless? 
A. Diphtheriq. B. PoJ.io. 
c. Measles. D. Smallpox. 
00 ON TO THE N~T PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer ·the folLowing questions. 
6. The leading cause of preventable deaths in the United States is: 
A. high fat diets. B. cigarette smoking. 
c. hign sodium iil.take. D. alcohol abuse. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-DPC 2 
.. 
7. Syp:hili~. is diagq~sed. through: 
., 
A. an X-ray. B·. a urine· test~ 
c. a blood ~res sure test. D. a blood test. 
8. What ·is the usual way:·. diabetes'· is det'ec ted? 
A. trrine 'test: • B. Blood test. 
C. 'X-ray. D. Blood pressure test. 
9. .A Pap-•smear· is used for early detection of cancer of the: 
A. prostate.· B. breast. 
C. cervix. D. lungs. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC-DPC 4 
10. An ove~eight student interested in losing weight should: 
A. use a rultionally advertised· 
diet pill. 
c. try fasting. 
B. use a protein diet. 
D. consult a health professional. 
1L The.: do~t.or wrote· a 'prescripti.on for ·Joe• co.nsist'ing of 30 antibiotic 
pills to be taken: one pill, three times daily. By the fifth day, 
his illness ~eemed to be gone. Joe should: 
A. save t:he pills in case 
another family member comes 
down w±tli ·th&!' 69-me'~ illna$~ 
c. keep the' remaining pills 
refrigerated until needed. 
B. continue 'the prescription 
until the pills are gone. 
D. dispose of the remaining 
pills in a safe manner. 
GO ON TO THE'NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
12~ Jane ha~blurred vision and stomach aches. What should she tell the 
doctor? 
A. About all. httt sylt1ptom.s and 
any medication she has taken. 
C. Answer only the questions 
the doctor asks. 
B. The symptoms she thinks are 
important. 
D. The symptoms she.now has. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: DPC ... DPC 5 
ll. To reduce the· ri'sk of heart" disease, the.~· 1m2ortant step" to-• taket•· 
'is: 
A. to eat a high-protein diet. B. to exercise· regularly. 
C. net: to ·smoke. D. to get enough sleep. 
14. Whtch of these diseases is not a pr~entable disease? 
A. Periodontal disease. B. Diabetes. 
C. Gonorrhea. D. Measles. 
1s·. Studies havEt shown that an individual is less likely to have a heart 
attack or stroke if that ~dividJ~~l: 
A• does regular isometric 
exercises. 
C. lifts weights twice a week. 
B. exercises strenuously once 
a week. 
D. exercises vigorously three 
or four times a week. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: PHP-DB l 
16. The. bes.t thing to use for cleaning between., your teetb is: 
~. dental floss. B. a tooth~ick. 
C. your .. tbpthbrush·. D. mouthwash·. 
17. If you can't brush. after· meals, you should-: 
A. eat an apple. B. not worry about it. 
c. chew gum. D. rinse your mouth with wat-er. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PA<;E 
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DIRECTIONS: Answe~·the following questions. 
18_. How could you prevent tooth decay? 
A. Chew,gUlll after meals to 
remove food particles. 
C. Ea-t, fewer snacks containing 
sugar·. 
B. Use a mQp.thwe,sh, to kill 
the bacteria. 
D. It is. not possible to" prevent 
the decay process. 
OBJECTIVE CODE': PHP-P.C 6· 
19. Aerobic exercises are those in which: 
20. 
A. muscle groups are tensed 
and relaxed systematically. 
a· • speed and agility are 
required. 
An effective physical activity 
A. a vigotous wo~kout 
every we'el<:end. 
c •. aerobic exer..cise»at:, leas.t· 
three times a w~e~. 
B. strength and flexibility 
are empha~ized. 
D. the body's ottygen needs are 
. . 
met. 
program must include: 
B. swimming once a week. 
D.. exercising' eyecy g~oup. of 
muscl~~· 
21. Once fitness is achieved through regular exerq;i.se~ an individual 
should: 
A. exercise when the. .need is 
felt. 
c. increase the exercise 
program. 
B. reduc~ the exercise program.· 
D. continue regular exercise. 
OBJECTIVE CODE.: N-BDR 2 
22. Which cla~ of nutrients is needed in only very small amounts? 
A. Vitamins. B. Carbohyd~at;~s .. 
c. Fats. D. Proteins 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the followi~g questions. 
23. Which of the following provides the most calories? 
A~ One griun of protein. B. One gram of starch. 
c-. One gram of sugar. D. One gram of fat. 
24• The class of'nutrients that supplies energy to red blood cells and 
the nervous system is: 
A. carbohydral:~s. B. proteins. 
c. fats. D. vitamitlS· 
OBJECTIVE CODE: N-FS 2 
. 25. The best eating pattern for an athlete is a balanced diet with added: 
A. calories from complex 
carbohydrates. 
C. minerals from supplements. 
'26. Natural vitamin supplements are: 
A. less expensive than 
synthetic ·vitamil'ls· 
C. safer than synthetic 
vitamin supplements. · 
27. Acne is the result of: 
A. too little vitamin E in 
the diet. 
C· eating food containi~g fats 
and' sugar. 
B. protein from red meats. 
D. vitamins from supplements. 
B. identical in ch~cal 
structure to synthetic 
vitamins. 
D. effective in preventing the 
common cold. 
B. poor hygiene. 
D. normal hormonal changes 
during adolescence. 
OBJECTIVE CO:QE: N-FH 2 
28. Lack of B' ·vitamins in your diet. c~ cause; 
A. rickets and scurvy. 
C. night blindness and anemia. 
B. baldness and acne. 
D. irritability and loss of · 
appetite. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
29. What vitamin deficiency may cause diffic~lties with night vision? 
A. ·Vitamin A. 
C. Vitamin C. 
B. V£tamin Bl. 
D. Vitamin· D. 
30. Large dosages of the fat-soluble vitamins A, D, E, and K can: 
A. b~ hat~ul ·to the body. B. be excret:e.A in the ur.ine ..• 
C. cause diat'rbea. D. cause a goiter to develop. 
OBJECTIVE" CODE: GJJ-SF 2 
31. The ovaries produce two major hormones. One of these is: 
~ . . . 
A. estrogen. B. insulin. 
C. adrenal in. D. endometrium. 
;32. The hormone:. mainly. responsib~e for' secondary trl'.ale cliaracteristics 
is: 
A~ progesterone. B.. melanin,. 
C. testosterone. D. thiamine. 
33. A primary function of the scrotum is to: 
A. store mature sperm until 
ejaculation. 
C. manufacture semen. 
B. manufacture sperm. 
D. regulate the temperature of 
the testicles. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-SF 3 
34. Which of the following does !!2E_ change in size during puberty? 
B. Ki~n~ 
c. Brain. D. Lungs .. 
.. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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-
DlRECTIONS: Answer the follo-<.Ting questions • 
• 
35. How does the rate of growth of a person 12-15 years old generally 
compare~to their rate of growth from 7-10? 
A. 12-15 has a slower rate B .. 12-15 has a faster rate of 
of growth. growth. 
c. ll:he rate of growth' is D. The rate varies too much 
usUa.liy the same. to chart. 
36. During adolescence·, young people find their emotions: 
A. about the same as earlier B. characterized by self 
years. 'confidence • 
c. within their control at all D. changing and tending toward 
times .. _ extremes. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GO-SF 4 
37. Wh:l..c;h o£ t,hese. sexually transmitted diseases presently has no cure? 
A. Syphilis.. 
' c. D .. , . ..... Venerea~ wa~. 
38. When making a deci~ion, it is impqrtant to: 
A. do what. you really want to. 
c. accept the values of your 
friends. 
39. People who really love each other: 
A:. are aiways together. 
C. respect each other's 
value.t:r.~ 
B. do what someone you respect 
says is right. 
D. consider -the consequences of 
each alternative. 
B. talk about each other's fault~ 
D. expect sex as part of the 
relationship. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: GD-HPP 1 
40. Concerns about weight control among adolescents are usually 
connected with which of the following? 
A. Body image. B. Chronic fatigue. 
C. Accidents. D. Wardrobe. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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41. Borderline malnutrition is most common in: 
A. teenagers who over-exercise • 
• C. teenagers who diet. 
B. teenagers with acne. 
D. teenagers who live in over-
crowded cities. 
42. Yenereal -di{3ea&es ·.are transmitted by: 
A. germ& found in swimming B. sexual contact ~ith another 
pools. person. 
c. sitt~g .. en someone's lap. D. contact wf.th a contaminated 
toilet seat. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: FH-:"FRR 3 
43. All ,of the following·should be discussed by a ~ouple considering 
marr!age except: 
A. bo~ much ~oney to spend 
on Jood., 
C. which utility company to 
use. 
B. the number of children 
wanted. 
D. whether the wife should keep 
her maiden;: nama~ 
44. Which: of. 'tli~e .areas·" is~ the;rmo.s:t::· commorr:r cause of> disagreements 
between newlyweds? 
A. How to manage money. B. What to name the first baby. 
e. Wher-e to live. D. How to spend le.i:sur.e time. 
45. A healthy reason for a couple to decide to have children would be: 
A. to maintain family 
traditions. 
c. to provide a love object 
for the parents. 
B. to bring stability to a 
marriage. 
D. because they feel they 
would make good parents. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS': Answer the foliowing' questions. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: FR-S 2 
46. Which one of the following statements i~ correct? 
A. Venereal diseases occur o~ly 
in lowet soci~-economic 
areas. 
B. Teenagers "who have received 
accurate sex education are 
less likely to be sexually 
active at an early age. 
i C. Homosexual activities between D. Medical author·ities consider 
the.health effects of mastur-
bation during the teenage 
years to be very harmful. 
consenting adults a~e illegal 
in all states; 
47. Wh:i.ch of the following is ~ a consequence of the de'cision to b'e 
sexually active at an early age? 
A. Sexually Transmitted 
Disease. 
C. Scol:{.osis. 
B. Unwanted Pregnancy. 
D. Disapproval of Parents. 
48. Which of the fol+owing ~s least important in ma~ing a decision about 
sexual conduct? 
A. Religious and moral 
beliefs. 
C. Peer behavior and 
expectations. 
B'. Family patterns of thinking. 
D. Individual values and beliefs. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: FH-FP 2 
49. Because of its potential to cause birth defects, it is dangerous to 
contract w~ich of the following diseases during the first two months 
of pregnancy? 
A. The common cold. B. German measles. 
C. M~ps. D. Chickenpox, 
50. When. a. woman is. pregrtant,, all of the, following could b-e damaging to 
the development of her unborn baby except: 
A. heavy alconol coris~mption. B. cigarette smoking. 
C. limiting food intake. D. physical activity. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECT~ONS: Ans~er t~e following questions. 
51. Which .o; the fq!~owing statements is not correct? 
A. Post~atal-care is more 
important than prenatal 
care. 
C. Heavy cigare~te smoking 
during pregnancy increases 
,the !,lhan~ of a bapf b'e:Ln~lt 
bqtn wi~p a lo~ pirth weight. 
B. Only drugs prescribed by a 
doctor should be taken during 
pregnancy. 
D. If a pregnant woman is 
addicted to heroin, her baby 
will· be4.born· addicted. to 
hero:\,p. 
OBJECTIVE.CODE: FH-F~ 3 
52. You notice a married friend has unusual bruises. wnen you question 
her she reacts'nervousiy and changes the subject. What might you 
suspect? 
A. Pregnancy. B. A blood disease. 
C. Spous~ abuse. D. Accident proneness. 
53. Susan a!7ts utr~omfortable around' her uncle. She refuses to be part 
of a group' that incl~des the uncle and refuses to oe alone with him. 
What· mi,gpj:,,hel:.., mother suspect? 
A. Child sexual abuse:.. B. Su~an is shy. 
C. He does not like children• D. He teas~s Susan. 
54. A fathe~ notices his teenage daughter is moody, does not eat 
properly, feels sick to her stomach, and stays in her room more than 
usual. He may suspect his daughter: 
A. has a sore throat. B. is pregnant. 
c. has the .f~u. D. is doing poorly in sehool. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-C 3 
55. Which ~f the.fbllpw:ing is least ·likely to be a cause of'stress for 
most students? ·· 
A. So li'tude. B. Poor heajth habits. 
C. Pressure from peers. D. Lack of time. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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56. Sally worked part time in a store during the school year. She 
applied for a full-time position for the summer. The store gave that 
job to a new employee. What is the best way for Sally to deal with 
her disappointment? 
A. Decide-· that malting more 
money is not that important. 
C. Decide that she. didn't waut 
the full-time j'ob anyway. 
B. Complain to the store 
about the new employee. 
D. Look for another full-time 
job • 
. 57. If you ~eel your. parents< are., pr.essuring you~ t-o.' get· higher. gt:acb:.s., .aud 
·y.ou think you ar.e already doing your best w:ork, you should,: 
A. complain to your friends. 
·C. talk this over with your 
paren.ts. · 
B. ~ake easier cla:5ses• 
D~ spend more time on your 
studi'es. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-C 4 
58. Which of the following responses would be .appropriate in dealing 
with 'grief? 
A. Indifference. 
l j " 
B. Depr¥sion.~ 
c. :embarrassment·. D. Exhilaration. 
59. lulieJs father and mother are in· the process of getting a divorce. 
Julie might react in any of the following ways except by! 
A. asking them to stay 
together if she begins 
to behave better. 
C. being· very pleased. 
B. being very angry at her 
parents. 
D. saying it does not matter to 
her. 
60. John's b~st friend was killed. John might behave in any of.the 
following ways except: 
X. "beilfg:·very angry· at""· his,. 
friend for leaving him. 
C. finding. it. hard. to. keep· his. 
mind on things. 
Bt acting"as- ifr' it':rhad,no.t•. 
happened. 
D. not wanting. to, bed.ieve hi& 
friend is dead. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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·DI~CTI~NS: Answer the followin~ questions. 
.. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-SH 4 
61. You have a need to listen to rock music, but your mom has a need 
for peace and quiet. To resolve this conflict of need, it is best 
to: 
A. give in every time. 
c. 
B. 
D. 
explain what you need and 
try to work it out. 
have so~o~e e~se decide·w.ho 
should ·have· 'his 'Or her way. 
62. Jane and Sam usually walk home together. For th~ thir4 ~ime this 
week, Sam has no·t waited for Jane and has walked home aione. Jane 
notices that Sam is.qlso very quiet in class. Jane decides that: 
A. something is bothering 
Sam. 
c. there is something wrong 
with her. 
B. Sam doesn't want to be friends 
anymore. 
'D. Sam likes to walk alone. 
" I! Mary ri:dicules:• Jean in front• of· you., the best· thing .for you to do 
!s: 
A. laugh and ag;ree. 
~· ridicule Mary. 
.1 ( 
B. pretend you do not hear. 
D. sqo~ you do not approve in 
some' way. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-SUA 1 
64. Of the following, which will be affected first by drinking alcoho~? 
A. Judgment. B. Vision. 
D. Hear:f.ng • 
65. You~ blood.alcohQl content is determined by ho~ much you drink an~ 
qy your: 
A. ~eight. 
C. sex. D. age. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS:· Answer th~ following queStions. 
· 66. Alcohol is considered:. 
.A. a· hallucinogen. B. a depressant • 
C. an ·amphetamine. D. a stimulant. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-SUa 2 
.61: Paretrts.:~ who regularlY-' U~' al,coholic· beverages, and tranquilizer:s to 
"cope".with physical and mental discomforts are likely to: 
A. pre~ent their children with B. encourage their children to 
use and abuse drugs. a normal pattern of drug use. 
, 
c. have no effect on 'their D. effectively solve their 
problems. children's attitudes about 
drug;use and abuse. 
68. A common reason that teenagers abuse alcohol is: 
A. excessive media advertising. 
C. they don't have a ~ood 
se:l:f-image.~ 
B. lots of beer is·' available. 
D. they have ,trouble with their 
school- wot:k.. 
69. One ·r~a~on xou~a people, abuse drugs is: 
A. it improves their school 
work. 
C. it keeps their weight down. 
70. A gynecologist specializes in: 
A. gastrointestinal conditions 
of females. 
C. reproductiye disorders of 
males·. 
71. A ped~atrician specializes in: 
A. patent medicines. 
C. gum diseases. 
B. their friends use drugs. 
D. it helps them think better. 
OBJEC"ri\lE CODE: CUH-HWA 2 
B. 'the fema~e reproductive 
system. 
D. old age problems of males and 
females. 
B. foot problems. 
D. childhood illness. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIREC:lJIONS :· Answer the following questions. 
72. A gerontol9gist specializes in: 
A. rare blood disorders. 
C. care of the elderly. 
A. F;;1st tmtil she lo,ses· the 
ten pounds. 
C. Go on.a liquid P.iet. 
B. care pf intestinal diseases. 
D. surgery for the newborn. 
dBJECTIVE CODE: SUA-ASA 1 
B. Take diet pil£s. 
D. Reduce her calorie intake. 
7~. Kyle wants to go to a party Friday night. He knows his friends will 
want him to ~ake so~ ~rugs. Kyle does not like to take drugs.. What 
is thebes~ thing for him·to do? 
A. Qecide not. to go to the B. Go along with his friends 
party. and take the drugs .• 
c. Thin~ of w~y~ of saying no D. Avoid thinking about the 
'to his friends. situation. 
75. Jill has trou~le staying awake in her classes. What is the best 
thing she can do to .stay awake?. 
A. Take a pill. B. Get a good night's sleep. 
C. Dr~nk ~wo cups oi coffee. D. Drink two colas. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: CUH-HSP 1 
76. Which magazine researches and reports on comparisons of new products? 
A. Consumer Reports. B. Good Housekeeping. 
C. Business Week. D·. Time. 
< 4': ••w · 
77. Consumers with a complaint about a product should first go to the: 
A. store where it was 
purchased. 
C. manufacturer. 
B. Consumer Fraud Division 
D. distributor. 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the, following questions. 
78. Generic ~rugs are ~ually: 
A. safer than brand name 
drugs .. 
C. the same price as brand 
name drugs. 
B. less researched than brand 
drugs. 
~. less expensiv~ toan brand 
name drugs. 
OBJECTIV~ CODE: CUH-HSP 2 
79. What is the mos't intpdl:tant reasdn' for having a pliysical examination 
or checkup every.year? 
A. To keep in contact with 
the family docto"r. · 
c. To find and treat any 
illness or disease in 
. the early stages. 
B. To be made aware of the 
latest medical advances. 
D. to use health insurance 
benefits • 
80. H~alth factors. under your control include:· 
A. age and gender. B. habits and attit~des. 
C. wet and cold :'tltecither. D. heredit:r~ and genetic traits. 
81. One benefit of being an informed health consumer is that you can: 
A. prevent all illnesses. 
C. bett~r communicate with 
your medical advisor. 
B. do without health insurance. 
D. can avoid regular checkups. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SFA-SAP 1 
82. When grease in a frying pan catches fire, you should: 
A. pour water an it. B. quickly cover the pan. 
C. take' it ·outside •. D. call a neighbor. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS! Answer the following questions. 
83. One of the most frequent causes of death among junior and senior high 
school students involves: 
,;... 
A. automobile acci~ents. B. sports related acciaents. 
C. water related ~ccidents. D. hun~ing accidents. 
84. From the list below, cliocise the most freg,uent, contributing cause of 
traffic accidents' involving, t~enage.r&'. 
A. Beii'ig tired and sl:eepy. 
C. Bad weather. 
B. Us~ of' illega! drugS' o~11ei:" 
than alcohol. 
D. The ·misuse of alcohol by 
drivers. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SFA-SAP 2 
85. What can the community do to reduce car acciaents? 
A• Build·better roads and raise 
the' speed· limilts. 
C.- Supp6jt'· enforce'(neitt''of 'tfie. 
laws and ~enaltfes for 
• drmtken 'driv:big.._ 
B. Have driver education courses 
taught by tM:··police. 
D. Hav~~two polrce offi~~S" in· 
every patrol car • 
86. All of the foiloWing help preJrent water accidents, except: 
A. using the ·"buddy system'i. 
C. knowing water conditions 
such as depth and ·location 
of obstacles. 
B. depgnding on a tire innertube 
for support when in deep 
water. 
D. using appropriate equipment. 
87.
9 
Preventing accidents in sports activities depends upon: 
A. proper conditioning and 
equipment. 
c. strictness of the 
officials. 
B. requiring players to be of 
the sa'me sex. 
D. the players knowing each 
other's weaknesses. 
GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
88. 
' 89. 
~90. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: SFA-EFA 2 
When putting a new battery in a car, ba~tery acid spilled on the 
mechanic's hand and Wrist. Which of the following would b? the 
proper action to take immediately? 
A. Wrap a clean cloth around B. Rush to the hospital 
the area and seek. medical emergency room. 
attention. 
c. Hold the hand and wrist p. Apply ointment to the spots 
under running water for where acid spilled. 
several minutes. 
I . Bill fs having sharp·chest pains and also a hard time catchin~ his 
breath. What should be done? 
A. Help Bill walk around to B. Have Bill lie down and call 
keep the blood circulating. fdr an ambulance. 
c. Put Bill. in .a ~ar and rush D. Call the hospital and find 
him to the 'hospitaL out Wha.~. ta. do ... 
.s'ue was the. first ·person to arr·iverar tlie S'cene of~ a car at!:tidenr. 
.A man was bleeding very badly and he seemed to be in shock. What 
should Sue do 'first?, 
A. try to st~t)· the1 bl~eding. 
C. Begin to treat the man 
for shock. 
~. Go call an ambula~ce. 
D. Stop the next car for help. 
··c~ . 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-EH 1 
91. Which of the following technological changes have increased pollution 
problems? 
A. Increas .. ed use of home 
compure.:c:s •. 
C. Space exploration. 
B. The increased numbers of cars 
and truck.sJ 
D. Increased use of microwave 
ove.ns. 
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DlB.ECTIQNS;.· An..swet the following questions. 
92, Why is the increased use of disposable plastic ·items a pollution 
problem? 
A. Plastic ca~ be recycled. 
c. 1Ua,st;ic i~ eJq;~enaiv:e. 
B. Plastic containers are 
da~ging to the food inside. 
D. Plastic. items are. not 
biodegradable .• 
9 3. Safe di,~posa.+ Q:j: raq:L,'bacti ve w~~te is: 
A. easily done with new 
machines. 
C. difficult to do. 
94. Acid rain is caused by: 
A.' factory smoke. 
~ 
c,,. nl1.Ci~~~ plantS""•• 
D. the responsibility of the 
.,.. -fe~er.al trade· commission. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-EH 2 
B. air~lah~ exhaust. 
95. One feasible way to r~~c~ ~~ pollution is tp: 
A. use only electricity. 
C. ban all cigarette $mDking. 
B. close down· all coal-burning 
factories: 
D. require auto emission 
inspections. 
96. An important thing to look for in choosing a toxic waste site is 
distance from: 
B. state ~or~sts. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: COH-CHR 6 
97. A person·who specializes in treating conditions of the ear is a/an: 
A. otologist. B. neurologist. 
C. opthalmologist. D. podiatrist. 
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DIRECTIONS: Answer the following questions. 
98. A person who specializes in surgery of the eye is an: 
A. optician. B. otologist. 
C. optometrist. D. ophthalmologist. 
99. Individuals interested in the role of food, nutrition, and health 
should choose a career in: 
A.· phys,icCl,l, therapy. B. dietetics. 
c. physiology. D. oncology •. 
OBJECTIVE CODE: EMH-SH 3 
100. Marian won a beauty contest. She spent a whol,e year traveling, going 
to parties and celebrations, and meeting many people. She insisted 
on having two hours each day to be alone. Which of the following 
consequences is not to be expected from her decision to be alone? 
A. Improved personal problem-
solving. 
B. Improved coping skills. 
C.. Extr.eme., lon&J.iness .. D. Personal growth• 
101. John.is an accomplished painter. He wants hia work to be, his best. 
To accomplish this, he needs: 
A. encouragement from relatives. B. ideas from friends. 
C. people watching him. D. time to work alone. 
102. Which of the following is a negative aspect of being alone. Mark 
the negative one. 
A. Limits you to your own B. Permits you to regain your 
thoughts. energy level. 
c ... P~o~ides .. time. to do your D. Gives· you a. chanc~to think. 
homework: 
STOP 
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APPENDIX D 
HEAP H6ALTH EDUCATION TEST* 
Cronbach Alpha Reliability Coefficients 
For Test Items, Grade Four 
N o f c a s e s = 7 9 6, ( 4 t h g r a, d e s ) N o f 1 t em s = 3 * = o,m i t t e d 
.range = O.Q531-0.7462 
average CronbaGh Alpha Coefficient = 0.3530 
Response No. Alpha Response No. ,Upha 
1 
-
3 o.4328·-a 52 - 54 0.2091-a 
'4 
-
6 0.2572-a 5·5 - 57 0.4201-a 
7 - '9 0.1804-a 58 - 60 0.4381-a 
10 -12 0.2783-a 6 1 - 63 0.3950-a 
13 -15 0. 17 4 o-·a 64 - 66 * 
16 -18 0.2'973 .... a 67 - 6.9 0.3355-a 
19 -21 6.4407-a 70 - 72 0.3639-a 
22 -24 0.3024-a 73 - 7-5 0.7462-a 
25 -27 0.0990-a 76 - 78 0.3733-a 
28 -<30 O.D:S31 79 - 8 1 0.2292-a 
31 -33 0.4782-a 82 - 84 0.377G .... a 
3~ -36 0.4390-a 85 - 87 o.48t)5-a 
37 -39 * 88 - 90 0.2886-a 
40 -42 0.3655-a 91 - 93 0.5333-a 
43 --45 0.?552-a 94 - 96 0.3314-a 
46 -48 0.5076-a 97 - 99 0.4327-a 
49 -51 o.50B9-a 
*Michigan Scl!ool Health Association, Michigan Educati•onal 
Assessment Program, Health Education Interpretive Report, 
Health Topic Area At~ainment Rates by Grade, 1984-85,-p. 
7 9. 
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APPENDIX D 
HEAP HEALTH EDUCATION Tr:ST* 
Cro~ba~W Alpha Reliabilit~ Coefficients 
For test Items, ~rade Seven 
N bf cases = 179Z (7th grades} N of items = 3* omitted 
range = 0.1223-0~6345 
average tronbach Alpha Coefficient : 0.3688 
Re~ponse N,o. Alpha .. Response No. Alpha 
1 - 3 _., -·.0·· 319 6-a 52 - 54 0.3754-a -
4 
- 6 0.)369-a 55 - 57 0.5098-a 
7 - 9 0 .'f83 7-a 58 - 60· 0.4653-a 
10 -12 0. 29 68"-a 61 - 63 0.3363-a 
13 -1~ 0.1778-a 64 - 66 * 
16 -18 0.1513-a 6 7· - 69 0.5235-a 
19r 
-i1 0 .'39 S'J...:a 70 - 72 0.312,2-::a 
22 -2'4 0. 1.(7 20-a· 7"3 - 75 0 •. 5496-a 
2 s: -i21' o. z~n·o-a 76 - 78 0.1223-a: 
28 -30 a·. 399"6-a 79 -. 8-l 0 .-363 ],-a 
31 -33 0.2765-a 82 - 84 0.283l .... a 
34 -36 0.3606-a 85 - 87 0.4505-a 
37 -39 * 88 - 90 0.4996-a 
40 -42 0.5662-a 9 i· - 93 0.6345-a 
43 -45 0.5250-a 94 - 96 0.4274-a 
46 -48 0,1804-a 97 - 99 0.3963-a 
49 -51 0.4589-a 100 -102 0.1613-a 
*Michigan School Hekith Association, Mlchigan Educational 
Assessment Program, Health Education Interp~etive Report, 
Health Topic Area Attainment Rates by Grade, 1984-85, p. 
79. . 
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APPENDIX D 
MEAP HEALTH EDUCATION TEST* 
Cronbach Alpha Reliability Coefficients 
For Test Items, Grade Ten 
N of c,ses = 3804 (lOth grades) N of items = 3* =omitted 
range = 0.0467-0.7370 
average Cronbach Alpha Coefficient = 0.3403 
Response No. Alpha Response No. Alpha 
1 - 3 o.o5i"s· 52 - 54 0.7370-a 
4 - 6 0.1711-a 55 - 57 0.3292-a 
7 - 9 0.1631-a 58 - 60 0.2990-a 
10 -12 0.3339-a 61 - 63 0.5791-a 
13 -15 0.0808 64 - 66 * 
16 -18 0.2620-a 67 - 69 -().2679-a 
1·9 -21 0.0487 70 - 72 0.3540-a 
zz· -24> 0 • .04-67 73 - 7 S· 0.6-162-a 
25. -27 0.0962 76 - 78 0.5522-a 
28· -3 0 0. 0.9.'7 2 79 - 81 ().58.36-a 
31 -33 0.2944-a 82 - 84 0.6130-a 
34 -36 0.2352-a 85 - 87 0.5766-a 
37 -39 * 88 - 90 0.2333-a 
40 -42 0.4830-a 9 1 - 93 0.5845-a 
43 -45 0.2124-a 94 - 96 0.4512-a 
46 -48 0.4656-a 97 - 99 0.3387-a 
49 -51 0.2695-a 100 -102 0.4640-a 
a 
p 
1 ' 0.0 0 < 0 0 .0 1 
*Michigan S~hool Health Association, Michigan Educational 
Assessment Program, Health Education Interpretive Report, 
Health Topic Area Attainment Rates by Grade, 1984-85, p. 
7 9. 
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APPENDIX E 
STA,TISTICAL CONPUTATIONS 
SUMMATION NOTATION* 
E = Sum 
X = Scores 
p = Person 
i = Group II 
·K" - 11 of· groups 
~ = Total subjects or· groups 
n = Singular group (persons) 
a = Standard deviation 
= 
I Population mean 
X = Group mean 
aX = Standard error of the mean 
Z = Total 
BB = Between groups 
W = Within groups 
C = Comparisons 
f = Frequency 
CRIT. = Pre-established Math level 
OBS. = Math level computed by formula 
* Shavelson, ~· cit., pp. 607-614. 
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App~ndix E 
STATISTICAL DATA 
NEW YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN 
Fourth Grade Seventh Grade Tenth Grade 
NY M NY N NY M 
N = 15 6 .. 796 152 1792 304 3804 
Test Items 99 99 102 102 102 102 
Nean Score 67 60 72 6 1 67 55 
Low Score 34 10 29 0 22 0 
High· Score 90 90 93 97 90 94 
Std. Dev. 9.83 15.51. 11 • 0 5 16.76 1 1 • 00 15. 2 4 
• 
Variance 96.64 240.653 122.10 280.93 121.00 232.47 
std .• el;"ror .78 -~5 .98 .39 .25 • 2 5 
R;~liability .88 
·45 .84 .36 .87 .34 
'il 
Appendix E 
INTERPRETIVE STATISTICS 
N~W YORK STATE AND MICHIGAN DATA 
A Ca 1 c u 1 at i o tr of p·ow~ r -d e·t e c t·:to n of a sign i £ i cant 
difference when it truly exists. (New York 
and Michigan means therefore, can be 
com'{>ared). 
Analysi9 of Variance (anove) -New York treatment effect 
was not caused by chance. 
Omega Square w2 -strength of aasociation between 
ind~p~naent variable (NY treatment) and the 
dependent variable (NY HTAR). 
Tukey's HSU -comparison of means indicating that New York 
produced greater effects 
FOUR SEVEN TEN 
w .98 • 9 7 .95 
HSD 5.373 6.52 9.048 
Anova 14.345 13.26 9.0829 
~ 3.078 7.135 13.30 
HSD Ho C= 0 
Ha . cJ 0 
An ova Ho c = 0 
Ha c > 0 
Ho AA ny -M..m = 0 
Ha .A-\ ny -M m = > 0 
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CALCULAT~ON OF POWER* 
ONE SAMPLE .(CASE 1), ONE TAILED, 
RESEARCH STUDY 
REJECT OR NOT TO REJECT THE NULL HYPOTHESIS 
GRADE~ 4 - NEW YORK· 
H ~ - ~ '"' >O (6 .158) 
a ny m 
crX - X ny m 
(- -) X -X ny m. 
~ z .01 (one tailed) 2.33 
J. ;n/ 
• ~ ny 
., 2 2 ~ \J 9.83 + 15.573 
V· 156 796 
all "96 • 628 + 242 • 518 
~ 156 796 
=·1/ .6194 +' :3046 
- l/.9240 
= .961 
CRIT ,. ZX - X crX - X 
ny m ny m 
• 2.33 X .961 
-~ 2.239.,. 
* Shavelson, ~· cit., pp. 372-375. 
170 
Z(Xny- Xm) (Ha) .,.,(Xny- ~m) .... (,J.lny·- J.im)Ha 
r3, - 1 - p<Mfr 
a ... 1 - -4.078 
ax - x 
ny m 
= 2.239 - 6.158 
.961 
• -3.,21;.9 . 
• 961 
~ ..:4. ota 
• +5.078 - Reject the riti11 hypothesis 
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''a: 
a 
ax 
ny 
~ 
CALCULATION OF·POWER* 
ONE SAMPLE (CASE 1), ONE TAILED, 
RESEARCH STUDY 
REJECT OR NOT TO REJECT THE NULL h~POTHESIS 
GRADE" 7 - NEW YORK" 
ll'QY"- lllil = >0 10.41.1 
-X 
m 
~ = .01 (one tailed) 2.33 
1 2 2 a a ....!!L+ ~ N N ny m 
~ 2 2 11.05 . + 16.761 152 1792 
=~! 122.102 .+ 280.931 v 152 1792 
=~ .8033 + .1567 
= -v .9600 
.... 979 
ly, - X ~ CRU, = ZJC - X aX. - X ~ny;.> nr ny m ny m"' 
,.~ 
= 2.33 X .979 
,. 2.281 
* Shave1son, £e.· cit., pp. 372-.375. 
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'z (X - X ) H = X - X - ( ll - ll ) H 
ny m a nx m ' ny m a 
e = 1 - p_ower 
· e .. 1 - +9 .310 
ax .- x 
ny' m 
= 2.281 - 10.417 
.979 
""-8.135 
• 979· 
= -8.310 
= -7.135 +Reject the-null hypothesis 
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CALGULATION OF POWER* 
ONE SAMPLE (CASE 1), ONE TAILED, 
RESEARCH STUDY 
REJECT OR'NOT TO REJECT THE NULL HYPOTHESIS 
GRADE 10 - NEW. YORK 
H·, : lL ... J.l """.,. 0. 
o ny m· 
H : J.lny ... J.l ~ >o (11.26) 
a. m .. 
~ = .01 (one tailed) 2.33 
2 2 ! 
cr o 
..1!L + ~ N N 
ny m 
cri - ~ J ny m ... , 
2 2 11.00 + 15.247 
304 3804 
:v 121 + 232·.47~ 
304 3804 
--v .3980 + .0611 
= -v. 4591 
= .677 
= zx - X ax' - X 
ny m ny m 
= 1.577 
* Shavelson, ~· ~., pp. 372-375. 
Z(X - X )H • X - X ... (ll - l-!1 )H 
ny m a ny m ny m a 
8 ,., 1 - power 
8 "" 1 - +15· 30 
crX - X 
ny m 
"" 1.577 - 11.26 
.677 
=· --9~ 6825 
.677 .. 
""-13.30 +.Reject the null hypothesis 
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
GRADE FOUR,. NEW YORK AND MICHIGAN STATE 
.TREATMENT LEVEL 
stev 
1 Control GrouP' (J:1) X • 60,~84 Experimental Group (NY) X= 67.00 
SUM SCORES 
2 
TOTAL SUM. 
60.0 l600 .• 0(t 59;;. .. (1.. 34&~.00 
70.5 4970.25 70 .. 8 5012.64, 
49.6 2460.16 51.2 2621.44 
64.2 4121.64 6&·8· 4462.24 
77.8 5990.60 74.9 5610.01 
61.3 3757.69 62.4 3893.76 
64.6 4173.1'6 68.9 4747.21 
73.7 5431.69 81.3 6609.69 
69.7 4858.09 72.5 5256.25 
61.1 3733.21 64.1 4108.81 
652.5 43096.49 671.9 4580~.~4 
(~2 1:. X =l PW, 
N = 42575.625 
652.52 425756.25 
= = 10 10 
m 
2 
( p~lxpny J • 
N 
ny 
671.92 
10 
= 451449.61 = 45144.961 
10 
N 
E X a 652.5 + 671.9 = 1324.4 
i p 
176 
INTERMED'rATE QUANTITIES. 
3 (1) 2 
K 
E 
1=1 
c~xpi) 
N = 42575.62~+ 45144.961 = 87720.586 
2 
(2) ( ~ X\ 
p•1 ~} = 1324.4 = 66.22 
N· 20 
(3) N 
E X 2 = ~8898.83 
p•;L p 
_4_3096. 49" -+ 45802. 34 = 
• SUM OF SQU'ARES· TOTAL 
2 
ss~ ::11 
T 
( 
N ) -E X . 
w·1 P . =· (3) 
N -- (Z) - 88898.83 - 66.22 
SUM OF SQUARES BETWEEN 
' 
( ~x\ ~ 
ni 
SUM OF SQUARES WITHIN 
2 
K· 
- E 
1=1 
... 88832'.6! 
2 
= (1) - (2) 
2 
CtxPJ 
N 
= 87720.586 - 66.22 
- 8765-4.365 
"" (3) - (1) 
2 
(
n- ~ E X • 
. P:1 pl. 
ni 
"" 88898.83 - 87720.586 
= 1178.27 
177 
COMPUTATIONAL FORMULAS FOR THE ONE-WAY ANOVA 
K = # of groups 
dfB = # of groups - 1 = 2 - 1 = 1 
dfW = 9 + 9 = 18 
dfT = 19 
SOURCE-> OF VARIATION 
SoV Sum.. of- Squares ,. 
BE 87654.365 
. 
WI 1178.2_7_ . 
T 88832.61 
STRENGTH OF ASSOCIATION 
df 
2-1 = 1 
20-2 "" 18 
20-1 == 19 
Mean Squares 
' 
87654.365 
65.4594 
OMEGA sgUARE (W2> 
SSB ==~ 87,654,.. 36S,. 
MSW = 65 ;4594 
SST = 88832.61 
~- 87654.365- (2 - 1)(65.4594) = 87588.906 
88832.61 + 65.4594 88898.069 "" •98 
A PRIORI COMPARISONS, GRADE 4 
X ,. 67.00 
ny x · 60.84 m c1 = +1X + (~)X ny m 
" 
F 
1339.0645 
'SPECI'FIED WE:':rt;HTS 
c = (+1)(67.00) + (-~)(60.84) 1~ 
= 67.00- 30.42 = 36.58 
0 +1 
(l .... 01 
tCRIT "" 2.552 
b b "" 14. 34S. = reject 
0 s 
Conclude that p is signific~ntly 
ny 
higher "than. p 
m 
.. l { __ 3_6_.s_8_ 
v 2(65.4594) 
20 
=l 36.58 
' 
130.9188 
20 
~~ 36. s-a 
6.54594 
179 
36~58 
= 2.55 
= 14.3450 
11 
TUKEY'S HSD (HONESTLY SIGNIE!CANT DIF~ERENCE)* 
NEW YORK-MICHIGAN COMPARISON, 'GRADE FOUR 
C. • ~ - ~ for all pair~ 
ny m · ~ 
X ,. 60.84 
m 
X '"' 67.00 ny 
X • 60.84 
m 
xny = 67 .oo -6.16 
. HSD = q (a , dfw' K){T 
c,o1, 1a., lD)-y. 65i~~94·: 
65.4594 
156 
... 6.20 -v .4196115 
s 6.20 (.6477742) 
"" 4.0162 
* Shave1son, ~· £!!., p. 472. 
6.16 
Reject H0 , concluding 
that the means are 
significantly different 
at the specified a • .01 
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ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE* 
GRADE SEVEN, NEW YORK AND MICHIGAN STATE 
TREATMENT LEVELS 
Step 
1 Control Group (M) X= 61.583 Experimental Group (NY) ~ = 72.00 
65.,6· 43.03 • .3.6 72.,7 5285.29 
63.5 4032.25 67·. 3 4529.29 
50.3 2530.09 58.5 3422.25 
66.3 4395.69 75.1 5640.01 
84.5 7140.25 87.7 7691.29 
67.7 4583:29 74.5 5550.25 
72.9 5314 .. 41 78.3 6130.89 
64.1 4108.81 62.4 3893.76 
53.8 2984.44 70.3 4942.09 
5~.7 2672.89 62.3 3881.29 
640.4 42065·.48· 709.1 50966.41 
·' 
SUM SCORli!S 
'~ 2 
(640.4) 2 410,112.16 -10 ~ 10 = 41,011.216 
2 
(~x~ny \ p==l ) = 
TOTAL SUM 
N 
N 
ny 
502,822.81 = 
10 
EX -.... &ItO. 4 ... +· 709.1 = 1349-. 5' 
i p 
* Shavelson, ~· cit., pp. 452-468. 
50,282.281 
181 
I 
I 
l 
1 
INTERMEDIATE· gUAN'FITIES_ 
3 
(l) ~ I~ Xppi J 
1=1 t' •1 m 41,011.216 ~ 50,282.281 = 91,293.497 
Ni 
(2) (;~ ~ -
~ 
13
.49 • s..,. ~.o- 6·7. 475. zp . 
(3) N 
EX2 p • 42.065.48 + 50,966.41 = 93,031.89 
SUM OF sgUARES TOTAL 
* p • 
4 
= 93,031.89- 67.475 = 92,964.415 
SUM' OF sqUARES BETWEEN 
" 2 N L 
SS ... ~~ {! Xpi ~ -(~ Xp \ = 91 293'.497- 67.475 = 91,226.022 
B •1 d__L ·' 
i=1 . N 
nJ. 
SUM OF s·g1IARES WITHIN 
I 
N 2 
SSW = E X p 
p=1 
~ (~ Xpi \2 
i=1 
ni 
F 93,031.89 - 91,293.497 = 1738.393 
COHPUTATIONAL FORMULAS FOR THE ONE-WAY ANOVA 
!C.. =-; 20. (no.. of ... g~,oup~) 
dfB = 1 (# of groups - t) 
dfW == 18 
dfT = 19 
~ I 
J 
I 
182 
. 
. 
~ 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
. 
SoV Sum-of-Squares df Mean Square F 
BE 91,226.022 2-1 ... 1 91,266.022 944.594 
' 
WI 1,738.393 
t 92,964.415 
STRENGTH OF ASSOCIATION, 
SS - (K - 1) MS" w2 B . w 
• __,;;;...,s_s_T_+~HS--:tv-. _.....;.;..-
20-2 - 18 
20:..1 • 19 
<· 
96.577 
o~GA sgv~· cwl2 
SSB -. 91~226.022 
96.57? 
SST = 92,964.415 
• 91,226~022- (2-1)(96.577) - 91,129.445- .9792 
~.2.5!6./t.4l.J t 96,~~'!/77 93,060.992 
I 
·A 'PRIOR! COMPARISONS, GRADE 7 
..... 
.....:: 
X +·(~)X xny - 72.00 X ,. 6L583 •. *·C1 ...... m. ny m" 
SPECIFIED WEIGHTS 
. 
*" c1 .. (+1) (72.00) + (-~) (61.583) 
• 
~. "< 
... 72 + (-30.79) 
c1 1 -~ 
= 41.21 
c2 0 +1 
cla 
~~I. 41.21 ~ 41.21 
. 
c1 - o t ... = 
.. 13.26 
. .. -0 obs 2'-l 9.6577 3.108 ~ 2(96.577) 
H1 . c1 > o N' 20 . 
'} 
a .. .01 
tCRIT ••· 2.552 
t obs - 13.26 
Reject H0 ' 
Conclude that 1.1 is significantly higher than 1.1 
.nY _ m 
1'83 
TUKEY'S HSD (HONESTLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE)* 
NEW YORK-MICHIGAN· COMPARISON, GRADE SEVEN 
C • ~ - ~ fo~ all pai~s 
ny m 
xm • 61.583 xny = 12.00 
10.417 
HSD ~ q ( a, dfw, K )~ 
- q (.ol, .18, .lo)"' I 96.577 v 152, 
... 2.97 "\I 96.S77:, 
v 20 
• 2.97 -v 4.829 
- 2.97 (2.197) 
X "" 72.00 10.417 ny 
* Shavelson, ~· cit., p. 472 
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ONE-WAY ~ALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
GRADE TEN, NEW YORK AND MICHIGAN STATE 
TREATMENT LEVELS 
SFep 
' 1 Control Group (M) X • Experimental Group (NY) X .. 
47.3 2237.29 54..8 3003.04 
52.2 2724.84 58.0 3364.00 
21.8 475.24 35, • .1 12,32 .. 01 
63.3 4006,.89- 74.2 5505.64 
60 .. 1 3612.01 65.1 4238.01 
63.4 4019.56 76.1 5791.21 
66.7 4448;8·9 74.9 5610.01 
63.1 3981·.61 75.4 5685.16 
64.6 4173.16 78.8 6209.44 
49.0 2401.00 62.4 3893.76 
551.5 j2080.49 65!,.80 44552.28 
: SUM SCQRES 
2 N ) 2 ( E xpm· 551.52 
•. 
p•l 
-
304152.25• 
'"' 
30!,15.225 
N 10 10 m 
~2 ( . 654.802 
'"' 
428763.04 
'"' 
42876.304 N - .. ··10·-- 10 
TOTAL SUM 
.N 
1: X 
-
551 ... .3 .. - +-- 65(1.:. 80.. ..... 1206.30 
i; I'i 
INTERMEDIATE.9UANTITIES 
.3 -(1}-K /~x~ 2 
1: 1 t.P=;iP~) = 30415.225 + 42876.304 = 73291.529 
(3) 
60.315 
N 
t X 2 ~ ~2080.49 + 44552.28 = 16632.77 
p•1 p 
SUM OF SQUARES TOTAL 
4 N N· ' 2 
SS I: X - (I: x'\ 
T "' p=1 p n=1 ~} 
"N' = 76632.72- 60.31.5 = 76572.405. 
.. _ 
SUM OF SQUARES" BETWEEN 
( 
n ~ 2-I: X . 
p=1 pl. -
Ni = 73291.529 - 60.315 z 73231.214 
SUM OF SQUARES WITHIN 
N 
SS • I: X 2 -
w p=1 p 
= 76632.770- 73291.529 
... 3341.241 
· COMPUTATIONJ\t: JfO~ FOR THE ONE WAY ANOVA 
',.. K ,.. # of gr.oups =-20 
dfB .. # of groups'·- l = 2 - 1 = 1 
dfW • 9 + 9 • 18 
dfT = 19 · 
186 
SOURCE OF VARIATION 
SoV Sum-of-Squares 
BE 73231.214 
WI 3341.241 
T 76572.405 
STRENGTH OF_ASSOCIATION 
z 73231.214 - (2-1) 185.625 
76572.405 + 185.652 
- 73046.589 ~ 95 
76758.057 . 
A PRIOR! COMPARISONS 1, GRADE 10 
df 
2-1 = 1 
20-2 = 18 
20-1 ... 9 
X • 67.00 
ny X ""55.734 m 
SPECIFIED WEIGHTS 
1 
0 +1 
Mean Square 
73231.214 
185.625f I 
OMEGA SQUARE (W2) 
SSB = 73231.214 
MSW = 185.625 
SST = 76572.405 
c = (+1) (67) + (-~)(55.734) = 67- 27.867 = 39.133 L 
187 
F 
3!l4. 512 
c~ 
0 
c "" 0 1 
a == .01 
tCRIT "" 2.552 
· t • 9. 0829 ~· reje~t ob~ 
Conclude that p is significantly 
ny 
higher than Pm 
= 
= 
39.133 
371.25 
20 
39.133 
4.3084 
9.0829 
188 
189· 
~;::::=:::::;;:;==;:. ::;:. ;::_ :::: ..=:::::;;:::::;::==:::::::::;:=:::::==============~1= -----== 
TUKEY'S HSD (HONESTLY SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE)* 
NEW YORK -MICHIGAN COMPARISON, GRADE TEN 
·H 0 
H· 1 
c :a 0 
c ~0 
c a ~ -~ for a~1 pairs 
ny m 
··;: .... 
X = 55.734 X = 67.00 
X • 5~. 734. 
m 
xny • 67.00 
m ny 
11.266 
* Shave1son, ~· ~., p. 472 
11.266 
HSD "" 4 (a, dfW ,l() -v :s 
= 2.97 1852~25 
""2.97-v9.28125. 
= 2.97 (3.0465144) 
= 9.048 
A COMPARISON OF STUDENT HEALTH KNOWLEDGE 
IN MICHIGAN AND SELECTED NEW YORK STATE 
SCHOOLS 
ABSTRACT 
By G. Greg Wojtowicz 
State University_pj New York, College at Brockport, 
1986 
Thesis Advisor: Dr. William H. Zimmerl~ 
The purpose of this study was twofold: first, to 
de.termine the· Healt·h· knowledge levels of: a· se-lected sampl-e 
o r N ev Y o-r·k S t' a t e, S't' u de n t s ! n g·r ad e·s f o u r·, s even and t e n • 
Second, to compare these ~nowledge levels, represented by 
student test scores on the standardize~ HEAP test for 
Health education, with scores of Michigan students in 
similar grades levels on the same test. 
Six hundred twelve students (156 fourth graders, 152 
seventh gr~d~r~ and 304 tent~ graders) frow t~r~~ ~eleGted 
New York State school dis.tr .. i.cts- respond,ed to muLtiple 
choice questions (99 questions in fourth grade, 102 
questions in seventh and tenth grades) related· to ten 
health topic areas. A H~alth Topic Attainment Rate (HTAR) 
of 75 percent is considered to be a satisfactory level of 
mastery in each of the ten topic areas. 
190 
191 
New York State students achieved a satisfactory HTAR in 
seven topic areas out of a possible thirty at the fourth, 
seventh and tenth grade levels in comparison to only two 
for Michigan students at the same grade levels. Selected 
l 
New York State students ehowed si&nificantly ~ig~et 
knowledge levels (Grade 4 F = 1339.0645; P < .01, Grade 
7 F = 944.594; P < .01, Grade 10 F = 394.512; P < .01) 
than did students from the state of Michigan. 
The results of this investigation lend support to the 
conclusion that knowledge based health education programs 
can result in high student test scores. 
